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FOREWORD
This report is a summary of some of the activities of the Ra-
diometry Section for the latter part of 1966. It is divided into three
parts: part I covers the progress accomplished by personnel of
the section; part II covers progress accomplished by on-site con-
tractor personnel under Task Assignment 713-2132; and, part III
covers progress accomplished by off-site contractor personnel
under Task Assignment 713-2149. Electro-Mechanical Research
performed this work under Contract NAS-5-9244.
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_1. SUMMARY
_ SOLAR SIMULATION STUDIES_713-124-09-05-06)
A-1200 Solar Simulator
The RAE-TTU-(R82) satellite was scheduled to be tested for the greater
part of this quarter. This test did not require any solar simulation. No work
was planned on improving the uniformity, spectrum, or other characteristics
of the simulator which would involve use of the lamps. Work planned for this
quarter included: movement of control console into solar simulator room;
design of modifications to power supplies to allow 150 amp operation; design
of mechanical and electronic modifications which would result in more econom-
ical and reliable operation of the simulator; and, cleaning and re-aluminizing
of the optical components of the system.
A paint sample test was performed in the early part of the quarter. Re-
quirements for the test were: 1) solar spectral correspondence as good as
possible; 2) uniformity as good as possible; and, 3) 140 mw/cm _ irradiation.
This required the use of seven spectral and seven uniformity filters which
reduced the efficiency of the system to approximately 3.5%.
The uniformity filters which had been designed to improve the uniformity
of irradiance in the test volume were not available until the test was scheduled
to begin. No delay could be granted to start the test to allow the proper align-
ment of the lamps, collectors, and new uniformity filters in the system. These
factors resulted in a situation where 140 mw cm -2 could be obtained only if the
lamps were operated at 110-115 amps. Spectrolab had recommended that cur-
rent not exceed 105 amps for long periods; but, that 110 amp operation should
not damage the electronic components of the system. The test was performed
with the lamps operating at 110-115 amps. After 48 hours, electronic problems
developed which resulted in several lamp failures and power supply component
failures. The uniformity before the test was +5.5% and after the test +6%.
The experience of the paint sample test demonstrated that the system could
not be expected to perform with good uniformity and spectrum at 140 mw cm- 2
unless major modifications were made to the system.
At the conclusion of the test, emphasis was placed on the design of modifi-
cations to the power supplies which would allow operation up to 150 amps. These
modifications have been designed and orders have been placed for the new com-
ponents needed.
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A circuit has also been designed which allows the solar cell intensity sen-
sor to be placed in one position for any position of the lamp and to still maintain
proper control of the power supply when in the "light" mode. This has resulted
in the elimination of two operators when the power supplies are aligned elec-
tronically in the current and light modes. Another monitor circuit has been
designed which will display continuously the condition of the power supply
characteristics. This will indicate to the operator on duty immediately which
power supply is malfunctioning and permit corrective measures to be applied
before a lamp fails. In the past, lamp failure or fluctuation of temperatures of
samples was the first indication of malfunction of electronic components. The
control console has been moved into the simulator area and rewired. Calculations
made in the current capacity of the wires furnished by spectrolab showed that
10% of the power from the supplies was being lost in the cables. New cables have
been ordered which will reduce this loss to less than 1%.
The optics have been cleaned and collectors are in the process of being
re-aluminized.
The next quarter plans include: 1) completion of all electronic modifications
to system; 2) modifications to collectors to allow 5kw lamp use; 3} uniformity
and spectral work using new uniformity filters; and 4) installation of krypton
lamps, if received in time.
Long range planning includes: 1) redesign of lenticular system to increase
efficiency and uniformity; 2} development of spectral filters for krypton-xenon
combinations of lamps; 3) installation of in-vacuum uniformity and spectral
measuring equipment; 4} design and installation of data acquisition system to
handle all data related to solar simulator; and 5} installation of 5kw lamps in
system.
Convair 990 Flight Experiment
Uncertainties exist in the published values of the solar spectral irradiance.
New data should be obtained under conditions more favorable than ground
measurements to eliminate these uncertainties. An experiment has been pro-
posed which would allow measurements to be made at 40,000 feet aboard a
Convair 990 aircraft. Ames Research Center owns this plane and it has been
modified for scientific experiments. A proposal has been submitted to HQ
NASA requesting use of this aircraft. This proposal has been approved by
Dr. J. Clark.
Design of modifications to the Leiss which will be needed to qualify it for
flight have been conceived. The details have not been worked out completely yet.
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Fixtures to hold the Leiss andthe electronic scanning spectrometer are also
beingdesigned. Calculations have beenmade on sources of possible error in
the experiment, flight paths which could be used, and other aspects of the
experiment.
Plans for the next quarter are: 1) submit work order to EMR to finalize
design modifications to Leiss andfixtures to hold instrumentation and to fab-
ricate same; 2} complete error analysis of experiment; and 3) assemble equip-
ment together in Building 7 for final checkout and calibration. The flight will
probably be the two weeks from 7 August to 21August 1967which leaves very
little time to accomplish everything. It is critical that work begin on final
design andfabrication of fixtures and modifications to the Leiss.
Arc Research
The existing sources available for solar simulation are inadequate for ef-
ficient simulation of the solar spectral irradiance, total solar irradiance, and
collimation of the solar irradiation. Sources more suitable for ultra-violet
degradation experiments are also needed. The sources most generally in use,
high to medium pressure mercury lamps, consist totally of line emissions in
the ultra-violet region. A lamp with continuous radiation in the v.v. region
and good spectral correspondence with the solar irradiation would be of great
value. Work is being conducted with a pressure arc system and a vortex stabilized
radiation system (VSRS} to improve spectrum, brightness and mechanical size
of fireball. Measurements have been made with argon, krypton, neon, and helium
at various pressure, power, and gas flow levels.
Fifteen sets of measurements have been made with the VSRS this quarter.
The results of the neon-argon measurements indicate that a significant improve-
ment can be made in spectral match to solar irradiance with the proper ratio of
these two gases in a system of this type. Argon is very rich in p..v. emission
which may make it useful for degradation studies. Other results have indicated
that krypton, xenon combinations of compact arc lamps would improve the
spectral characteristics of the A-1200 simulator.
Plans for the next quarter include: 1) completion of the neon-argon series
of measurements; 2} measurements with varying flow rates; and 3} xenon
measurements.
COATINGS QUALIFICATION
Flight data from several satelliteshave demonstrated the need for thorough
testing of thermal control coatings as to: i) ultra-violet stability;2) charged
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particle stability; and 3) adhesion characteristics. In addition, the reproducibility
of paint mixtures and paint films needs to be established. Measurements of the
optical properties of thermal control coatings in air after u.v. or particle ir-
radiation have proven to be useless. No definite standards have been established
by NASA or GSFC to ensure that paint mixtures and paint films are of uniform
quality or can be accurately reproduced. The effects of the substrate surface
or contour of the object to which the coating is applied have not been determined
in any scientific manner. These facts indicate that immediate measures should
be employed, to qualify certain types of coatings for space applications and to
establish definitely the optical, mechanical, and chemical properties of these
coatings. This would ensure the thermal design engineer that the coatings used
would not change optical or mechanical properties during the life of the space-
craft or inform him very specifically what changes would occur and at what time.
Work has been in progress this quarter to obtain data in support of the
above areas. Thermal shock tests have been performed on several thermal
coatings. This effort has been delayed due to a lack of facilities within this
group and to a lack of a priority at T&E Division. The results of the RAE-TTU
unit test in the A-1200 indicate that more emphasis should be placed in this area.
Work also has been in progress to establish the validity of accelerated solar
ultra-violet irradiation of samples and the effects of spectrum upon the thermal
coatings optical properties. Preliminary results have been obtained which are
detailed in the EMR monthly reports. Several more tests are needed to com-
plete this work which are not possible to be performed at present due to the
elimination of overtime usage. The change in optical properties is measured
"in situ" for these tests.
Electron irradiation at 400 kev to a total accumulated flux of 10 is e cm -2
in air has been accomplished for several coatings. The results indicated no
change. One of the coatings (Alkali silicate - TiO 2) was subsequently irradiated
in vacuum to 10 is ecm- 2 and measured in air within 15 minutes after exposure
and showed approximately 25% change in absorptance. The sample was allowed
to remain in air for 10 days, was remeasured and showed essentially no change
from the original characteristics.
Plans for the next quarter include: 1) electron irradiation at 400 kev,
700 kev, and 1 Mev to a flux accumulation of 10 is ecm- 2 for 10 thermal control
coatings; 2) proton irradiation at 400 kev for 10 coatings; 3) completion of tests
to establish reciprocity relationships for silicone, silicate, and epoxy paints;
4) completion of tests to establish effect of spectrum on paints mentioned in 3;
and 5) thermal shock, adhesion, and chemical tests on several coatings now
used on satellites.
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All measurements of changeswill be made"in situ" for the ultra-violet
irradiation and within 15minutes uponremoval to air for the particle irradiation.
SOLAR CELL CALIBRATIONS (713-120-33-01-01)
Work has beenin progress developing reliable and accurate techniques and
instrumentation for determination of solar cell characteristics.
This quarter's work was concerned with the evaluation of l_-cm and 10_%cm
cells of 8 mil and 16 mil thickness. 1 Mev electron radiation experiments were
conducted to define energy conversion characteristics of these cells. Other work
was performed on Li doped solar cells and the angular dependence of incident
radiation on cells. This is detailed in Part III.
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2_VO_TEXARCSTUDIES(_
_ Stanley Neuder_i(
ABSTRACT
Measurements of the spectral distribution of vortex stabilized, inert gas
plasmas and mixed inert gas plasmas, continues to be made with the vortex
stabilized arc (VSA) in order to attain an improved externally-unmodified, single
source of solar simulation.
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INTRODUCTION
During this quarter, the following spectral measurements were made on
the vortex arc.
I. a) Neon 4kw--8 atm
b) Neon 16kw--8 atm
If. a) Argon (75%)--Neon (25%) 8kw--10 atm
b) Argon (75%)--Neon (25%) 13kw--10 atm
III. a) Argon (50%)--Neon (50%) 4kw--4 atm
b) Argon (20%)--Neon (80%) 4kw--4 atm
c) Argon (10%)--Neon (90%) 4kw--10 atm
IV. a) Argon 1600 cc/min 4kw--5 arm
b) Argon 1200 cc/min 4kw--5 atm
c) Argor_ 1200 cc/min 3kw--5 atm
d) Argon 360 cc/min 2kw--5 atm
e) Argon maximum flow rate 3.5kw--5 atm
V. a) Helium open loop 4kw
b) Helium open loop 13kw incomplete
VI. a) Xenon incomplete
The results of these measurements will be discussed subsequently.
Much of this material has been presented at the NASA conference on coatings
and solar simulation, Oct. 1966 at JPL in Pasadena.
Progress is being made towards completion of contract No. NAS 5-12450 by
spectrolab. Delivery is anticipated in the near future.
Maximum permitted plasma current levels have been found to differ for the
various inert gases.
DISCUSSION
Series I.
Neon emission has been measured and plotted as % energy per bandwidth at
two power levels, 4kw and 16kw, at constant pressure. The UV energy content
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has increased by approximately 40%in the wavelength range .25 to .55_with the
4-fold power increase. An accompanyingreduction in energy content beyond .8/_
was also noted. The neonplasma at 4kw is relatively poor in UV content.
Series H, III.
Comparison of neon and argon spectra shows that argon is rich in the .25 to
.5_ wavelength range and deficient in the .5_ to .8_ region. Neon is quite the
reverse. Various % mixtures were spectrally measured. The 75 argon--25 neon
mixture was measured at 8kw and 13kw. Both exhibited the pure argon charac-
teristic spectral variations with power. Argon 50--neon 50 at 4kw was still
primarily an argon distribution. Equal spectral excitation was achieved with
20 argon--80 neon at 4kw and 4 atm, while predominant neon excitation was
exhibited by the 10 argon--90 neon mixture. These results indicate that a signifi-
cant improvement in spectral matching is attainable. Further developmental
steps will be taken along several lines in order to achieve the desired spectral
distribution.
Series IV.
Different vortex flow rates have been tried from a low rate of 360 cc/min
argon to well over 2500 cc/min, all at relatively low power. This data has been
reduced but not plotted. Preliminary results indicate no major changes in the
energy distribution. This remains to be verified. (The plasma goes from a short
arc configuration to sharp cylindrical symmetry, with increased flow rate.)
Series V.
The helium spectrum was obtained by starting in argon, then transferring to
helium, (blue-white to red-orange color). The run was "open-loop" since the
recirculators were unable to pump the gas. The data on the 4kw helium run is
being reduced. The 13kw run was not obtained due to electrode failure. (See
subsequent discussion).
Series VI.
Two attempts to obtain xenon spectra resulted in failure. Xenon gas is
presently on order and will be run when the mass spectrometer is available for
gas analysis.
Plasma Stability and Electrodes
Argon plasma is very stable at various inputs and the electrode lifetime is
relatively good. Neon plasmas, while quite stable, drastically reduces the cathode
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lifetime. The helium plasma was not stable in that a kink is present in the
plasma arc itself. This resulted in anodefailure after a brief period at the
higher input power levels. These factors, among others, determine the maxi-
mum plasma current levels permitted for moderate electrode lifetime.
80kw Arc
The 80kw arc is nearing completion at Spectrolab and should be delivered
in the near future.
Most of these results have been presented at JPL at the Pasadena conference
on coating and solar simulation.
CONCLUSION
The mixture of various gases and the increased power levels are two
promising approaches for spectral tailoring.
The problem of electrode lifetimes requires increased attention.
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3 FLIQHTEXPErimENT
John Flemmin___
J. J. Webb
ABSTRACT
An experiment has been jointly undertaken with the Thermodynamics Branch
of T&E Division to measure the solar radiant flux and solar spectral irradiance
from a NASA research aircraft in an effort to improve on the data presently
available, most of which have been obtained from ground-based measurements.
This report describes the progress made on the project during the fourth quarter.
The instruments to be used by the Thermal Systems Branch, a Leiss Monochromator
and an Electronic Scanning Spectrometer, are presently being set up in the labora-
tory for intensity and wavelength calibration. Supporting equipment has been
selected and ordered. Calibration techniques have been devised using quartz-
iodine and mercury lamps, An elliptical flight path has tentatively been chosen.
A study of possible sources of error has been made, and correction factors for
mirror reflections, window transmissions, and other uncertainties have been
considered. An 8% RMS error in spectral irradiance has been estimated. Modi-
fications to the equipment to adapt it to the aircraft environment have been
detailed.
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INTP, ODUC TION
An aircraft flying at an altitude of 40,000 feet is above 80% of the atmosphere.
It is this fact which has prompted the current interest in determining the solar
constant and wavelength distribution of solar energy at air mass zero from
aboard NASA's Convair 990.
In all fairness it should be recognized that there is no clear evidence that
the atmosphere was the cause of the wide divergences among the results obtained
by the various experimenters. These earlier workers were well aware of the
variability of the atmosphere and were scrupulous to discard observations which
did not extrapolate smoothly to air mass zero. It is consequently somewhat
improbable that the atmosphere was entirely to blame for the wide range of
values thus far reported. In many respects, the electronic instrumentation they
used and the radiometric standards which were then available bear little re-
semblance to those available today. Even the measuring techniques have been
improved as various sources of error have been uncovered.
In the proposed experiment nearly all circumstances appear to favor a
significant contribution to the body of work already recorded in this field. Not
only will the electronic instrumentation be of the most advanced type, but the
spectroradiometric standard employed will be of a type not available to the older
and oft-quoted workers. Moreover, the measurement will take place at a mini-
mum air mass of about 0.22. There is an obvious inherent advantage in ex-
trapolating from 0.22 to zero rather than from 1.00 to zero.
On the negative side the aircraft environment introduces complicating
factors such as uncertainty in location, a somewhat unstable platform, and the
necessity to view the sun through a window of uncertain transmission. There
are increased chances for stray reflections to enter the optical system. Meas-
urement time, and therefore the number of observations, will be restricted by
aircraft flight time.
At this time it appears that half of the anticipated uncertainty in this ex-
periment is attributable to the use of an aircraft platform. The advantage to be
gained cannot so easily be anticipated, but will depend largely upon how well
scatter in the observations can be minimized.
The uncertainty (for the shortest wavelengths) to be expected appears to be
about 4-17% {arithmetic sum), or about _-8% (rms sum). This does not sound very
different from the accuracies claimed by prior investigators, but the fact remains
that these investigators were unable to agree with one another to within the
claimed accuracies, and in fact differed by as much as 40%.
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The following paragraphs detail the progress and current status of the
various phasesof the project.
ELECTRONICS
Leiss
Since the Leiss Monochromator is an optical system only, all its electronic
instrumentation must be externally supplied.
The amplifier chosen was a Brower Laboratories Model 130 B synchronous
type. This is a new state-of-the-art instrument having unique advantages for
the flight experiment. It is insensitive to power frequency variation from less
than 50 hertz to 400 hertz. A tachometer chopper will be supplied so there is
no possibility of detuning due to line frequency drift. Accuracy and sensitivity
have been improved over the old model 130 (which we now have) along with
dynamic range capabilities and frequency range.
A Power Designs Model 1565 high voltage power supply will be used to
drive the photomultiplier detector. Since the EMI 9558QA is an eleven stage
tube, a power supply stability of better than ±.05% is needed in order to prevent
signal variations of +.5%. Well regulated six and twelve volt power supply
modules will supply the PbS cell.
A strip chart recorder will record the detector signal from the Brower.
The chart speed will be ten inches per minute, so as to accommodate the Leiss'
1/2 rpm drum speed. A capillary inking system will be used.
Electronic Scanning Spectrometer
The Electronic Scanning Spectrometer (ESS) is a self contained unit except
for external power and read-out equipment.
A Kepco model CK36-1.5M will be used to energize the system. The ESS
has its own interna_ regulator so that the supply is not critical.
A definite decision has not been made as yet whether to use an analog tape
recorder from T&E or a strip chart recorder for the output signals. The tape
recorder would be perferred since the standard scan rates of the ESS are 100
and 1000 scans per second. If a strip chart recorder is used, the scan rate will
obviously have to be slowed to a compatible rate, such as 1 scan every 5 or 10
seconds.
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DETECTORS
Leiss
Two detectors will be required to cover the wavelengthrange of the Leiss.
The two detectors, an S-20 responsephotomultiplier tube and a PbScell, will
be mountedin a single housing for ease of operation. Extensive pre-flight
testing shouldbe doneto determine the stability of the detectors, and the need
if any to temperature stabilize the detector housing.
An EMI 9558QA(chosenfor low NEP) has been selected over the Ascop
541E-05M-14 largely for its substantial price advantage. The EMI tube has the
disadvantageof being a 2 inch diameter tube as compared with the 1-1/4 inch
diameter Ascop tube. Its specifications are also not as goodas the Ascop, but
the application shouldnot require the more expensive tube.
No specific PbScell has as yet been chosen. The choice dependssomewhat
on the design for a detector housing.
ESS
The ESSuses an image dissector tube, similar in design to a photomultiplier.
It has an S-21 responsecharacteristic which sets its useful range at 2500A to
o
5300 A. Cut-off or band-pass filters may be needed to eliminate second-order
effects and scattered radiation. These will cut down the useful wavelength range
to 2500 A--4300 ._. Ozone absorption will reduce the range even further--to
O O
roughly 3000 A--4300 A.
CALIBRATION
Calibration for spectral response can be accomplished on each of the pro-
jected eastward legs of the flight plan. This will be done by covering the inte-
grating sphere entrance port used for solar radiation, and allowing radiation
from a 1000 watt quartz-iodine standard of spectral irradiance to enter the
sphere via a second port conveniently located on the side. This approach has
been adopted since there is no way for standard lamp radiation to traverse the
optical system in exactly the same way as did the solar radiation. It requires
careful evaluation of the mirror reflection coefficients and the window
transmission.
A check on the wavelength calibration can easily be accomplished by use of
a small mercury vapor discharge tube.
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ENTRANCE OPTICS
In any radiometric work, it is an advantage to minimize the number of
optical elements involved. Each element used in the present case will affect
the radiation from the standard lamp differently from the radiation from the sun,
if only because the entrance optics will sub-tend a much larger solid angle at the
standard lamp than at the sun. Therefore a correction must be made to the data
for the effect of each optical element used, and an uncertainty recognized which
is the uncertainty of that correction.
It would be possible to use no optical elements at all, except the observation
window, by mounting the spectrometers with their integrating spheres very close
to the window. In this case it would only be necessary to correct for the solar
aspect angle with respect to the integrating sphere port, and for the observation
window transmission (including reflection losses). A fairly large correction, on
the order of 10%, would have to be made for the light scattered into the sphere
by the atmosphere, since the sphere's field of view would have to be about 60 ° .
An alternative approach is to severely restrict the field of view (to +1/2 ° for
example) and to introduce a servo-driven heliostat to maintain the image of the
sun in the spectrometer aperture. In this case sky brightness would not require
a correction, but the additional optics required would. Moreover, it is doubtful
that these optics could be used with the standard lamp. Furthermore, develop-
ment and/or procurement of a suitable heliostat appears to be unacceptable
within the current time schedule.
The approach adopted is to restrict the field of view to +5 ° . Two turning
flats, one of them fixed and one having two degrees of rotational freedom, will be
used to transfer sunlight into the integrating sphere, whose view angle will be
limited by stops. The advantage of this approach is that no servo-driven heliostat
is required (adjustments will be made by hand), and the sky-brightness contri-
bution is restricted to 4-5° of sky.
The disadvantage here is that both optical and sky-brightness corrections
must be made instead of one or the other.
SOLAR ASPECT ANGLE
The solar aspect angle is equal to the great circle distance in degrees be-
tween the point of observation and the sub-point on the earth's surface of the sun.
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If _ is the solar aspect angle, then
cos a -- sin L 1 sin L 2 + cos L 1 cos L 2 cos (_2
where
L 1
L 2
k2
= latitude of point of observation
= solar declination
= longitude of point of observation
= longitude of solar sub-point (Longitudes are negative if West, positive
if East.)
The Air Almanac gives L 2 and _2 at ten minute intervals.
Therefore, the experimenters need only know their latitude and longitude
as a function of Greenwich time to determine the sun's position with respect to
the plane.
FLIGHT PLAN
It has been generally decided that the plane should fly a race-track-type
course over the Pacific Ocean. The actual time of measurement has not been
set, but a ten minute measuring leg flying away from the sun and a twenty
minute leg flying into the sun seems reasonable. This procedure will permit
the greatest variation in the optical air mass while allowing ample time on each
measurement leg for all experiments. In the course of about three hours and ten
minutes, the procedure provides for seven measurement legs and a solar aspect
angle variation of approximately 55 ° . The procedure also concludes with the
airplane only about one hour's flying time from home base. It will not be
necessary for the pilot to fly perpendicular to the sun-plane azimuth.
The time of day of the flights may be fixed by the zenith angle of the sun.
It may be necessary to make all flights at midday when the zenith angle is small.
Since the air mass determination depends on the secant of this angle, it is es-
sential to know the precise position of the plane at the time of measurement in
order to determine the angle accurately. The secant changes considerably at
angles above 60 °. At 80 °, for example, the change is approximately 10% per
degree. At this angle, the plane's position must be known to within six minutes
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of arc (six nautical miles) in order to maintain an air mass uncertainty of 1%.
It is not knownat this time whether or not the aircraft's position can be fixed
this accurately. This factor will determine how great a zenith angle can be
tolerated.
INSTRUMENT MODIFICATIONS
Leiss
The general intention is to assemble the Leiss instrumentation in such a
way as to require a minimum of manipulation by the operator while in flight.
Reliability andmechanical and thermal stability are also to be stressed. The
following is a list of modifications thought desirable:
1. The Leiss shouldbe shock-mounted to dampenthe normal shock and
vibration occasionally experienced aboard jets.
2. The detector support bracket, and also the integrating sphere support
bracket, shouldbe strengthened andmade more rigid so as not to introduce
varying strains into the casting onwhich the optical componentsare mounted.
3. The prisms should be potted into their cages so as to futher inhibit mis-
alignment due to shock and vibration. A quantity of GE RTV-11 is on hand for
this job. This compound should be pigmented black if possible.
4. A lightweight, thermally insulated cover should be constructed. This
will reduce the structural requirements and will aid in temperature stabilizing
the Leiss.
5. A thermostatic control for the heaters should be installed inside the
Leiss. One heater will have to be moved to make room for a chopper.
6. The miniaturized chopper should be installed inside the Leiss just in
front of the intermediate slit. A Brower chopper will be used, and Brower has
agreed to furnish a template or drawing for their required mounting holes and
cable feed-throughs.
7. The wavelength drive motor and electric clutch should be permanently
attached to the spectrometer casting. The speed selected for the wavelength
drum is 1/2 rpm. About 7 or 8 minutes will be required for the entire spectrum
(Photomultiplier and PbS cell).
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8. A trigger commutator consisting of a uniquely coded wheel and a wiper
which is to serve as the contact closure for the strip chart recorder event
marker. The wheel should be unsymmetrically coded so as to provide positive
and unique identification of wavelength (drum position) on the strip chart. Ad-
ditional circuitry may be desirable to reduce the event width on the chart. This
would improve precision.
ESS
At the present time, no modifications are necessary except for special
shock mounts similar to those required for the Leiss.
ERROR ANALYSIS
Below are listed uncertainties which will be encountered and their sources.
The list may not be complete, and it may include items which will ultimately be
circumvented.
±6% This is the uncertainty associated with the stand-
ard of spectral irradiance at about 300 nm.
±1% This is probably somewhat larger than the error
associated with setting the standard lamp current.
±1% This is uncertainty associated with the read-out
of the data.
±1% This is uncertainty associated with the linearity
of detection and amplification.
±2% This is uncertainty of the reflectance of the first
turning fiat.
±2% This is uncertainty of the reflectance of the
second turning fiat.
±1% This is uncertainty of the window transmittance.
This figure assumes no contamination of the
window by the atmosphere encountered in flight
or on the ground.
±1% This is uncertainty of the air mass. Actually
this uncertainty depends on the angular distance
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of the sun from the zenith and the accuracy with
which the plane's position can be determined.
*2% This is the uncertainty added by the sky-brightness
connection. At this stage, the figure is little more
than a guess.
A direct summation of these uncertainties yields a total value of ±17%. If
the uncertainties are summed in an RMS fashion, the total RMS uncertainty is
about +8%.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The experiment may perhaps be best characterized as still in the analytical
stage. Much more analysis appears to be needed, particularly in the areas of
the entrance optics, the flight plan, and navigation.
A particularly urgent need exists to positively define the flight plan including
the location, time on station, and accuracy of location. This is important since
it has an influence on other areas of design.
Referring to the performance schedule given in the experiment proposal;
it is readily apparent that the work is already 2 to 3 months behind schedule as
regards instrumentation integration and checkout. Some essential items having
long lead times have not yet been ordered. Nor has work begun on the design
of the mounting structures for the spectrometers. Even more serious than the
present delays in these areas is the fact that there is no end in sight for the
delay. Unless action is initiated very soon, the experiment may be seriously
compromised, and it may be advisable to re-schedule the program for the
following summer.
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4._ COATINGS QUALIFICATION
Alfred Hobbs and Ben Seidenberg
ABSTRACT
DEGRADATION EQUIPMENT 0 [ _ i:: _: "i q_
Eight vacuum-irradiation degradation cells were improved.
Eight ULTEK pumps were ordered for December 27, 1966.
Lamp ripple reduction equipment was ordered and lamp housing designed.
A unique coatings degradation tool will be built from an Electronic Scanner
obtained from Dr. Frankel's group (provided enough space is available).
A patent disclosure was filed for a method for detection and analysis of
coatings changes.
For degradation detection, tests showed resistivity measurements of
coatings can be made.
COATINGS R&D
An analytical coatings chart was prepared listing coatings used on satellites.
Our group prepared a good methyl-silicone white paint.
Our group is developing a promising black metallic-oxide coating for
vacuum-chamber shrouds.
Beckman DK-2A indicates electron-bombardment in air did not optically
damage Boeing specimens.
Our group is studying the volatiles from Boeing specimens.
Our group is developing large-area thermocouples for paint substrates.
Thermal shock T&E test of Boeing specimens is stalled for lack of proper
authorization.
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INT RODUC TION
Our group, The Coatings Quality Assurance Group, is a recent addition to
the unofficial Radiometry Section which is part of the Thermal Physics Systems
Branch. We are charged with the task of creating and performing tasks that
will insure an effective area and working team consistent with good fundamental
quality control practices. These tasks are in direct support of passive, thermal
control coatings designed for application or possible application to satellites at
GSFC. These efforts not only take in the areas of procuring, designing, etc.
equipment that will meaningfully degrade and measure these coatings but also the
area of coatings R&D as well as Quality Control SOP's, library of retained coat-
ings, retained paints, etc. (latter outlined in memos to Mr. M. Schach dated
10/14/66 and 6/22/66).
DISCUSSION
Degradation Equipment
Modification of electromagnetic radiation degradation chambers.
The chambers were redesigned to give us greater pump down speed. The
new design also allows us to check the vacuum directly in the chamber and not
as line current at the pumps as is the case with similar chambers now in use
in our Branch. This design also increases the possibilities of achieving an
optical in situ degradation reading. Four of the eight chambers are being
modified with push-pull systems which are extremely inexpensive with hopes
that it will enable us to accomplish our measurements in the 10- _ torr, range.
One chamber has been fitted with an expensive magnetic rotational feedthrough.
This feedthrough was given to us gratis and we had it modified and installed so
that it translates rotary motion into linear motion enabling us to move the
specimen holder up to the measurement port. This method and feedthrough
can be utilized at much greater vacuum than the cheap feedthroughs (10 -s and
greater torr). Only the insertion of the four cheap feedthroughs remain to be
achieved in this area of our endeavors.
Getter-Ion/Titanium sublimation pumps (8) were ordered from Ultek Corp.
after much negotiation and delay on the part of Ultek, approval of design, etc.,
the systems are now scheduled for completion and check-out at Ultek's plant
by December 27, 1966. A. J. Hobbs will check the performance as to specifica-
tions at plant site.
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These systems are designed to allow our degradation chambers to achieve
a 10-s torr vacuum (vacuum measured inside the chamber) in a "clean" empty
condition in approximately onehour.
Chokesandcondensers have beenordered from WestinghouseElectric to
be utilized in connectionwith our relatively inexpensive power supplies (Westing-
house). We have taken this step in our effort to reduce ripple from its present
10-12%down to a possible 1-3%. We believe that this will materially increase
the life span of the lamps that we will be operating with these power supplies.
The lamps will be the 2.5kw Osram Xenon lamp andthe 5.5kw Hanovia Xenon
lamp. These lamps were chosenin order to obtain a range of solar constants of
from 1-3 or possibly 4 solar constants.
Also as an additional aspect of our degradation effort we have had designed
lamp housings that will accommodateinterchangeability both types of lamps.
These housings should allow us to use two chambers at a time using only one
lamp, thereby conserving room andat the same time giving us a relatively
safe, convenient and easy to get to ultra-violet degradation system.
We have obtained, on indefinite loan, an Electron Microscope capable of
generating energy levels of from 50key to 150kev electrons utilizing a range of
rates. We have signed this equipment out of storage after gaining permission
from Dr. Frankel's group. Our group hopesto initially set up the instrument
and familiarize itself with its use and then alter its design so that we can ir-
radiate coatings specimens in vacuum and measure this specimen in situ. We
have obtainedfrom T. Sciacca pertinent literature and advice.
A patent disclosure has beenfiled with the office of the patent counsel and a
patent search completedconcerning the use of harmonic vibratory motion (tun-
ing fork principle) to detect changesin coatings due to degradation. It is
theorized that these changescan be sensitively detected either under terrestrial
(air) or under spatial conditions (vacuum). We are in the process of reviewing.
a few pertinent patents. Somebasic, inexpensive equipmenthas already been
ordered.
Our group andJohn Flemming havebeen approachedby Mr. M. Schachwith
the possibility of using Resistivity onDielectric Constant measurements as a
sensitive, rapid means of detecting degradation in a meaningful context. After
completion of a feasibility study undertaken by J. Flemming and R. Bernstein
it was determined that betweenthe two only Resistivity measurements offered the
best approachfor in situ degradation study. Special rigid feedthroughs have
already been obtained andpreliminary plans have beendrawn concerning the use
of coating specimen, vacuum chamber (G.E.) and anelectrometer.
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Coatings R&D
A chart was prepared by our group in which we have gathered information
showing the vehicle, pigmentation and manufacturer of various paints in use by
R. Sheehy's applications group. This is included as Appendix I.
Our group prepared a white paint (coded P in the Boeing series and B-1 at
GSFC) which utilizes an additional type of methyl silicone from Dow Coming and
a silica corticated type of futile TiO2 pigment manufactured by Dupont. Our
examination and an x report by Joseph Haynos of GSFC (X-716-65-369), on
unpigmented adhesives for solar cells, confirms that this coating, P, is superior
to most pigmented methyl silicones in use at GSFC in that it possesses greater
film integrity and toughness as well as the least shrinkage. This last charac-
teristic is important particularly as loss of adhesion, under certain conditions,
could occur due to poor shrinkage characteristics. To date the coating has
demonstrated excellent temperature resistance. Shrinkage and optical dis-
coloration (in the visible spectrum) have not taken place while in a vacuum oven
set at 220-230°F for a period of 64 hours. We have also immersed one coating
specimen briefly (approximately 30 seconds) in liquid nitrogen with no harmful
effects, however, much investigation must take place in this area prior to any
certification. The coating, because of its relatively tough, glasslike surface
can more easily be cleansed than most other pigmented methyl silicones. An
important aspect concerning this coating is that it can be cured by air drying.
Data sheets produced by Dow Coming claim 48 hours, however, an additional
30 minutes at a low temperature, 150°F, is sufficient to insure a full cure and
thereby avoidance of volatile matter as well as the achievement of optimum in
physical properties. We have forwarded the specimens with utmost haste to
Boeing for testing but it may be some time before results can be derived from
that source. We have, also, some 3 weeks ago, modified a P specimen so as
to be suitable for ultraviolet irradiance and in situ measurement. This speci-
men was forwarded to EMR for inclusion in one of the planned degradation tests.
They have not carried out this test to date.
We have, however, with our efforts initiated a program with F. Gordon's
(Jules Hirschfield) whereby many of our white coatings (P included) will be ex-
posed in vacuum to a 400 kev electron source. However, optical measurements
will be taken in air some time (perhaps 5-10 minutes) after irradiation so that
annealing will probably take place.
Black coatings for shrouds in vacuum chambers are for the most part either
alkyds, thermosetting type polyesters or epoxies pigmented with carbon black.
These paints are used mostly because of their convenience, their jet black
optical properties (absorptances of 95-98%) etc. However, they also have
serious drawbacks such as; only fair resistance to ultra-violet (fair when
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temperatures together with slight vacuum {vacuum oven). We have therefore
selected the white coatings in the Boeing Project together with a vacuum de-
posited aluminum coating undercoated with a thermo-setting lacquer much in
use at GSFC. C. Nicoletta, who is monitoring the test, placed the coatings in a
desiccator and weighed them periodically over a period of several days {labora-
tory Mettler balance - to 4th place) to weight constancy. The specimens were
then subjected to the vacuum oven. The work is still in progress.
Our group has already initiated in this period a program that may lead to
the development of inexpensive, convenient large area, thin section thermocouples
for use as paint substrates in our coatings degradation work. We are at present
in a stage of accumulating suitable material and hope to have a prototype ready
for testing by December 19, 1966.
Thermal shock experiment - the test was brought to our attention in the
early part of this year and a project was initiated by our group in May of this
year to expose the Boeing specimens A through M {excluding D, E and F) be-
cause of possible cross contamination) to this environment. We found ourselves
blocked from facilities, labor availability and space in our area and therefore
approached the T&E Division with an informal written proposal outlining our
goals, purpose etc. requesting their cooperation and aid {facilities, etc.) to carry
this program to a conclusion. To date we have with their kind cooperation ob-
tained some concomittant exposure to ultra-violet/vacuum/thermal shock for
our coatings specimens. We are presently stalled at T&E as regards this ex-
periment due to a lack of priority. We have communicated this problem to
Branch Management via conferences and the attached written report. It appears
that little additional headway, in spite of all our efforts, can be made without
support from this latter area. Please see attached report.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
We have pointed out that equipment designed to be used as tools for coatings
degradation studies have been ordered and will be arriving shortly. This equip-
ment includes "clean" vacuum systems, chambers equipped with push-pull
feedthroughs, etc. We would also point out that little or no space exists for
their accommodation. Also we feel improvement or progress should be made
towards intersectional communication as well as support for vital degradation
study efforts. In our memo to Mr. Schach dated 10/14/66 we pointed out speci-
fically the steps we feel to be essential in achieving a fundamental and meaningful
Quality Control effort as concerns thermal coatings.
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compared to somemetals and someceramics) andare fair at best to extremes
in temperature. Somepossess only fair mar and scratch resistance while others
suchas the black alkali silicates after a period of time simply lose adhesion
in certain areas (C. Duncan's G.E. VacuumChamber) andfall into the chamber.
This problem has interested our group and we are progressing in our at-
tempt to achieve a black metallic oxide (Titanium Oxide) coating that will answer
someor all of the aboveobjections or problems. To date a preliminary "run"
has shownexcellent results. We have immersed the coating, which is .010"
thick on a steel substrate into liquid nitrogen, exposed it to Hg-Xe light source
for a minimum of 2 uv solar constants (below 400 ma) for a period of 3 weeks
with no changein either the integrated absorptance (90.2%)or it's adhesionto
the substrate. We have already pointed out that it will withstand great extremes
in temperature and it is obviously superior to paints as regards mar and
scratch resistance. Also, it appears that it is possible to conveniently repair
areas that might be damaged,but this appears remote in view of the great
toughnessand strength of the coating. We have forwarded a specimen on a
copper block some 4 weeks agoto EMR and hopeto obtain an emissivity soon.
I have beeninformed that the equipment to spray this material is onbase.
Mr. M. Schachinitiated, with C. Duncanand W. Gdula of EMR (using F.
Gordon's Radiation Effects Group) a project to expose, with the lowest, uniform
electron energy level available, the Boeing specimens in air. Our group was
to coordinate the supply of these coatings between the groups doing the degrada_-
tion work and that performing the measurement. This effort was needed, it was
thought, to minimize the effect of annealing. The test showedthat under the
aboveconditions (and 400 kev electrons and a total integrated dose of 5 x 10's
p/cm 2)no changescould be measured optically. We believe that constant an-
nealing due air exposure as well as energy absorptance within the bulk (andnot
at the surface) may have been responsible for the lack of optically detectable
surface change. Our group has therefore initiated, andwork is in progress with
J. Hirschfield, a program to irradiate some of our white coatings in vacuum
(10-6 torr) at a 400 kev electron level for a total integrated dosageof approx-
imately 10is p/cm 2. It should be noted that lack of a Faraday probe makes the
determination inexact but the inaccuracy is between15-20%anddoes not
destroy the purpose of the test. However, in many cases the lack of an in situ
optical measurement may prove misleading as regards degradation (no change).
Please seephoto showing an alkali silicate paint prior to and after electron
exposure.
Our group also initiated in this period a test to investigate the possible
evaluation of volatiles emanating under the influence of a range of elevated
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We are also concerned with the length of time taken by Boeing as regards
their part in degradation studies (NASA contract #NAS-5-9650) and we are
keeping a watchful eye on that situation. Please find enclosed R. Brown's *
work statement given to us on his visit to our installation on 11/21/66.
It appears decidedly risky to use materials such as black alkali silicates
for use as shroud coatings without further development and more testing. Also,
where the cleansing or treatment of metallic or other surfaces appears limited
adhesion of the white silicate paints to the various substrates would be highly
suspect.
We have prepared a white thermal control coating that uses a vehicle
deemed superior from various physical properties standpoints to the RTV 602
(G.E. product) and some other white pigmented methyl silicones in use by
R. SheehyTs group today.
We strongly recommend that the suggestions we made and incorporated in
a request for a meaningful Q.C. effort be adopted (see memo to Mr. Schach
dated 10/14/66).
We recommend that prior to the usage of a new paint or coating by another
section within our Branch that our group be notified and consulted.
We also urge that degradation work be more centralized in the future in
order to conserve funds, space, equipment and the most efficient usage of
manpower.
*Mr. Brown is chief project man for Boeing as regards above contract.
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5. BOEING WORK STATEMENT
\
PREPARATION OF CETC FOR COMBINED EFFECTS TESTS
I. Vacuum System
A. Under Vacuum
1. U°V. bake out
2. Checkout of pressure at 10 U.V. sun rate
3. Influence of wheel andwall temperature
4. Design improvements for wall temperature
5. Design improvements on the booster system
Sl Open to Air
1. Modify the booster pump system
2. Thorough cleaning of the chamber
3. Improve the wall temperature
C° Back under Vacuum
1° Test sustained (50 hr.) vacuum at 10 U.V° sun rate
II. Temperature Control System
A. Under Vacuum
1. Temperature control (-70°C, -40°C, 10°C, 60°C, 100°C) undecided
on coolant to be used
2. Ability to rapidly compensate for U.V. lamp temperature rise
B. Open to Air
1. Improve coolant system
C. Back under Vacuum
1° Control temperature at -70°C for sustained run
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2. Determine energies 10key to 100key
3. Map electron scattering
V. In situ Reflectance
AQ Under Vacuum
1° Analysis preliminary calibration data
2° Plan and prepare for system checkout (calibration and indexing)
Bo Open to Air
1. Check out possible mirror degradation
2. Calibrate against NBS standards (vitrolite)
3. Check out indexing procedure
4° Determine time to align and measure samples
5. Establish measurement test plan {scans and range)
Co Back under Vacuum
1. Air vs vacuum measurements (A1 and Paint)
2. Measurements for the contamination test
VI. Contamination Test
Ao Under Vacuum
1. Consider potential problems
a. Self contain
b. X contain
c. Troubles w/or 80 0 contains of or 80 in sphere by warm specimens
B. In Air
1. Improve wall cooling
Co Back under Vacuum
1. A1 + Paint samples together vs A1 separately under long term
vacuum at -70°C "
2. Test of A1 + Paint samples together vs A1 separately under 8 hours
of U.V. at -70°C and 8 hours U.V. at +90°C (use baffled control as
well)
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III. Ultraviolet
A. Under Vacuum
1° Determine lamp switching time
2. U°V. bake out and vacuum check
3. U.V. mapping with photodiode
B° Opento Air
1. Radiometer remapping of U.V. to determine possible lamp degradation
2. Replacementof lamps if necessary and remap
3. Install U.V. baffles and hour meters
C. Back under Vacuum
1. Photodiodemapping
2. Vacuumtests for cross contamination
D. In Air Again
1. Radiometer recheck of the lamps
IV° Electrons
A. Under Vacuum
1. Determine beam alignment
2. Checkfocus adjust
3. Checkvoltage range
4° Checkmonitoring system
5. Bias cup to observe spot on quartz
6. Design electron deflection plates and Helmholtz coils for field
compensation
7. Prepare particle detector (calibrate) and fabricate its mount
So Open to Air
1. Map the magnetic field in the chamber
2. Adjust the compensating field coils
3. Mount the particle detector
4. Provide bucking voltage
C. Back under Vacuum
1. Align the beam with deflection plates
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6. THERMAL CONTROL COATINGS--THERMAL
SHOCK EXPERIMENT
_ f ""_2 '_ _" _ ABSTRACT
.. -£ _
--4
This test which began 5/25/66 and compiled a total of 79 hours of concomit-
tant electromagnetic radiation (approximately 1 solar constant} and 264 hours
of cryogenic temp./vacuum* failed to show loss of adhesion on the 15/16"
diameter coated specimens. Significant temperature rises due to degradation
have also failed to appear to date. This test was carried out with the aid and
facilities of the T&E Division.** We had hoped to continue the test but a priority
is needed at present in T&E to conclude this work. The matter has been
brought to the attention of the Branch Coordinator and Branch Management, in
general, some weeks ago.
*Genarco Carbon Arc.
**We are indebted to W. Peterson, K. Rosette, F. Cuzzolina, H. Sipe of T&E
for their aid.
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D. Back to Air
1. Immediately checkvacuum vs air readings as a function of time
VII. SamplePreparation
A. Under Vacuum (Now)
1. "Mic" the samples
2. Removestrippable coating sample type L
3. Complete cover plate design (thermal contact)
4. Complete cover plate fabrication
B. In Air
1. Install cover plates
2. Mount preliminary test samples
3. Determine data readout for computer analysis
4. Measure all samples in air (pre-irradiation)
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PURPOSE
To investigate physical properties such as adhesion, film integrity, vacuum/
UV/thermal shock resistance of various coatings in usage at GSFC (Boeing
specimens A through M, excluding alkali silicate paints).
Prior to the initiation of this project by this group little information per-
taining to this area existed as a GSFC effort. It was deemed necessary to
obtain this information in view of the fact that many of these coatings had been
and were being used on satellites for passive thermal control on near space
efforts.
DISCUSSION
Our group issued an informal written proposal to the cognizant branch
personnel at T&E, requesting the use of certain facilities and their cooperation
in carrying out a thermal shock experiment concerning some thermal control
coatings in use at GSFC {coatings frequently used on satellites at GSFC such
as, IMP, OGO, etc.). It was necessary for us to approach T&E on the matter due
to a lack of available facilities, equipment and support to carry out or even
initiate this test in a reasonable amount of time.
The Coatings Quality Assurance group upon receipt of T&E approval im-
mediately planned; fabricated and executed most of the work necessary to have
the test array ready for insertion into a designated T&E vacuum chamber on
schedule° Table 1 lists the samples used in this work.
Test Set-Up and Operating Procedure
The ultimate of irradiance is shown in Figure 2. The specimens rest
securely on 3 extremely small vycor glass detents with a .010" (cross
sectional area) copper-constant on thermocouple cemented to the aluminum
surface of the specimen.* (See Figure 1). A statistical quantity of 3 speci-
mens per coating tape was selected because of the array geometry. The
temperature data was fed to Data Control and temperature readings were re-
corded every 5 minutes along with graphical data on some white paints. Figure
3 represents some of these. In addition each specimen was photographed prior
to test under magnification as an additional diagnostic tool. The Genarco
*Leafing aluminum powder stirred into various epoxy cements recommended
for vacuum use.
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carbon arc was set so as to achieve an average of 1 solar constant. A uni-
formity scan was used to verify this last factor. The shroud, towards which the
specimens radiated their heat, was set at -100°C by a combination of LN_ vapor
and liquid. Controls were set to maintain this shroud temperature. The aver-
age vacuum (diffusion pump) was approximately 10- _ torr with the carbon arc
on for 1/2 hour and off for 1 hour. The first half of the test was accomplished
using an 8 hour day. During the remaining 16 hours per day only vacuum was
maintained. The last part of the test was run "around the clock." Table 2
shows some of the temperatures experienced by the samples.
CONCLUSION
It can readily be seen that the temperature ranges are severe, as they are
meant to be, in order to accelerate changes in physical properties. Changes
of sufficient magnitude make it easy to check different aspects of these physical
changes such as; adhesion, discoloration (optical degradation). To date neither
loss in adhesion nor optical degradation have been rated. However, we may not
expect more since our exposure time has been limited. Annealing may have
taken place as well since the test was interrupted and the array has been out-
side the chamber more often than inside it.
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(a)
(b)
(e)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(J)
(k)
(I)
LS
(m)
Table 1
Series of Coatings for Testing as a Joint Effort Between
Thermal Systems and T&E
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
105 - 107.
72 - 74.
105 - 107.
172 - 174.
Epoxy white substrate with methyl silicone/TiO 2 top coat.
Primed A1 substrate top coat, S-13 methyl silicone.
Epoxy white substrate; methyl silicone/zinc oxide.
Vacuum deposited A1 oxide on buffed A1.
Vacuum deposited SiO2 on buffed Al.
Leafing A1 paint.
Vacuum deposited A1 on lacquer substrate.
Buffed A1
Epoxy white substrate/methyl silicone TiO 2 (heavier than A1)
Same as L except that strippable had been applied.
S13G methyl silicone.
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Boeing
Code
Table 2
5/26/66
Start of Test °C
°C
6/15/66
°C
A Epoxy white subtrate, TiO2/
methyl silicone Q92-0090
B S-13
C Q92-016 Dow Corning
G Haas Coating
H Vac. depos. SiO 2 (GSFC)
I Leafing Al/phenylated silicone
(NRL)
J Vac Deposits Al on Logo
lacquer
K Buffed Aluminum at GSFC
L Epoxy white substrate as per
spec. A Q92-0090 but thicker
than Spec. A
L s Same as L but strippable treat.
M S-13G
91.87(112.34)108.67
68.62(63.64)54.54
64.79(68.85)78.01
108.15(94.60)82.53
69.67(68.85)79.06
126(116.65)110.25
99.21(105.20)99.32
173.45(150.04) 129.25
105(105.20)108.98
106.89(89.04)78.48
52.04(56.45)57.37
93.76(115.39)110.14
68.39(65.96)51.34
51.93(60.51)76.40
106.26(87.67)65.50
55.06(57.37)68.39
133.03(101.95)93.87
78.01(85.04)81.68
158.29(136.28)107.62
113.07(107.09)120.32
120.43(105.53)91.35
47.53(55.06)48.45
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Figure 3. Thermal Shock Array 
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3 THERMAL LABORATORY REPORT _
ABSTRACT
Recent developments in solar simulation techniques are discussed. These
developments include uniformity filtering, spectral filtering, and improved
spectral matching using krypton and xenon lamps. The problems involved in
using these components are discussed along with the consequent modifications
necessary to the A 1200 solar simulator. Early results are presented from a
study that evaluates solar simulation anomalies experienced when different
sources and techniques are used. Spectral irradiance data of various sources
are given and coatings degradation data using these different sources are com-
pared. The general problem of maintaining the spectral and total irradiance of
a solar simulation system during coatings testing is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
This document reports on the activities of the thermal laboratory starting
November, 1965. The emphasis will be concentrated on results obtained after
September 1, 1966, and only a general discussion of work performed before this
date will be given. The principal effort has been concentrated on solar simula-
tion research and development. Much of this effort has been devoted to the study
of some solar simulation anomalies which are manifested in coating degradation
testing. This anomalies study has as its principal interest the determination of
the type and magnitude of errors that are involved when data obtained from dif-
ferent types of solar simulation testing are compared. The test planning and
presentation of the data were both designed to study primarily the solar simula-
tion problems, not coatings problems. These data may still be used to evaluate
the specific coatings if the evaluation is made with discretion.
The solar simulation research and development work has been concerned
with developing optical components (e.g., uniformity filters, aluminum surfaces
and lamps) that were temporally stable, and, more recently, modifications of
existing A1200 solar simulator for one-to-two solar constant irradiance opera-
tion when these new optical components are employed. The problem faced by
this laboratory at present probably represents a new phase of development in
the solar environmental field; i.e., maintaining the performance of a given I
simulation system for a reasonable length of testing time. This is more difficult
to control as simulation requirements become more demanding. The requirements
themselves depend greatly on the material being tested and intended accuracy
and use of data obtained. Sufficient criteria is not available to determine con-
clusively the requirements that should be imposed for all types of solar simula-
tion tests; however, early work indicates a solar simulated environment differing
from outer space conditions can cause large errors in test results. The new
phase of solar simulation development should be concerned with determining
system performance limits for various types of materials now being tested and
for systems presently being used. These limits should be used as design criteria
for future systems.
The solar simulation anomalies studies (coating degradation testing) rep-
resents some early work done in studying this problem. The immediate concern
was to evaluate the various sources used by the Thermal Systems Branch, GSFC,
for thermal testing and coatings degradation work. This has been done in terms
of the temporal stability of various systems and changes in absorptance of coatings
(e.g., white paints) resulting from different spectral irradiance and the temporal
characteristics of the systems used. The results represent a preliminary ef-
fort from which precise conclusions should not be drawn, but, nevertheless, they
yield quite clear data for comparison of absorptance changes resulting from the
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use of different sources. If accurate solar simulation testing, particularly
coatings degradation testing, is to yield meaningful data, a close match of the
solar environment must be obtained.
SOLAR SIMULATION RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE
The optical components in the A1200 solar simulation systems that have
been of greatest concern during the past year are: (1) uniformity filters, (2)
aluminum surfaces, (3) lamps, and (4) spectral filters. The uniformity filters
used in the A1200 solar simulator have gone through three general stages of de-
velopment. The outcome of each of these stages in terms of ultimate uniformity
attainable in the test volume can be seen in Figures 1 through 3. The first and
most basic step was developing a technique to fabricate one large filter (8" di-
ameter) to be employed in the single lens system originally used with the A1200
solar simulator. A simple vacuum coating process using platinum was developed
and the results can be seen in Figure 1. The lenticular system was installed
and did not improve the inherent uniformity as expected (See Figure 2). This
was due to poor design of the lenticular array which limited the collection effi-
ciency and uniformity. It was necessary to extend the techniques of prescribing
and fabricating the filters to obtain a smaller and more sophisticated filter to
perform in the lenticule system. This was accomplished in two steps: (1) pre-
scribing filters for each of seven lenticules, each filtering for uniformity of
that one lenticule, and (2) prescribing one filter for one lenticule that compen-
sates for the nonuniformity of all the lenticules. The approach described in (1)
above was successful and the results are shown in Figure 3; however, the use
of up to seven quartz blanks reduces the efficiency of the system and taxes the
electronic and thermal capability of the system when one solar constant total
irradiance is required. For this reason the attempt described in (2} was made.
This represents our most successful attempt in uniformity and efficiency (see
Figure 4). A uniformity filter of this type also compensates for any imperfec-
tions in the optical elements. If a lenticular system with a different design was
being used such filtering might not be necessary, but in order to obtain desired
uniformity with the existing system filtering was required. As a result a stable
neutral density filter of variable transmission which is stable under high irra-
diance is now used.
Maintaining reflectance characteristics of the aluminum surfaces is a con-
tinuing problem that contributes to more than half of the long term temporal
variation in the ultraviolet portion of the spectra of the A1200 solar simulator.
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Tests have been conducted to study degradation that occurs over a period of
time and the portion of this degradation resulting from changes in the aluminum
surfaces. It is difficult to discriminate between lamp and mirror surface degra-
dation in this system, but enough is known about the type of lamps used and the
test environment to allow compilation of Table 1. This table shows the spectral
irradiance of the X-25L solar simulator as it degrades through normal use over
a 310 hour period. This change is attributed almost entirely to the aluminum
surface degradation. The spectral irradiance curves of runs M-21, M-22 and
M-25 are shown in Figures 4A, 4B, 4C, 4D. Table 2 shows how such degrada-
tion can change the effective absorptance and therefore the equilibrium tempera-
tures (during thermal testing} of some commonly used coatings. Degradation
of this type probably occurs in the A1200 solar simulator. A test to check this
has not been conducted; however, this type of degradation is inherent, to some
degree, in all solar simulation systems.
The approach taken to resolve this problem has been to minimize the rate of
degradation. Several approaches are being tried. Among these, and perhaps the
most promising, is to lower the temperature of the aluminum substrate. Also,
covering the aluminum surface with SiOx has been tried. The problems of con-
tamination from atmospheric debris and high temperature resulting in burning
holes in the surfaces seem to be the most severe because these surfaces are
used at atmospheric pressure. A satisfactory solution has yet to be developed.
The spectral filters used in both the A1200 and the X-25L systems have been
checked for degradation during the past six months. The filters have accumulated
approximately 1000 hours under normal test conditions and show no change in
transmission characteristics. Figures 5 and 6 show the transmission curves of
filters from both systems at zero hours and _1000 hours. The discrepancy seen
in Figure 6 results from using a different instrument to measure transmission
in each case. Results of attempts to obtain a spectral match in the A1200 solar
simulator using different numbers of these filters on xenon lamps are shown in
Figures 7 and 8.
The A1200 solar simulator was designed to operate at 2.5kw per module for
as many as nineteen modules or about 50kw total power. The desired total irra-
diance in the test volume of the original system could be achieved by choosing
the proper number of modules and making slight power input adjustment on the
console. The efficiency (irradiant output/electrical input} of the system was
_9.5% with the original single lens optical system and could obtain one solar
constant with twelve lamps. The introduction of the lenticular system, the
necessary uniformity filters (25 to 40% filtration}, and the spectral filters (_35%
filtration}, reduces the efficiency of the system to _3%, requiring operation at
an "overload" condition to obtain one solar constant total irradiance. This loss is
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Table 1
Spectral Irradiance--Ratio of X-25L to Solar Energy
for Various Stages of Degradation
M-21 M-22 M-23 M-25 M-27
o_
0 '_
M-12 M-13
255
265 0.77
275 1.40
285 1.23
295 0.83
305 0.54
315 0.40
325 0.63
335 0.95
345 1.11
355 1.18
365 1.19
375 1.21
385 1.38
395 1.34
405 0.96
415 0.93
425 0.98
435 1.03
445 0.91
455 0.94
465 1.12
475 1.02
485 1.08
495 1.03
505 1.03
515 1.03
525 1.02
0.30
0.65 0.44 0.30 0.80 0.27
1.24 0.89 0.56 1.31 0.45
1.08 0.84 0.49 1.08 0.39
0.76 0.58 0.34 0.71 0.28
0.52 0.39 0.23 0.46 0.19
0.39 0.29 0.17 0.37 0.15
0.55 0.46 0.26 0.57 0.22
0.89 0.77 0.44 0.87 0.41
0.98 0.88 0.53 0.98 0.51
1.00 0.95 0.58 1.05 0.60
0.99 0.98 0.60 1.11 0.64
1.00 1.03 0.64 1.16 0.71
1.10 1.17 0.74 1.30 0.84
1.05 1.16 0.74 1.28 0.83
0.76 0.84 0.54 0.89 0.60
0.72 0.81 0.53 0.84 0.60
0.79 0.88 0.59 0.89 0.64
0.84 0.93 0.63 0.91 0.68
0.77 0.85 0.58 0.79 0.62
0.80 0.86 0.62 0.83 0.65
0.90 0.71 0.76 1.01 0.81
0.87 0.85 0.71 0.91 0.72
0.88 1.00 0.77 0.94 0.76
0.86 0.96 0.77 0.89 0.76
0.90 1.00 0.80 0.88 0.75
0.85 0.95 0.78 0.88 0.76
0.84 0.94 0.78 0.87 0.76
1.09
0.90
1.43
1.14
0.76
0.53
0.36
0.46
0.78
0.92
0.99
0.01
1.08
1.22
1.20
0.87
0.85
0.91
0.96
0.86
0.89
1.04
0.99
1.07
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
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Table 1 (Continued)
Wavelength _ _
0 0 • 0 0 ,_l o ._
0 _ 0 • "0 "_ "_ '_
M-21 M-22 M-23 M-25 M-27
m
o
M-12
O
0
M-13
535 1.01 0.83 0.92 0.78 0.85 0.75
545 1.01 0.83 0.93 0.80 0.84 0.77
555 1.03 0.86 0.95 0.82 0.87 0.79
565 1.05 0.88 0.97 0.84 0.91 0.82
575 1.03 0.89 0.94 0.83 0.89 0.83
585 1.02 0.95 0.94 0.85 0.86 0.86
595 1.00 0.96 0.94 0.88 0.87 0.88
605 1.05 i.06 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.95
615 1.06 1.09 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00
625 1.07 1.05 1.01 0.99 0.98 1.02
635 1.05 1.05 1.04 1.04 0.97 1.00
645 1.06 1.04 1.06 1.05 0.99 1.00
655 1.09 1.08 1.08 1.07 1.02 1.01
665 1.13 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.05 1.02
675 1.11 1.11 0.98 1.09 1.00 1.08
685 1.05 1.05 1.01 1.03 1.00 1.18
695 1.10 1.08 1.07 1.10 1.07 1.08
705 1.06 1.06 1.04 1.07 1.03 1.07
715 1.16 1.13 1.12 1.16 1.11 1.10
725 1.13 1.12 1.09 1.14 1.10 1.13
735 1.08 1.11 1.06 1.11 1.09 1.18
745 1.15 1.14 1.11 1.15 1.15 1.16
755 0.92 0.98 0.91 0.96 0.99 1.15
765 0.74 0.80 0.71 0.79 0.78 1.20
775 0.63 0.68 0.63 0.75 0.70 0.83
785 0.59 0.62 0.63 0.78 0.71 0.70
795 0.62 0.77 0.70 0.80 0.70 0.65
805 0.99 0.95 0.95 1.03 1.05 0.69
815 1.27 1.19 1.12 1.30 1.25 1.19
825 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.97 0.99 1.59
835 0.56 0.85 0.82 0.84 0.84 1.14
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.93
0.95
0.99
1.03
1.08
1.09
1.09
1.03
1.05
1.08
1.07
0.99
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.06
1.05
0.93
0.63
0.57
0.54
0.67
0.98
1.01
1 .O6
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Table 1 (Continued}
Wavelength _ _ _ = o = o o
¢) 0 _ 0 _ 0
M-21 M-22 M-23 M-25
O
M-27
O
M-12 M-13
845 0.30
855 0.51
865 0.71
875 0.88
885 1.03
895 0.99
905 0.99
915 0.87
925 0.81
935 0.88
945 0.87
955 0.85
965 0.95
975 1.01
985 1.17
995 1.06
1005 0.97
1015 0.99
1025 0.67
1035 0.66
1045 0.72
1055 0.81
1065 0.89
1075 1.06
1085 1.21
1095 1.22
1150 1.17
1250 0.71
1350 0.84
1450 1.54
1550 1.20
0.57 0.29 0.64
0.66 0.65 0.66
0.72 0.66 0.86
0.81 0.86 1.15
1.11 1.01 1.15
1.09 0.98 1.14
1.06 0.94 1.09
0.99 0.86 1.00
0.90 0.82 0.94
0.95 0.89 1.03
0.96 0.89 1.00
0.92 0.82 0.93
1.05 1.02 1.17
1.14 1.22 1.32
1.41 1.25 1.46
1.26 1.17 1.06
0.99 1.21 1.10
1.01 0.78 1.12
0.88 0.73 0.94
0.68 0.66 0.73
0.74 0.73 0.80
0.77 0.83 0.86
0.84 0.94 0.99
1.00 1.07 1.22
1.14 1.32 1.30
1.24 1.41 1.38
1.35 1.32 1.50
0.97 0.97 1.12
0.96 1.00 1.13
1.72 1.88 2.01
1.46 1.42 1.94
0.50
0.70
0.76
0.80
1.18
1.11
1.11
1.02
0.93
1.00
1.02
0.97
1.04
1.27
1.48
1.22
1.27
1.12
0.76
0.72
0.80
0.87
0.93
1.14
1.26
1.33
1.29
0.95
0.92
1.63
1.39
0.60
0.40
0.58
1.07
1.44
1.46
1.43
1.34
1.11
1.24
1.28
1.09
1.36
1.71
1..92
1.74
1.31
1.19
0.96
0.75
0.85
0.93
1.14
1.33
1.34
1.60
1.47
1.04
1.02
2.30
1.49
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.83
0.93
1.10
1.10
0.94
0.92
0.88
0.92
0.89
1.11
1.11
1.20
1.16
1.20
1.22
1.25
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.83
0.93
i.i0
1.24
1.29
0.92
0.70
1.85
1.44
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Table 1 (Continued)
Wavelength _ _ _ _ _ o o
M-21 M-22 M-23 M-25
¢J
,_ m t_ 0
M-27
m
M-12 M-13
1650 1.10 1.31 1.33 1.61
1750 0.95 1.17 1.18 1.37
1850 0.90 1.06 1.11 1.23
1950 1.05 1.15 1.29 1.46
2050 1.22 1.54 1.54 1.93
2150 1.19 1.41 1.47 1.80
2250 1.16 1.66 1.59 2.02
2350 1.32 1.93 1.85 2.84
2450 1.15 2.21 2.14 3.16
1.21
1.04
0.96
1.05
1.35
1.29
1.42
1.62
1.98
1.45 1.18
1.16 1.16
0.99 0.80
1.01 1.88
1.48 1.28
1.44 1.24
1.76 1.51
1.88 1.61
2.00 1.84
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further complicated by the power loss in the cables and lamp starter mechanism.
The power transfer between power supply and lamp operation at 100 amps is
86% and at 110 amps 84%. The power supply manuals specify that operation at
100 amps is permissible. This was found to be satisfactory and the criticality
of operation in the overload condition was discovered during a five day test
employing the system under these conditions. Since that time major modifica-
tions of the system have been underway.
These modifications include electrical and thermal design changes. The
thermal design changes include increased cooling capacity with water cooled
collectors and air flow modification. The electrical design changes include
design of new chokes and transformers for 5kw operation of the power supplies,
modification of the starter mechanism, and replacement of #4 power cable with
#"0" to reduce power losses. These modifications should be completed during
the next quarter.
A1200 Solar Simulation Electronic Modifications
During a five day test in the month of November, 1966, using the A1200
solar simulator, numerous malfunctions occurred. Many of these failures have
been traced back to under-rated electronics components. In order to achieve a
one solar constant total irradiance with the filters presently used in the system,
each unit has to be operated at 103 amperes or 3. lkw generated power. Litera-
ture distributed by the manufacturers stated that "the system is capable of
operating at 110 amperes," however, it was found that some of the filter chokes
in the power supplies were saturating as early as 93 amperes, causing loss of
regulation, and unstable operation. Another problem found was loss of power
transfer between power supplies and lamps, cable loss in monitoring system as
well as reference systems. All of these problems created a very unstable
operation. Corrective action has been taken to eliminate the problems mentioned
above and modifications for an overall improvement in performance of the system
has been accomplished in the following manner.
A new filter choke with the same amount of inductive reactance but capable
of handling a 150 ampere nominal current has been designed and fabricated.
Endurance tests are presently being performed on two engineering models of
this type.
Power cables for interconnecting power supplies and arc lamps are being
changed from No. "4" to Vulkene cable size "0". Two pairs of these cables
have been installed and will be tested during our next experiment with the system
to see if they will withstand the environment within our system.
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Starter transformers are hookedin series with the arc lamp, and these
consumesome of the power being generated from the power supplies. In order
to eliminate this power loss a circuit has beendesignedto by-pass the trans-
former in the starter unit automatically after the lamp is ignited.
The control console that operates the system has beenrelocated. During
this move the methods for monitoring the systems' performance has beenchanged
and a remote control instrumentation panel has beendesignedand installed. This
panel enables one man to execute start-up and alignment procedures; previously,
three people were necessary for electronics alignment. The panel features
conveniencessuch as current-to-light mode switching, solar cell performance
monitoring, current output monitoring and level of operation adjustments.
A cathode ray tube oscilloscope with a 1-1/2" x 3" display pattern has been
designedand is being fabricated to present the purpose of applying a visual
continuous monitor for each module. Twenty of these units will beincorporated
into the new control console.
For the purpose of a single unit operation a new control unit has been
designedand fabricated. A unique design feature of this unit is a calibrated dial
for output current; prior to this electronics instrumentation was necessary to
monitor the exact current output of the power supply. This new unit can be set
up to operate at any desired level without instrumentation monitoring.
Experimental Lamps
Various types of new lamps have been tested during the past year. These
include Kr, Ar, H-Xe and HgXe. The spectral irradiance curves of these sources
are shown in Figures 9 through 11 and Figure 52, Section 2. These lamps were
tested with the hope of finding a source that could be combined with zenon lamps
in the A1200 solar simulator array along with spectral filters to improve the
ultraviolet continuum of the system. Some of the results can be seen in Figures
12 and 13. * Figure 13 represents a considerable improvement in the ultraviolet
region; however, the krypton line emission shows through at 765 nm indicating
that the spectral filters were not designed for krypton. This can be corrected
by using modified spectral filters.
*Lillywhite, M. A., McIntosh, R., Lester, D. "Operational Characteristics"
and Development of a Thermal Vacuum Solar Simulator Used for Spacecraft
Thermal Design AIAA Log #1897, September 1966.
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SOLAR SIMULATION ANOMALIES STUDIES
The sources and techniques for thermal coatings testing used by experi-
menters in the field and the Radiometry Section, GSFC differ considerably.
The data obtained from these tests are used as criteria to evaluate experimental
coatings, and in most cases data are compared disregarding the test conditions
(e.g., spectral irradiance of source). This results primarily because there is
no easy way to relate such tests except in terms of equivalent sun hours (ESH).
This employs a reciprocity rule which implies that a linear relationship exists
between total radiation dosage and time. Proof of this rule has not been docu-
mented. It is the purpose of the solar simulation anomalies studies to evaluate
this method of testing as well as other anomalies experienced in solar simula-
tion in terms of the errors that can result in final data and conclusions when
such anomalies are not considered. Several tests have been conducted and a
limited amount of data is available. The remaining portion of this report will
describe what has been accomplished to date, looking first at a group of sources
that are commonly used for testing.
The lamps studied consisted of three basic types of sources; (1) high pres-
sure compact short arc lamps, (2) a medium pressure mercury vapor lamp, and
(3) a carbon arc. Each of these types has different operational characteristics
and each source has different spectral irradiance characteristics. A comparison
of the relative spectral irradiance of several sources is given in Table 3, "Ratio
of Test Lamp Energy to Solar Irradiance." Columns 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9 of
Table 3 are representative of a 2.5kw compact arc lamp of the type indicated.
Column 5 is a typical experimental arc, Column 6 is a mercury vapor lamp, and
Column 10 is a typical carbon arc. It should be pointed out that each column
contains spectral irradiance data chosen from many sets of measurements in
order to be representative of a typical new source of that type without optics
(_0 hours). This data, therefore, may not agree with identical lamps of different
ages and/or used in different optical systems. The last column of the table gives
the percentage of the solar irradiance in a 10 nm bandwidth whose center wave-
length is indicated in Column 1, "Interval Wavelength." The irradiance is cal-
culated for 10 nm intervals over the entire range (250 nm to 2500 nm); the energy
is averaged over 100 nm bandwidths over the range 1100--2500 nm. The actual
solar irradiance, I s_, may be obtained by multipling a value in Column 11 (%
Solar Irradiance) by the solar total irradiance (250 nm to 2600 nm). The other
nine columns contain data displayed in fractions of a solar constant for the band-
width indicated in Column 1 when all sources are considered to have a total
irradiance of one solar constant. The total irradiance of a specific bandwidth
for a specific source is obtained from the product of the indicated value in the
source column, the value in the percent solar irradiance column, and the total
solar irradiance value. This table gives direct comparison of the energy per
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Table 3
Ratio of Test Lamp Energy to Solar Irradiance
#I #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 #10 #11
% Energy
Solar
nm
Intarval
Wavelength
255
265
275
285
295
)05
315
325
335
345
355
365
375
385
395
405
4_is
_25
435
445
455
465
475
485
495
5O5
515
525
535
545
555
565
575
585
595
6O5
615
6 25
635
645
655
665
675
685
695
Xe
0.56
0.45
0.83
0.80
0.71
0.85
0.78
0.72
0.72
0.79
0.83
0.73
0.73
0.92
0.89
0.63
0.59
0.63
0.64
0.56
0.60
0.66
0.73
0.66
0.6'7
0.6'7
0.66
0.65
0.63
0.59
0.60
0.62
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.66
0.67
0.69
0.69
0.68
0.68
0.68
0.71
0.75
0.78
M-13
F£1Cered Xe
X-25L
1.09
0.90
1.43
1.14
0.76
0.53
0.36
0.46
0.78
0.92
0.99
1.01
1.08
1.22
1.20
0.87
0.85
0.91
0.96
0.86
0.89
1.04
0.99
1.07
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.97
0.97
0.97
0.99
0.97
0.96
0.93
0.95
0.99
1.03
1.08
1.09
1.09
1.03
1.05
1.08
1.07
M-20
HsXe
5.02
1.62
5.39
4.55
4.78
7.65
5.89
0.70
1.31
0.37
0.55
6.78
1.23
0.58
0.47
1.77
0.37
0.33
2.86
0.35
0.20
0.18
0.18
0.21
0.27
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.55
2.25
0.49
0.59
3.16
1.68
0.62
0.23
0.23
0.24
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
0.33
0.38
V-3
Exper.
Sq_rce
13.25
6.34
6.81
3.96
2.65
2.53
2.04
1.65
1.54
1.56
i .62
i .41
1.36
1.45
1.28
0.88
0.93
0.98
0.96
0.69
0.65
0.67
0.67
0.69
0.67
0.68
0.64
0.60
0.57
0.54
0.54
0.56
0.53
0.54
0.56
0.56
0.53
0.53
0.54
0.57
0.58
0.57
0.65
0.74
0.87
Medium
Pressure
HS
34.64
13.64
5.97
6.79
10.95
18.97
1.09
1.98
0.44
0.35
11.21
0.22
0.26
0.23
3.25
0,12
0,27
4.95
0.13
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.i0
0.13
0.12
0.06
0.06
0.51
4.47
1.03
0.60
5.28
0.83
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.II
0.15
0.13
0.11
M-5
Kr
6.18
3.06
3.39
2.06
1.37
1.43
1.22
0.99
0.92
0.90
0.89
0.83
0.77
0.78
0.68
0.46
0.43
0.45
0.47
0.39
0.36
0.34
0.34
0.34
0.33
0.34
0.36
0.36
0.37
0.39
0.43
0.47
0.48
0.52
0.55
0.56
0.50
0.49
0.52
0.56
0.56
0.52
0.51
0.52
0.53
M-ll
Ar
2.54
1.29
1.45
0.88
0.58
0.59
0.49
0.40
0.37
0.35
0.37
0.36
0.34
0.37
0.35
0.25
0.29
0.29
0.26
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.20
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.19
0.20
O.2O
0.20
0.19
0.20
0.22
0.23
0.22
0.21
0.22
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.29
0.43
M-9
HoXe
459
2.31
2.60
1.63
1.12
1.13
0.96
0.80
0.76
0.76
0.80
0.78
0.78
0.87
0.83
0.57
0.55
0.57
0.58
0.51
0.53
0.61
0.57
0.59
0.55
0.54
0.54
0.54
0.52
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.52
0.53
0.53
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
0.61
0.67
0.66
0.62
0.66
0.66
M-14
Carbon
Arc
0.31
0.48
0.53
0.53
0.58
0.57
0.54
0.70
1.12
1.57
1.47
1.02
0.98
0.98
0.91
0.74
0.74
0.77
077
0.79
0.81
0.87
0.90
0.88
0.84
0.83
0.84
0.84
0.81
0.81
0.80
0.81
0.81
0.83
0.87
0.92
0.96
0.96
I 0.96
0 95
0.94
0.072
0.166
0,166
0.290
0.456
0.476
0.590
0.746,
0.828
0.870
0.870
0.922
0.942
0.859
0.942
1.346
1.429
1.357
1.336
1.564
1.615
1.605
1.595
1.522
1.522
1.450
1.429
1.439
1.470
1.460
1.439
1.408
1.429
1.408
1.398
1.336
1.305
1.284
1.253
1.232
1.212
1.201
1.170
i139
1.108
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Table 3 (Continued)
#1
nm
Interval
Wevelen_h
705
715
725
735
745
755
765
775
785
795
805
815
825
835
845
855
865
875
885
895
905
915
925
935
945
955
965
975
985
995
1005
1015
1025
1035
1045
1055
1065
1075
1085
1095
1150
1250
1350
1450
1550
1650
1750
1850
1950
2050
2150
2250
2350
2450
#2
Xe
0.71
0.76
0.76
0.78
0.82
0.79
0.85
0.87
0.69
0.67
0.72
0.89
1.71
2.25
1.81
1.16
0.97
1.17
1.94
2.44
3.19
3.12
2.88
2.73
2.55
2.79
2.64
2.47
2.94
3.42
3.46
2.92
2.41
1.73
1.75
1.07
1.09
1.09
1.15
1.21
i.I0
0.97
0.65
0.92
1.14
0.95
0.83
0.84
#3
M-13
Filtered Xe
X-25L
0.99
1.02
1.03
1.02
1.06
1.05
0.93
0.81
0.57
0.54
0.67
0.98
1.01
1 .O6
0.41
0.39
0.38
0.83
0.93
I.I0
1 .I0
0.94
0.92
0.88
0.92
0.89
I.II
I.ii
1.20
1.16
1.20
1.22
1.25
0.76
0.73
0.73
0.83
0.93
I .i0
i.24
1.29
0.92
0.70
1.85
1.44
1.18
1.16
0.80
0.88
I. 28
1.24
1.51
1.61
1.84
#4
M-20
HgXe
0.34
0.35
0.35
0.36
0.34
0.33
0.36
0.37
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.48
0.72
0.66
0.53
0.46
0.49
0.70
0.90
0.94
0.86
0.88
0.77
0.68
0.69
0.68
0.70
0.86
1.04
1.09
1.56
1.82
1.82
1.34
0.98
0.73
0.71
0.70
0.71
0.74
1.13
1.08
1.34
1.34
1.53
1.79
2.41
1.69
1.73
1.88
2.20
2.52
2.96
3.05
#5
V-3 I
Exper.
_our_Q
0.89
0.89
0.96
1.27
1.71
1.97
1.90
1.77
1.75
2.02
2.54
2.86
2.76
2.46
2.22
1.79
0.94
0.75
0.87
0.91
0.75
0.71
0.70
0.66
0.59
0.58
0.53
0.51
0.54
0.52
0.52
0.55
0.58
0.59
0.63
0.65
0.66
0.65
0.59
0.53
0.61
1.12
2.08
O.94
0.71
0.60
0.50
0.54
0.49
0.54
0.51
0.51
0.63
#6 #7 #8 #9 #IO
Medium
Pressure
HS
0.11
0.I0
0.i0
0.I0
0.ii
0.11
0.12
0.12
0.12
.0.ii
0.12
0.12
0.12
0.13
0.13
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.16
0.17
0.18
0.18
0.17
0.77
1.13
1.19
1.22
2.47
2.08
1.66
1.69
0.41
0.20
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.29
0.68
0.24
0.81
0.35
0.60
0.84
1.00
0.60
0.70
0.74
0.82
1.72
2.11
1.76
M-5 M-l:
Kr Ar
_.50 0.48
_.52 0.40
_.56 0.41
L57 0.60
).80 0.94
.,07 0.97
_.06 1.25
..77 0.76
..30 0.66
..25 1.12
.48 1.72
_.65 1.89
_.12 1.22
[.77 1.44
!.02 1.65
..42 i.II
..12 1.13
..II 0.57
..59 0.55
..81 0.54
..59 0.78
..06 I.II
).85 1.06
).83 0.77
).86 0.72
).88 0.79
).89 0,83
L.01 0.84
L.15 0.84
L.08 0.78
).99 0.80
).92 0.83
).90 0.85
).90 0.90
).92 0.95
).94 1.08
).97 1.12
).98 1.13
).99 1.12
).98 1.05
L.13 1.21
L.57 1.81
L.66 3.01
[.87 2.76
L.81 2.99
2.10 3.11
2.18 3.41
2.17 4.02
1.95 4.40
2.03 4.66
2.19 4.91
2.15 5.89
2.28 6.46
2.26 7.35
M-9
H-Xe
0.62
0.66
0.66
0.70
0.71
0.71
0.77
0.73
0.65
0.67
0.73
1.31
1.98
2.06
1.37
0.75
0.47 I
1.28
2.31
2.73
2.58
2.30
2.15
1.91
1.78
1.75
1.65
2.07
2.32
1.92
1.69
1.72
1.64
0.93
0.91
0.93
0.93
0.95
0.96
1.00
0.98
1.03
1.16
1.52
1.61
1.70
1.89
2.07
2.26
2.33
2.46
2.81
2.65
1.75
M-14
:arbon
Arc
0.90
0.91
0.89
0.89
0.90
0.88
0.91
0.92
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.93
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.86
0.86
0.86
0.87
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.93
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.96
1.01
1.03
1.08
i.II
1.14
1.15
1.15
I. 16
1.19
1.19
1.18
1.21
1 28
1.35
1.42
1.49
1.51
1.58
1.63
1.56
1.50
1.51
1.45
1.41
1.34
1.21
#II
% Energy
Solar
1.118
1.067
1.056
1.036
1.004
1.004
0.963
0.932
0.922
0.901
0.880
0.859
0.849
0.818
0.797
0 777
0.756
0.746
0.735
0.715
0.683
0.673
0.663
0.652
0.632
0.611
0.601
0.601
0.570
0.559
0.538
0.528
0.518
0.507
0.497
0.487
0.476
0.466
0.456
0.445
0.392
0.314
0.253
0.205
0.168
0.139
0.115
0.096
0.082
0.069
0.059
0.051
0.043
0.038
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bandwidth for several sources in terms of the air mass zero solar spectral ir-
radiance or an equivalent solar dose/bandwidth which can be used to obtain
equivalent sun hours of irradiation when these sources are used in degradation
te sting.
The ultraviolet region of the simulated solar spectrum is of greatest con-
cern to the degradation of optical characteristics of thermal spacecraft coatings.
This region is defined, for solar simulation purposes, as radiation having wave-
lengths between 250rim and 400nm; it comprises about 9% of the solar spectrum.
The energy of this region (9%} is nearly wholly absorbed by most paint type coatings,
and the absorptances of evaporated surfaces (Ag, Au, etc.} are determined largely
by this portion. This radiation is a major factor in the change in absorptance of
these coatings in testing and in space. The use of a solar spectral mismatch in
the ultraviolet region can produce quite erroneous results in solar absorptance
values and the rate of change in absorptance values or optical degradation. The
use of extreme intensities in the ultraviolet region, possibly due to emission
lines (e. g., Hg and HgXe sources}, results in data that are very difficult to in-
terpret in terms of the actual solar environment. The use of a source deficient in
the ultraviolet is equally misleading because the change that might be normal in
space would not occur or would occur at a different rate. The errors in absorp-
tance due to the spectral mismatch can be corrected for when analytical calcu-
lations are used, but the errors resulting from a different degradation rate due
to spectral mismatch cannot be eliminated.
Table 4 points out the criticality of this match for the sources being dis-
cussed in this report. This data shows the equivalent total solar irradiance
Table 4
Ratio of Test Lamp Energy to Solar Irradiance Below 405 nm
4
Sources
A-1 M-13 M-20 V-3 Med. M-5 M-11 M-9 M-14
Fil- Experi- Pres-
tered mental sure Carbon
Xe Xe-X-25 HgXe Source Hg Kr Ar H-Xe Arc
Ratio of
test lamp
energy to
solar irrad-
iance below
405 rim.
•79 .91 2.40 1.84 4.56 1.01 .44 .91 .80
II-15
dose in the ultraviolet region below 405 nm for a given total irradiance. Many
experimenters use values similar to these to obtain equivalent sun hour doses
(ESH) of solar irradiance when one of these sources is being used for irradia-
tion in coating degradation testing. It can be seen from Table 3 that the distri-
bution of spectral irradiance in this region is very different for many of these
sources. It appears, then, that one might expect not only different absorptance
values for different sources, which can be calculated, but different rates of
degradation for which reciprocity may not hold and therefore these rates may
not be linearly related. This is, in fact, the case and will be discussed later in
this report.
Table 5 shows the effective absorptance values of different types of coatings
commonly used on spacecraft for the group of sources studied. The effect of
the solar spectral mismatch can be seen here by comparing the effective absorp-
tance values in Table 5, Columns 2-10 to the solar absorptance values in
Column 11. These are values the coatings have at zero hours of irradiation for
a specific source and do not indicate that any degradation has occurred. It is
extremely difficult to compare rates of degradation under similar test conditions
for different sources; however, this will be discussed later.
Coatings were selected for these tests in order to demonstrate possible
large differences in degradation dependent upon exposure environments. For
this reason some coatings which are known to be highly unstable were included
with some which have been used in space flight experiments and also some which
look promising for the future.
The paint formulations tested employ zinc oxide and titanium dioxide pig-
ments in a variety of vehicles including two types of silicone, an epoxy resin,
potassium silicate, and a polyester resin. Table 7 is a list of white paint
formulations.
Testing Methods
Two systems were used to obtain "in-situ" absorptance data of the coatings
which were irradiated with different sources. One system utilized an ultra high
vacuum system with a LN 2 shroud to determine steady state absorptance values
from thermal equilibrium states, while the other method used a portable vacuum
cell with a movable sample holder and a spectrophotometer to determine absorp-
tance as a function of wavelength. The thermal method yields a total absorptance
and the optical method yields both a spectral absorptance and total absorptance
value. The changes in total absorptance obtained in these two methods are
directly comparable. It is felt that the spectral and total absorptance data must
be studied simultaneously in order to obtain useful information for mechanisms
II-16
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Table 7
White Paint Formulations
Name Pigment Vehicle Solvent
090 Xylene
OO7
S-IS
J.C. 78
Cat-a-lac
White
3M White
ZnO Silicate
TiO Silicate
Anatase TiO2-Titanox AMO
Rutile TiO2-Titanox RANC
ZnO (SP500 from N.J. Zinc)
Rutile TiO2-Dupont's R960
Condensation type
methyl silicone
Condensation type
methyl silicone
Condensation type methyl
silicone (RTV 602 from GE)
Condensation type methyl
silicone (RTV 602 from GE)
Probably TiO 2
Rutile TiO 2
ZnO (N.J. Zinc's SPS00)
Rutile TiO 2 (Dupont's RF-1)
Epoxy
Polyester type
thermoset
Potassium silicate
(Sylvania's PS-7)
Potassium silicate
(Sylvania's PS-7)
Xylene
Toluene
Toluene
Cellosolve acetate and
xylol in 1:1 ratio
Water
Water
studies, employing rate of change of absorptance, ultimate degradation predic-
tions and possible change in emittanee values. This is particularly true when
different sources are used because the change in calculated integrated total _s,
or effective absorptance, is different for different sources even though the mag-
nitude of spectral change of the coating is the same. This is due to the variation
in the spectral irradiance of the various sources.
The optical measurement is made using the ion pumped vacuum system
shown in Figure 15.* This cell accommodates one sample which is irradiated in
position A and moved to position B where reflectance measurements are made
through the quartz port using a Beckman DK-2 Spectrophotometer. The sample
is connected to a spring and is moved from position B to A using a magnet. The
precision of the measurement is within ±1% and its absolute accuracy is better
than 4%. The temperature of these samples with one solar constant irradiance
ranges from +40°C to +60°C at initialequilibrium conditions. This technique
allows measurements to be taken at virtually any time interval. The sample is
measured in vacuum before irradiation and a number of times during irradiation
to determine the change in rate of degradation, and after irradiation in vacuum
and in air to determine whether the absorptance of the sample has experienced
II-19
any recovery. This measurement involves physically moving the cell system to
a position in the integrating sphere port and takes about fifteen minutes.
The thermal measurement is accomplished using an ultra high vacuum
system (10 -9 Torr pressure) with a LN 2 shroud and a sample having well known
radiative properties. Knowing these data, other heat "input" values, and the
equilibrium temperature of the sample when irradiated with a known total and
spectral irradiance, the ratio of absorptance to emittance can be computed. The
assumption is made that there is no change in emittance due to degradation and
that the total and spectral irradiance of the source is constant. If these assump-
tions hold true, the change in absorptance can be computed as a function of time
using a steady state equilibrium calculation.
The assumptions mentioned above are reasonable in that the irradiance is
monitored and the emittance values can be checked indirectly. The Aa computed
can be compared to the £G values obtained in the optical measurement under
identical test conditions. This comparison enables calculation of the emittance
which is compared with the previously obtained emittance values. The emittance
values are known as a function of temperature and the appropriate corrections
are made for samples tested using high intensity irradiance which run at high
temperatures. The total and spectral irradiance values are monitored periodically
during testing. The total irradiance is monitored "in-situ" with a razor blade
detector and in air with a radiometer. Total irradiance measurements are
taken at each sample before and after each test. The spectral irradiance is
monitored with a filter radiometer device and with the Leiss system used for
spectral irradiance measurements.
This thermal absorptance measurement is continuous in that the temperature
is recorded every five seconds with a strip chart recorder (±1/4°C precision).
It is possible then to study the rate of degradation for each sample after the
sample reaches an equilibrium temperature. This presents a problem in that
achieving an equilibrium temperature may take 2 hours for the sample used in
this study, and the degradation that occurs during this period is not directly
obtainable. This error can be checked in two ways: (1) the difference in cal-
culated predicted equilibrium temperature and that measured equilibrium tempera-
ture may be used to compute a change in absorptance for this time period, and
(2) comparison of optical measurement made at very short intervals of time
early in the test. These methods have been partially successful in determining
the magnitude of initial Aa.
The results of coatings testing using different total irradiance levels with
approximately the same spectral irradiance (thermal measurements) to obtain
absorptance data are displayed in Tables 8-12. Several problems must be
II-20
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considered when evaluating this data. The temperatures of the samples for each
of the tests are different due to the measurement technique. This makes it dif-
ficult to distinguish between temperature and irradiance effect for some coatings.
The value of the port input is different for each level of irradiance and is not
known accurately for each sample. The spectral irradiance of the X-25L source
degraded during this series of tests. This was monitored and the results can be
seen in Tables 1, 2, and 6. The ultraviolet total irradiance of the X-25L for a
particular test is given on the bottom of the data sheets (Tables 8-12}. It is
necessary to consider this parameter when comparing this data. The magnitude
of degradation is enough to affect the absorptance of the coating but does not
compare to the differences experienced when other sources are used (See
Table 3 and 5}. These data can be expressed in terms of rates of degradation as
a function of ultraviolet equivalent sun hours. This information becomes more
directly comparable and can be used to determine the validity of a reciprocity
rule for various circumstances. This is being done now and the complete data
is not available for this report. Despite these problems it is still true that
each test was conducted using approximately identical parameters with the ex-
ception of total irradiance levels; therefore, several conclusions can be drawn
from the data.
This thermal data indicates that 090, Cat-a-lac white and 3M white paints
degrade very rapidly initially. This rapid rate is attributed to 'surface degradation.
The rate of this initial change seems to be highly dependent upon total and spectral
irradiance or temperature but the magnitude of change is independent of these
factors. Several primers were used in this series of tests (e.g., G. E. primer,
Dow Corning, Cat-a-lac primer) and no difference in degradation characteristics
could be attributed to primers. The optical degradation data supports and ex-
plains some of the observations made from the thermal "in-situ" data and will
be discussed later.
A summary of the optical "in-situ" data obtained using four of the sources
and some of the coatings discussed herein is shown in Table 13. The absorptance
values are absolute integrated or total absorptance values. The "a" before and
the "a" after values are made at the beginning and end of the time indicated in
the "Time Irradiated" column. The "Intermediate Measurements" are absorp-
tance values taken a short time after irradiation started (as indicated in "Time
of Intermediate Measurement"}. This data as well as the thermal data indicates
that there are two types of degradation observed, long and short term.
The very rapid initial reflectance changes noted for Cat-a-lac white and
Q92-090 provide confirmation of the large initial temperature changes for these
materials in the thermal tests before equilibrium was reached. This has been
discussed previously. It was noted that the magnitude of this very rapid initial
II-27
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changein Q92-090and 88S is nearly independent of spectrum while the rate is
increased by increased short (<400 nm) ultraviolet irradiance, spectral and
total.
The long range degradation which can be considered separately from the
rapid initial changes noted above is characteristically most severe in the blue
region of the visible spectrum (causing yellowing}. This type of degradation has
been noted to some degree with all of the white coatings tested by the thermal
laboratory group. The magnitude of this degradation is directly related to the
intensity of the short wavelength or ultraviolet region (high-energy photon}. In
order to appreciate this dependence on wavelength it is necessary to consider
the rate of reflectance change in the visible rather than the change in integrated
a. This is because the effect can be largely masked by the initial fast degrada-
tion in the red and infrared wavelength regions.
"In-situ" reflectance measurements, then, seem to indicate that the effect
of spectral distribution is minimal with respect to rapid initial reflectance
changes due to surface reactions of pigment and maximal with respect to the
long range diffusion controlled bulk reactions of the crystals. Thus the choice
of irradiance source is most important when the effect of rapid surface reactions
on reflectance or total a is small and bulk crystal degradation has the prime
effect.
The last column in Table 4 gives the equivalent sun hour dose for the ultra-
violet region assuming a constant total irradiance (one solar constant}. It can
be seen that, generally, the magnitude of degradation is greater when the equiva-
lent sun hour values are greater, but there is certainly not a linear relationship
between total ultraviolet irradiance and time. Therefore a reciprocity rule
may not be employed to obtain ultraviolet equivalent sun hours when the entire
ultraviolet irradiance is used (wavelengths <400 nm}. Additional complications
arise when different sources are used because the coating temperatures are
different in this type of testing. Even if the substrate temperature is kept
constant a problem still exists in determining the actual difference between
substrate temperature and coating surface temperature. The substrate tempera-
tures measured during these tests were as high as 70°C.
The temporal spectral stability of the system supplying the simulated solar
irradiance is a factor which must be considered when evaluating data obtained
from long term degradation testing. Degradation of this type is inherent with
all solar simulation systems and it is true that this can affect the change in
absorptance of a coating being irradiated. Such degradation of the ultraviolet
total irradiance generally does not approach an order of magnitude in comparison
with the effects from values of the different sources shown in Table 2, but for
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comparable results the spectral irradiance should be monitored periodically. If
periodic spectral and total irradiance measurements are taken and degradation
does occur, an average value of irradiance may be obtained for the time interval
and used to obtain ultraviolet equivalent sun hours. This is the method used by
the authors to obtain the data in the last column of Table 4 ("Equivalent Ultra-
violet Sun Hours'_.
It is the opinion of this Thermal Laboratory Group that testing with different
sources and, consequently, with different spectra may produce errors in short
term surface degradation and will produce errors in long term degradation.
This degradation is highly dependent upon the coating formulation. It was ob-
served that many different rates and magnitudes of degradation occurred for
various values of (1) spectral irradiance, (2) total irradiance, and (3) tempera-
ture. It is proposed, therefore, that valid comparison of coatings optical de-
gradation characteristics may be done only when test conditions (e.g., spectral
and total irradiance, temperature and coating formulation, and application) are
approximately the same; moreover, environmental testing of thermal coatings
materials should be conducted using the same conditions that will be experienced
in space, with emphasis on spectral and total irradiance and temperature.
C ONC LUSION
Many of the basic development problems in solar simulation have been re-
solved and/or defined in a manner that permits an experimenter to be aware of
the limitations of a particular solar simulation system when it is used for a
specific purpose. Considerable improvements in solar simulation systems will
be necessary in the future; however, existing systems must be used in present
testing despite their deficiencies. The immediate problem, then, is to evaluate
present systems and techniques used comprehensively with particular emphasis
placed upon the type of material tested, theuse of the material in the actual solar
environment, and how well the simulated conditions meet the actual environ°
mental conditions, in order to gain a better understanding of the test results.
A series of tests concerned with solar simulation anomalies has been con-
ducted using white paints (thermal coatings). These tests were designed to eval-
uate the effect of solar spectral mismatch on these materials. The data indicates
that the change in absorptance of such coatings depends upon the type and form-
ulation (chemically) of the material, the spectrum of the source, and the total
irradiance (or temperature). These data have shown that direct comparison of
absorptance values of the same coating irradiated with equal total irradiance,
but different spectral irradiance is not valid. It has been observed that degrada-
tion of some coatings occurs in two forms: rapid initial changes, which may be
II-30
associated with surface phenomenon; and long term changes, which may be a near-
surface or bulkproperty. The rapid initial absorptance changes of some coat-
ings ultimately obtain an absorptance value independent of spectral irradiance
and long term absorptance changes are highly dependent upon the spectral Jr-
radiance. These observations are profound but do not represent sufficient
evidence for complete evaluation of solar simulation testing whenthere is a solar
spectral mismatch. A good spectral match is difficult to obtain, expensive, and
may not be critical for certain types of test specimens. For this reason ad-
ditional work of this type is needed. The follow up work should be quantitative in
nature in order to set testing limits for, various types of materials, accurate
simulation of specific missions, and future system experimentation goals.
PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORTING INTERVAL
1. The modifications to the A1200 solar simulator will be completed.
. Work will be continued on the 24 hour/day unmanned coating degradation
studies using optical "in-situ" measurements in cooperation with J.
Colony, GSFC.
3. Work will continue on the thermal "in-situ" coatings degradation testing
if overtime allows.
g A detector calibration effort in conjunction with the T&E division, GSFC,
will be completed. The next step will be planned in an effort to explain
discrepancies between thermal and radiometric measurements of total
irradiance that arise when a test is being conducted in the T&E Space
Environmental Simulator.
5. The "in-situ" uniformity scanner will be installed in the large vacuum
system used with the A1200 solar simulator.
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Figure 7. A1200 Spectral Irradiance--7 spectral filters
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Figure 8. A1200 Spectral Irradiance--6 spectral filters
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Figure 12. A1200 Spectral Irradiance--1/3 Krypton 2/3 Xenon
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Figure 13. A1200 Spectral Irradiance--1/2 Krypton 1/2 Xenon
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APPENDIX I
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA--F-7
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A 4 17XETSPEC3UNIF LNO. 1 $1
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY
PER 1OhM MAVELENGTM INTERVAL
255. 0.008 0.074
265. 0.022 O.169
275. 0.059 0.169
285. 0.120 0.296
295. 0.134 0.465
305. 0.109 0.486
315. 0.144 0.602
325. 0.348 0.760
335. 0.565 0.845
345. 0.724 0.887
353. 0.853 0.887
365, 0,959 0.940
375. 1.032 O.961
385. 1.064 0.876
3g5. 1.148 0.961
405. 1.201 1.372
415. 1.224 1.457
425. 1.272 1.383
435. 1.278 1.362
445. 1.295 1.594
455. 1.467 1.647
465. 1.677 1,636
475. 1.707 1.626
485. 1.520 1,552
495. 1,470 1.552
505. 1.366 1.478
515. 1.335 1,457
525. 1.330 1,467
535. 1.322 1,49g
545. 1.318 1.489
555. 1.300 1.467
$65. 1.297 1.436
575. 1.297 1.457
585. 1.295 1.436
555. 1.295 1,425
6C5, 1.294 1.362
615. 1.293 1.330
625. 1,293 1.30q
635. 1.288 1.277
645, 1,271 1.256
655. 1,271 1.235
665. 1.247 1,225
675. 1,256 1.193
685. 1.274 1.161
695. 1,269 1.130
705. 1,236 1.140
715. 1.196 1.O87
725. 1.175 1.077
735. 1.184 1.056
745. 1.188 1.024
755, 1.150 1.024
765. 1,120 0.982
775, 0,98_ 0.950
785. 0.849 C.940
795. 0.792 0.918
805. 0.542 0.897
815. 0.542 0,876
825, 0,646 0.866
fl35. 0.710 0.834
845. 0,744 0.813
855. 0.646 0.792
865. 0.405 C.771
875, 0.364 0.760
885, 0.277 0.750
895. 0.336 0,728
905. 0.471 0.697
915. C.523 0.686
925. 0.506 0.676
935. 0.478 0.665
945. 0.454 0.644
955. 0.459 0.623
965. 0,460 0.612
975. 0,529 0.612
q85. 0,656 0.581
995. 0.656 0.570
I005. 0,656 0.549
IO15. 0.655 0.538
1025. 0,655 0.528
1035. 0.655 0.517
1045. 0.655 0.507
1055. 0.616 0.496
1065. 0.512 0.486
1075. 0.597 0.475
1085. 0.622 0.465
IO95. 0.622 0.454
1150. 0,585 C.400
1250. 0.426 0.320
1350. 0,283 0.258
1450. 0.321 0.209
1550. 0,272 O.171
1650. 0.173 0.141
1750. 0,144 0.117
1850. 0.110 C.098
1950. 0.097 0.083
2050. 0.106 0.071
RATIO
0.11
0.13
0.35
O.41
0.29
0.23
0,24
0.46
0.67
0.82
0.96
1.O2
1.O7
1,21
1.19
0.88
0.84
O.92
0.94
0.81
0.89
1.02
1.05
0.98
0.95
0.92
O.92
O.91
0.88
0.89
O.89
0.90
O.89
0.90
0.91
0.95
O.97
0.9q
1.01
1,O1
1.03
1,O2
L.05
1.10
1.12
1,08
1.10
1.09
1.12
1.16
1.12
1.14
1.04
0.90
0.86
0,60
0,62
0.75
0.85
0.92
0.82
0.53
0.48
0.37
0.46
0.68
0,76
0.75
0.72
0.70
0.74
0.75
0.86
1.13
1.15
1.20
1.22
1.24
1,27
1.29
1.24
1.05
1.26
1.34
1.37
1.46
1.33
1.10
1.54
1.59
1.22
1.23
1.12
1.16
1.49
TESTLAMP/SGLAR
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APPENDIX II
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA--F-8
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A 3 17XE6SPEC3UNIF LNC. 2 $1
WAVELENGTH TEST LANP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RATIO
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
255. 0.016 0.073 0,23
265, 0.037 0.166 0.22
275. G.085 0.166 0.51
285. 0.162 0.291 0.56
298. 0.223 0.457 0.49
305. 0.233 0.478 0.49
315. 0.267 0.593 0.45
325. 0.411 0.748 0.55
_35. 0.596 0.832 0.72
345. 0.732 0.873 0.84
355. 0.846 0.873 0.97
365, 0,944 0,925 1,02
375. 1.017 0.946 1.07
385. 1.045 C.863 1.21
395. 1.112 0.946 1.18
405. 1.143 1.351 0,85
415. 1.174 1.435 0.82
425. 1.209 1.362 0.89
435. 1.203 1.341 0.90
445, 1.234 1,570 0.79
455. 1.351 1.622 0.83
465. 1.490 1.611 0.92
475. 1.633 _.601 1.02
485. 1.414 1.528 0.93
495. 1.357 1.528 0.89
505. 1,286 1.455 0,86
515. 1.228 1.435 0.86
525. 1.238 1.445 0.86
535. 1.217 1.476 0.82
545. 1.201 1.466 0.82
585. 1.197 1.445 O.d3
565. 1.201 1.414 0.85
575. 1.277 1.435 0.89
585. 1.283 1.414 0.91
595. !.232 1.403 0.88
605. 1.198 1.341 0.89
615. !.201 1.310 0.92
625, 1.2C7 1.289 0.94
63_. 1.178 1.258 0.94
645. 1.158 1.237 0.94
655. 1.140 1.216 0.94
665. 1.133 1.206 0.94
675. 1.151 1.175 0.98
685. 1.166 1,143 1.02
695, 1.132 1.112 1.02
7C5. 1.047 1.123 0.93
715. 1.058 1,071 0.99
725. 1.048 1.060 0.99
735. 1.060 1.040 1.02
745. 1.034 1.008 i.03
755. 1.032 1.008 1.02
765. 0.972 0.967 |.01
775. 0.869 0,936 0.93
785. 0.713 C,925 0.77
795. 0.658 0.904 0.73
805. 0.597 0.884 0.68
815. 0,689 0,863 0.80
825. 0.964 0.852 1.13
835. 1.228 0.821 1.49
845. 0.809 0.800 1.01
855. 0.435 0.780 0.56
865. 0.338 0.759 0.45
875. 0.494 0.748 0.66
885. 0.752 0.738 1.02
895. 1.047 0.717 1.46
905. 1.072 0.686 1.56
915. 1.005 0.676 1.49
925, 0,923 0.665 1.39
935. 0.830 0.655 1,27
945. 0.807 0.634 1.27
955. 0.829 0.613 1.35
965. 0.782 0.603 1.30
975. 0.78S 0.603 1,30
985. 0.907 0.572 1,39
995. 1.064 0,561 1.90
1005. 1.073 0,541 1.98
1015. 0.959 0.530 1.81
1025. 0.824 0.520 1.59
1035. 0.634 0.509 1.25
I045, 0.507 0,499 1.02
1055. C.483 G.489 0.99
1065. 0.808 0.478 1.06
1075. 0.527 0,468 1.13
1085. 0.594 0.457 1.30
1095. 0.594 0.447 1o53
1150. 0.511 0,394 1.30
1250. 0.357 0.315 1.13
1350. 0.228 0.254 0.90
1450. 0,239 0.206 1.16
1550. 0.224 0.168 1.33
1650. 0.152 0.139 1.09
1750. 0.125 0,115 1.08
1850. 0.097 0.097 i. Ol
1950. 0.078 0.082 0.95
2050. 0,094 0.070 l.J5
2150. 0.059 0,059 1,00
2250. 0.035 0,051 0.68
2350. 0.053 0.044 1.22
TESTLAMP/SOLAR
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APPENDIX III
SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE DATA--F-13
H-55
A B 10XE 5KRTSPECOUNIFHC3.6 LNO.1 $1
WAVELENG[H TEST LAHP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY
PER [ONH WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
255. 0.022 0.073
265. 0.049 0.168
275. 0.104 0.168
285. 0.099 0.294
295. 0.131 0.462
305. 0.113 0.483
315. 0.151 0°598
325. 0.399 0.756
335. 0.623 0.840
345. 0.800 0*882
355. 0.928 0.882
365. 1.022 0.934
375. 1.127 0.955
385. 1.220 0.871
395. 1.237 0.955
405. 1.236 1.364
415. 1.273 1.448
425. 1.350 1.375
435. 1.407 1.354
445. 1.421 1.585
455. 1.450 1.637
465. 1,702 1.627
475. 1.523 1.616
485. 1.492 1.543
495. 1,394 1.543
505. 1.342 1.469
515. 1.331 1.448
525. 1.331 1.459
535. 1.325 1.490
545. 1.330 1.480
555. 1.334 1.459
565. 1.284 1.427
575. 1.332 1.448
585. 1.319 1.427
595. 1.222 1.417
605, 1.167 1.354
615. 1.163 1.322
625. 1.184 1.301
635. 1.191 1.270
645, 1.196 1.249
655. 1.168 1.228
665. 1.149 1.217
675. 1.168 1.186
685. 1.184 1.154
695. 1.106 1.123
705. 1.075 1.133
715. 1.080 1.081
725. 1.096 1.070
735, 1.106 1.049
745. 1.103 1.018
755. 1.377 1.018
765, 1.504 0.976
775. 0.996 0.944
785. 0.724 0.934
795. 0.653 0.913
805. 0.683 0.892
815. 0.893 0.871
825. 1.037 0.861
835. 0,573 0,829
845, 0.325 0.808
855. 0.189 0.787
865. 0.245 0.766
675* 0.376 0.756
885. 0.470 0.745
895. 0.470 0.724
905. 0.419 0.693
915. 0.368 0.682
925, 0.360 0.672
935. 0.376 0.661
945. 0.383 0.640
955. 0*393 0.619
965. 0.522 0.609
975. 0.591 0*609
985. 0.644 0.577
995. 0,634 0.567
1005. 0.529 0.546
1015. 0.491 0.535
1025. 0.491 0.525
1035. 0.441 0,514
1045. 0.500 0.504
1055. 0.534 0.693
1065. 0.586 0.483
1075. 0.683 0.472
1085. 0.718 0.462
1095, 0.590 0.451
1150. 0.574 0.398
1250. 0.388 0.318
1350. 0.292 0.256
1450. 0.391 0.208
1550. 0.244 0.170
1650. 0.225 0.141
1750. 0.169 0.116
1850. 0.116 0.098
1950. 0.100 0*083
2050. 0.104 0.070
2150. 0.063 0.O60
RATIO
0.30
0.29
0.62
0.34
0.28
0.23
0.25
0.53
0.74
0.91
1.05
1.09
1.18
1.40
1.30
0.91
0.88
0.98
1.04
0.90
0.89
1.05
0.94
0.97
0.90
0.91
0.92
0.91
0.89
0.90
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.92
0.86
0.86
0.88
0.91
0.94
0.96
0.95
0.94
0.99
1.03
0.98
0.95
1.00
1.02
1.05
1.08
1.35
l, _4
1.05
0.78
0.71
0,77
1.03
1.21
0.69
0.40
0.24
0.32
0.50
0.63
0.65
0.60
0.54
0.54
0.ST
0.60
0.63
0.86
0.97
1.12
1.12
0.97
0.92
0.94
0.86
0.99
1.08
1.21
1.45
1.55
1.31
1.44
1.22
1.14
1.88
1.43
1.60
1.45
1.19
1.21
1.48
1.06
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ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS GROUP
Roy McIntosh
ABSTRACT
This report describes the solar simulation effort of the Electro-Magnetic
Measurements Group, Space Sciences Department of Electro-Mechanical Re-
search, Inc., from 1 November, 1965 to 1 December, 1966. Subjects discussed
are the Vortex Stabilized Arc, the Pressure Arc Facility, spectral irradiance
measurements of various light sources, and the G.E. ultra high vacuum system
used in support of simulation testing. The Computer programming techniques
for this simulation effort are described. Included also are the goals for the next
quarter's work.
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INTRODUCTION
As the problem of satellite thermal control increases in importance, ground
based testing has become more essential. Since the passive thermal control of
these satellites depends upon the incident solar irradiance, the solar simulation
phase of environmental testing takes on prime importance. With the require-
ments for this type of simulation becoming more demanding, new and more effec-
tive sources are required. Two experimental light sources presently under in-
vestigation by the Electro-Magnetic Measurements Group are the Vortex
Stabilized Arc and the High Pressure Arc. This report discusses arc theory
and advantages, improvements, problems encountered and measurements made
during the past year.
In addition, the Electro-Magnetic Measurements Group is responsible for
spectral irradiance measurements made on all other light sources in the Thermo-
physics Branch of the Spacecraft Technology Division, NASA-GSFC. This in-
cludes the A1200 solar simulator, X-25L solar simulator, carbon arc, xenon
compact short arc lamps, etc. The results of significant measurements ob-
tained during the year are included within this report.
The Electro-Magnetic Measurements group is also responsible for super-
vising the operation and maintenance of the General Electric ultra high vacuum
system. The systems theory, experiments performed and operational problems
are discussed.
Computer programming improvements and techniques are also covered in
some detail.
This report outlines the work performed by the Electro-Magnetic Measure-
ments Group during the period from 1 November 1965 to 1 December 1966.
Since the period of time is extensive the report covers only the most interesting
and important portions of this effort. Next quarter's goals for the arc studies,
spectral measurements, the high vacuum system, data reduction along with
flight experiment for measuring the solar spectrum from the NASA Convair
990 are lastly presented.
Since this is the first quarterly report, it covers all the work done since
the inception of the program, a period of some 13 months. In the future, quarterly
reports will cover only a three month period.
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VORTEX ARC
Advantages
The vortex stabilized arc offers several potential advantages as a source
for solar simulation. The arc lamp is very small (5 cm long by 3 cm in diameter)
but it is capable of operating up to 25kw in its present configuration and at even
higher powers with modifications. Therefore, its power to size ratio is very
large when compared with the short arc lamp systems (e.g., Xe and Hg-Xe
short arcs, carbon arcs, etc.} presently used for solar simulation.
Additionally, the vortex arc offers the advantage that various pressures and
gas mixtures may be examined without elaborate modifications or reconstruc-
tions. This is accomplished by continuously recirculating the gas through a
closed system into which gas may be added or removed as desired. This per-
mits tailoring the spectral output of the lamp with a view towards a closer solar
match.
Operating Features
Figure 1 illustrates the configuration of the vortex arc lamp. The working
gas is fed under pressure into the lamp through the "gas in" tube into the space
between the two concentric quartz tubes. The gas then passes through four (4)
nearly tangential holes in the cathode. This imparts a spiral motion (vortex)
to the gas inside the inner quartz tube. The gas is then evacuated through a
central bore in the anode into a water cooled heat exchanger. The arc chamber
itself is approximately 5-1/2 cm long x 3 cm in diameter. Both the cathode and
anode are made of high purity tungsten. The quartz tubes are General Electric
type 208 or 204 quartz.
During operation the cathode and anode are water cooled and the gas is re-
circulated. The pressure within the arc chamber can be varied between ap-
proximately 60 and 300 p.s.i.g. The arc power level can be varied between
approximately 2 and 25kw depending upon the electrode spacing, arc gas, and
desired power levels. The arc is initiated by a 75kv high frequency igniter.
Once the arc has been ignited the pressure and power settings are adjusted to
the desired point and the spectral and/or total irradiance measurement may be
begun.
Instrumentation Methods
I. Present Spectral Irradiance Instrumentation - Since it is possible to
change the spectral output characteristics of the vortex lamp, it is important to
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measure its spectral irradiance with changes in gas composition, gas pressure,
power, etc. Spectral irradiance measurements are made (see Figure 2} by
directing the light from either the vortex arc or a 1000 watt NBS traceable
standard of spectral irradiance through a chopper (chopped at 11.3 c.p.s, or
34 c.p.s.) as it enters an integrating sphere coated to a depth of _4 mm with
smoked magnesium oxide. This sphere provides the illumination for the slit
of the Leiss double prism monochromator. Three detectors are used to cover
the spectral range from 250 nm to 2500 nm. These are the 1P28 photomultiplier,
a 7102 photomultiplier, and a 2 mm x 10 mm lead sulphide cell. Suitable overlap
regions minimize errors in the wavelength where detector sensitivities are
changing rapidly. The signals from the photodetector are passed through a
preamplifier and an amplifier (Brower Laboratories Model 130) to synchronize
the chopper with the input signal minimizing electrical bandwidth and noise
problems. The output from the amplifier is recorded on a strip chart recorder.
The wavelength mechanism of the associated monochromator is driven by a
synchronous motor. The data is taken from the strip chart recorder, punched
onto IBM cards, and processed on a 7094 DCS computing system. The reduced
data from these measurements are compared with Johnson's data* or the Hand-
book of Geophysics** data and presented as test lamp energy, ratio of test lamp
to solar energy, and relative spectral distribution. The data are presented in
tabular and graphical format.
2. Measurement Technique Improvements - When the work on the vortex arc
was begun spectral radiance (rather than spectral irradiance} measurements were
made creating several problems. The use of the standard of spectral radiance
required that a very small area of the tungsten filament be viewed by the mono-
chromator necessitating extreme care with mirror and monochromator adjust-
ments. If the proper filament area were not viewed, large errors were intro-
duced. These problems were overcome by using the standard of spectral
irradiance. Other difficulties arose when the standard of spectral irradiance
was used. The use of this standard required a diffusing surface to illuminate
the slit of the monochromator; a magnesium oxide coated sphere was chosen
for this purpose. When this sphere was used the energy incident on the entrance
slit of the monochromator reduced by at least two orders of magnitude. This
required that a very stable and high gain amplifier be used to obtain a suitable
photodetector signal. Electronics previously used proved unsatisfactory since
at the two wavelength extremes (250 nm and 2500 nm} the weak signals could
not be distinguished from the noise. Therefore, a Brower Laboratories Model
130 synchronous rectifier amplifier was obtained. Recent improvements in this
*Johnson, F.S., J. Meteorol., 11(6}:431-439, December 1954.
**United States Air Force Handbook of Geophysics, Revised edition, p. 16-16,
1961.
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amplifier overcoming early synchronization difficulties have resulted in good
signals down to 250 nm. The noise level in the far infrared region is still ex-
cessive because of the PbS cell characteristics. Several types and sizes of
PbS cells have been tried; however, it appears the only good solution to this
problem is to use a liquid nitrogen cooled PbS cell. This will be tried during
the next two quarters. In addition to the good signal to noise ratio provided by
this amplifier good accuracy (1%) and linearity (1%) are obtained.
Another innovation which improved the measurement system was the intro-
duction of a multidetector housing which contained all three photodetectors.
Previously three separate housings were used. The multidetector housing has
saved approximately 15-20 minutes per measurement since the housings did
not have to be changed during the measurements. This saving is especially im-
portant since at high power levels the vortex arc electrodes degrade rapidly.
Accuracy of spectral measurements was improved by the addition of a
neutral screen filter and filter holder. This arrangement permitted insertion
of a filter in the proper location in front of the sphere. The filter is used in
the visible portion of the spectrum where the intensity of the vortex arc lamp
is quite large, keeping amplifier signals within reasonable limits in this spectral
region.
A new pressure measuring gauge has been installed in the gas recirculation
system. This is a Heiss bourdon type gauge registering pressures from vacuum
(30 in. of Hg) to 300 p.s.i.g. This was a significant improvement since the
gauge supplied with the original equipment was difficult to read and improperly
positioned.
A compressor and appropriate plumbing were added during the past year so
that gases such as xenon and krypton which are expensive could be recovered
from the system and reused for other measurements.
Quick disconnect couplings were added to the water cooled protective hous-
ing which surrounds the arc lamp. These fittings allow the housing to be re-
moved and replaced quickly without flooding the working area.
The Leiss double prism monochromator, while quite adequate for the
ordinary spectral irradiance measurements, did not provide the resolution
needed to study certain fine spectral line structures because of its prismatic
operation. To serve this function a Jarrell Ash 0.5 meter Ebert scanning
spectrometer was obtained. Since this is a grating instrument its resolution is
quite good (_.2 A from 180 nm to 910 nm). A complete description of its
characteristics may be found in Appendix I.
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This instrument was also usedfor calibrating the wavelength of the Leiss
double prism monochromator. This provided a much better calibration than
that obtained by using a number of discrete lines whose wavelength may or may
not be known accurately and interpolating for wavelengths between these lines.
3. Data Reduction Techniques - The data from the spectral irradiance
measurements is taken from the strip chart recordings and coded onto IBM
cards. This data is then processed on an IBM 7094 DCS computing system.
After comparing the test lamp energy with the energy from the NBS traceable
standard of spectral irradiance, the computer further compares this information
with Johnson's solar data.* The resultant information is presented in tabular
form as relative spectral distribution, energy per 10 nm bandwidths, and ratio
of test lamp energy to Johnson's data.
At the same time this table is generated, a magnetic tape is produced by
the computer which can be used to graphically display the data on an EAI 3440
digital plotter. An explanation of the computer program together with samples
of the Fortran IV program, the tabular information, and the graphs is contained
in Appendix II.
The automatic plotting of the spectral data was the most important data
reduction improvement made. The quality and accuracy of the plots generated
by the EAI 3440 digital plotter were at least as good as those done by hand; the
time taken by the automatic plotter was less than 1/10 that required by hand.
Spectral Irradiance Measurements
1. Argon: Power-Pressure Series - A series of nine spectral irradiance
measurements was made in the vortex stabilized arc using argon to determine
the effect of different power levels and pressures on the argon spectrum rela-
tive to improving the solar spectral match of the arc.
Three low power runs were made (at 5kw) with pressures of 4, 8, and 16
atm. (Figures 3, 4, and 5). There were almost no differences in the three runs
and it would appear that at this low power an increase in pressure within the
limitations of the vortex arc system does not affect the argon spectrum.
The types of electrodes used were then changed and the low pressure run
at 4 atm repeated with the new style electrodes (see Figure 6} to determine
*Handbook of Geophysics, ibid. p. II-72
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what effects these experimental electrodes had upon the spectrum. The new
style cathode had a fiat snout on the end, whereas the old style was pointed.
The new anode had a recessed plate within the gas exit bore while the old one
had only an open bore. The results showed an increase in infrared emission
apparently because of a higher operating temperature at the anode. The arc
ran at a lower voltage with the new electrodes necessitating a higher current
to obtain the same power level.
Two runs with the new electrodes were made at 10kw with pressures of 4
and 16 atm (See Figures 7 and 8). There were very large and as yet unexplainable
differences between the two spectra. Neither of the runs can be correlated with
any of the other data taken on the arc. The low pressure results (Figure 7)
showed a higher UV content than was evidenced with any other combination of
parameters; the high pressure run (Figure 8) showed a lower UV content than
any other combination of parameters. Therefore, data from these runs are
disregarded for the present time. The low pressure run (Figure 9) was re-
peated at a later date and the data obtained was more in line with previous
results.
Two measurements were made at high power level (20kw) using the old
electrodes, one at 8 atm and one at 16 atm (see Figures 10 and 11). The only
differences between the two spectra was an apparent increase in the UV in the
high pressure run. This is a small shift and is not considered significant
without more data to support it.
Looking at the effects of an increase in power for the runs at 5, 10, and
20kw there is a broadening and a shift to lower wavelengths in the UV band.
This is true regardless of pressure. The emission lines around 800 nm are
lower in intensity and the emission above 950 nm is raised in intensity. These
effects tend to improve the solar spectral match.
2. Argon: Variable Flow Rate - Five runs were made with argon at the
lowest power obtainable to determine whether flow rate affects spectral emis-
sion around 800 nm (see Figures 12 through 16). Measurements were made
from 350 nm to 1050 nm which covered the region of interest. These runs had
to be made in the open loop mode because the flow rate cannot be changed in a
closed system. Measurement time was kept short to reduce the gas consumption.
The first two of these measurements were made using worn electrodes and a
gas proportioner as a flow meter. The lowest flow obtained with these electrodes
while still maintaining arc stability was 1560 cc/min (see Figure 12); the
highest flow obtained with the flow meter was 2106 cc/min (see Figure 13). Runs
were made at these flow rates but it was felt that there was not a sufficiently
large rate change to draw definite conclusions. Therefore, new electrodes were
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installed and the experiment repeated. The 1560 cc/min run was repeated (see
Figure 14) to see if the new electrodes gave the same spectrum because the
new cathode was out of round and the arc gap was smaller resulting in different
current-voltage characteristics.
The new electrode configuration permitted obtainment of a flow rate of
474 cc/min (Figure 15). No significant differences were obtained. Then the
flow meter was removed and the flow rate increased to the maximum rate for
safe operation of the arc. This rate was estimated to be 2500 cc/min (see
Figure 16).
3. Neon Runs - Two runs were made with neon at 10 atm, one at 4kw (see
Figure 17) and one at 16kw (see Figure 18). The spectrum beyond 1200 nm
could not be measured on the low power run because the signal was too small
for detection; the spectrum below 300 nm was lost on the high power run be-
cause of arc failures. Therefore, the effects of increased power can be studied
only in the region from 300 nm to 1200 nm. In this region the spectrum is
raised considerably below 550 nm and the emission band from 550 to 700 nm
is raised slightly.
Comparison of the solar spectral match of the neon measurements with
argon measurements at the same operating conditions indicated that neon tends
to fill in areas where the argon spectrum is lacking and vice verse. The UV
band extends farther into the visible in argon than in neon. Neon has an emis-
sion band extending approximately from 550 nm to 700 nm, and a sharp emis-
sion line at about 850 nm while argon has an emission band approximately from
750 nm to 850 nm. Above 1000 nm the argon emission peaks at about 1350 nm
while the neon emission dips there. The neon emission peaks at about 1850
nm and the argon emission dips at this point. These complementary regions
indicated a proper combination of neon and argon gases would provide an im-
proved solar spectral match.
4. Neon-Argon Runs - A total of five measurements were made on mix-
tures of neon and argon. Two measurements were made on a mixture of 75%
argon - 25% neon at 8kw and 13kw respectively (see Figures 19 and 20). These
data appeared similar to 100% argon runs. Apparently neon did not contribute
to the spectrum at this low a concentration even at a high power level. Three
measurements were made over a short spectral range (350-1050 nm) on mix-
tures containing 90%, 80%, and 50% neon respectively. The 90% neon spectrum
(see Figure 21) appeared like a neon spectrum except that some of the argon
structure at 400 - 500 nm and at 700 - 800 nm can be seen. The 80% neon
spectrum (see Figure 22) had generally more UV and less near IR that the 90%.
The 350 nm peak and 600-700 nm band of neon was decreased somewhat and
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there was considerably more energy from the 700-800 nm band of argon. The
50% neon mixture (see Figure 23} looks almost like pure argon but with a narrower
and lower UV band. A little of the 600-700 nm band of neon was still present.
The 80% neon - 20% argon mixture offered a somewhat better solar spectral
match than either argon or neon alone at the same power level and pressure.
Assuming that this mixture will change in spectrum with increased power in the
same manner as argon or neon alone, a good spectral match at a high power
level will be obtained. The corroding effect of neon on the electrodes has to be
overcome prior to obtaining any significant gain in power level.
Test Observations
From the foregoing results with the vortex arc it would appear that this
source shows considerable promise for solar simulation. Future experiments
should be directed towards finding mixtures of gases providing an even better
solar spectral match then the neon-argon mixture. For example, it would be
desirable to find a gas which provides considerable emission in the 400 nm to
600 nm region filling in the neon-argon mixture gap and not too much emission
in the region around 880 nm. This should, of course, be a gas without too many
sharp, strong emission lines.
From experience with neon-argon mixtures it appears that inert gases do
not change their spectral characteristics in mixtures although it is difficult to
tell the proper percentage of gas needed to obtain a certain spectral contribu-
tion because of unequal gas excitation. A mixture of three or more gases may
provide the best match. Considerable effort should be directed towards ob-
taining higher power levels with all gases, especially those which tend to corrode
electrodes at high power levels.
Increasing pressure or varying the gas flow do not improve spectral dis-
tribution unless very large increases are made. These two methods, therefore,
do not show as much promise as increasing power or finding better gas mixtures.
PRESSURE ARC FACILITY
Advantages
The pressure arc facility (PAF) offers another interesting approach to the
development of solar simulation sources. With the PAF it is possible to study
arcs of various gases at pressures to 5000 p. s.i.g, and power levels up to 5kw.
As the pressure at which a gas arc operates increases the line structure
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broadens and the line to continuum ratio of the spectral output approaches unity.
Therefore, a study of high pressure arcs should provide valuable data as to
whether large increases in pressure will offer any significant advantages in
terms of solar simulation possibilities.
Operational Difficulties and Improvements
Much of the EMR effort during this past year has been devoted to making
the PAF and its related system components operational, maintaining the system,
and obtaining and reducing spectral irradiance measurements.
Considerable difficulty was encountered in keeping the system running. Re-
placement seals around the quartz windows (see Figure 24) are not repeatable and
leaked almost continually. Several suggestions were obtained during meetings
with the vendor's technical staff on several occasions; however, despite im-
provements window seals still leak at pressures above 1500 p.s.i.g.
Boron nitride insulators used around the electrical feedthroughs have also
leaked. During complete chamber dismantling it was found that these insulators
had cracked. The insulators were then replaced but because of inadequatedesign
there is high probability that the boron nitride cracked after installation.
During the past year the vacuum pumping system has been completely re-
worked. This improved the speed with which the system can be evacuated; how-
ever, because of system leaks the ultimate pressure was still quite high. As
a result a deposit of several oxides of tungsten often appeared on the walls and
quartz windows of the arc chambers. This deposit may reduce electrode life
and reduces the accuracy and precision of the spectral measurements.
Data Reduction
A major area related to work on the pressure arc has been to develop a
computer program to reduce data from the spectral irradiance measurements
using a magnetic tape data logging system. This system records wavelength,
detector output, and amplifier gain on three channels of a magnetic tape recorder
for both the pressure arc and NBS traceable standard of spectral irradiance
over the wavelength region of 250 - 2500 nm. This information is then fed into
a computer and a spectral irradiance distribution calculated. Once the calcula-
tions are made, the results are programmed and stored on another magnetic
tape used to graph the data in the same format as outlined in the data reduction
section of the vortex stabilized arc. To accomplish this end it was necessary
to generate a complete computer program. This program has just been completed
and it appears to function quite well. While time has not permitted completion
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of these graphs, the spectral irradiance data (energy per 10 nm bandwidths and
ratios test lamp to solar)for eight measurements is presented in Tables 1 to 8.
Spectral Irradiance Measurements
1. Argon Measurements - Six of the spectral measurements made thus far
have been with argon gas and various arc parameters. The spectral measure-
ments were made using the same measuring instrumentation outlined for the
vortex arc system. The results of these measurements are tabulated in Tables 1
through 5 and also Table 8.
The arc performed about as expected with the argon line structure in the
regions of 400 - 450 nm, 800 - 850 nm etc., quite pronounced at low pressures
and powers. As the pressure was increased, the line structure broadened and
the continuum radiation became more prominent. The pressure are operates
much as a compact short arc lamp. The gas does not recirculate so that the
arc is fairly broad, and at low pressures, triangularly shaped with the base
located near the anode. It was interesting to note that as the pressure was in-
creased, the arc became more and more stable and narrowed considerably.
2. Hydrogen-Doped Argon Runs - Two measurements were made on the
pressure arc with hydrogen-doped argon gas (94% argon, 6% hydrogen). This
small percentage of hydrogen was used because hydrogen alone would have
corroded the electrodes very rapidly. It was hoped that the hydrogen structure
could be observed with this small amount of hydrogen present. In both a low
pressure (300 p.s.i.g.) measurement and a high pressure measurement (1500
p.s.i.g.) two lines of the Paschen series of hydrogen, 4861 and 6563 A were
prominent in the spectrum. The data from these measurements is tabulated in
Tables 6 and 7 respectively.
3. General Observations - Measurements with argon at pressures above
1600 p.s.i.g, and also measurements with other gases or gas mixtures
should provide important additional information as to the future potential of
this system as a solar simulation source.
During the month of September the pressure arc facility and its associated
measurements were moved to the EMR building at College Park, Maryland.
This work will be continued under a separate contract and progress will be
reported as a part of this new contract.
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AI200 SOLAR SIMULATOR
The Electro-Magnetic Measurements Group is responsible for making all
spectral irradiance measurements on the A1200 solar simulator. Table 9 lists
the spectral irradiance measurements made during the past year. Since a de-
tailed description of the A1200 system data is included in the Thermal Labora-
tory Quarterly Report* only the list of tests conducted is hereby presented.
MISCELLANEOUS SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MEASUREMENTS
In addition to measurements of the vortex arc, pressure arc, and solar
simulator, the Electro-Magnetic Measurements group has also made many
additional spectral irradiance measurements on various types of light sources.
Table 10 lists these measurements with the appropriate parameters.
Several spectral measurements were made on mercury-xenon lamps. It
is very difficult to analyze the spectrum of this type of lamp because the spec-
trum appears to change from one measurement to the next (evidenced by M-3
and M-4, both taken on the same 2.5kw lamp) and also from lamp to lamp
(evidenced by M-15 through M-20, taken on six different 3.5kw lamps made by
two different companies, G.E. and Hanovia).
Measurements of krypton lamps are quite interesting because they show
promise for solar simulation when used in conjunction with other lamps, such
as xenon.
The measurements on the X-25L solar simulator reveal that this usually
very stable source with a good solar spectral match changes spectrum drastically
when the optics become contaminated during normal use. Measurement M-12
was a routine check of the spectrum and M-13 was run after the optics had
been cleaned. The latter illustrates how the spectral match was restored by
this simple remedy.
Further details of the measurements on the experimental lamps can be
found in Reference 3.
*Lillywhite, M., McIntosh, R., Lester, D., Proceedings at the AIAA/ASTM/
IEE Space Simulation Conference, AIAA Log. #A1897.
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GENERAL ELECTRIC ULTRA HIGH VACUUM CHAMBER
Operating Features
The General Electric Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) system combines the capa-
bility of simultaneously obtaining an ultra high vacuum (< 10-s Tort) with the
ability to illuminate one or more samples from a light source such as a solar
simulator. This feature makes it particularly adaptable to the study of proposed
or existing spacecraft thermal control coatings.
The vacuum system is completely clean since no oils or greases are used
anywhere in the system. The pumping system consists of molecular sieve
sorption roughing pumps, a 500 liter/sec ion pump, and a titanium sublimation
pump. The system also contains a shroud which may be filled with liquid nitro-
gen or silicone oil. When the oil is used it is recirculated through a heat ex-
changer so that the vacuum shroud temperature may be controlled to _-5°C over
the range -50°C to +250°C.
Experiments Performed
Several experiments were made using the G.E. system during the past year
including the following:
ATS-B Thermal Coatings Experiment - solar simulation tests - 4 tests
ATS-A Thermal Coatings Experiment - solar simulation tests - 2 tests
STL Particle determination experiment- 3 tests
Coatings Degradation Experiments - AN-2A, -2B, -2C, -2D, AN-2-1A, AN-2-1B
Problems Encountered
The system experienced an initial contamination from a green oily sub-
stance and one of the first problems was to determine the origin of the contam-
ination and to remove it from the system. The material was analyzed by
X-ray diffraction techniques and found to be a resin bonded pigment. The coat-
ing which had been used on the shroud was Cat-a-lac black, a resin bonded
pigment, and analysis revealed that this coating had produced the contaminant.
The system was subsequently disassembled, the Cat-a-lac coating removed,
and a new black silicate coating applied to the shroud. The system was re-
assembled and while performance was improved, it still experienced ion pump
contamination. After installation of a new ion pump, system performance was
significantly improved.
Late in this reporting period a problem developed with the shroud coating.
Frequent routine high temperature bakeouts of the shroud had degraded the
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adhesion of the paint to the point where it began to flake off in large quantities.
Investigations are underway to find a more stable paint and it is felt that definite
progress will be made toward the solution of the problem during the next quarter.
CONVAIR 990 SOLAR IRRADIANCE EXPERIMENT
During the past several months there has been a continuing dialogue among
several investigators connected with the various areas of solar simulation at
NASA-GSFC as to the need for additional information regarding the total and
spectral irradiance of the sun in the vicinity of the earth. The data which are
presently available have been obtained by many experimentors under widely
varying conditions, so that significant uncertainties exist throughout this data.
The uncertainties in the spectral irradiance vary from +1070 to +4070 depending
on the wavelength of interest (infrared, visible, or ultraviolet). Since it is im-
possible to simulate a phenomenon, in this case the sun's irradiance, whose
characteristics are not accurately known, an experiment has been proposed to
study the solar irradiance from the NASA Convair 990.
The Convair experiment offers two important advantages. First, several
instruments will be flown by several experimentors to study both the total and
spectral irradiance of the sun. These instruments will be as follows:
Spectral irradiance - Leiss Double Prism Monochromator - Thermophysics
Eppley Mark V-A, filter radiometer - Thermophysics
Block P-4 and I-4 interferometer - spectrometers - T&E
Perkin Elmer 112 U grating monochromator - T&E
Electronic Scanning Spectrometer - Thermophysics
Total Irradiance Eppley Thermopiles - T&E
Eppley Angstrom Compensated pyrheliometer - T&E
Cone Radiometer - T&E
The second advantage is that these experiments will all be done at the same
time and under similar conditions.
The Electro-Magnetic Measurements group is responsible for performing
the experiments with the Leiss monochromator and the Eppley Mark V-A Radi-
ometer. This effort has begun and both experiments are in the planning stage.
Considerable thought has been given to the types of equipment to be used and the
instrument mounting techniques.
During the next quarter most of the final plans should be made and a more
complete idea of the overall experiment will be available.
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GOALS FOR NEXT QUARTER
Vortex Arc
During the next quarter, the vortex arc measurements program will con-
tinue with measurements on other inert gases starting with helium. Also, a
study of the effect of gap length on current-voltage characteristics is planned
using different cathode adapters to obtain the different gap lengths. Preparation
will be made for installation of the 85kw arc to be delivered in the near future.
Recalibration of the working standard used for the spectral irradiance measure-
ments will be necessary before many more measurements can be made.
A program will be initiated to improve the data reduction of the vortex arc
measurements by having the EAI plotter put the legends on the graphs and plot
the data with a reduced scale for peaks which are off scale with the present
plotting routine.
Miscellaneous Spectral Measurements
During the next quarter in addition to continuance of the routine measure-
ments, an experiment has been planned to study further the degradation of the
X-25L solar simulator. Its spectral irradiance will be measured at 0, 50, 100,
and 300 hours. This will provide more complete data on how well the system
performs spectrally and, therefore, determine what modifications to testing
procedures will have to be made when using this simulator.
A series of experiments has also been planned to study the spectral degra-
dation of a xenon lamp over a period of 1000 hours. Further, an experiment to
simulate conditions inside the A1200 is planned to determine how the spectrum
of this system will degrade over a period of 1000 hours.
General Electric Vacuum System
Several more coatings degradation experiments are scheduled for this sys-
tem during the next quarter. When these experiments have been completed the
system will be dismantled and the shroud repainted. It is hoped that this will
be completed by the end of the next quarter.
Miscellaneous
A trip is scheduled for the end of December to the Ultek Corporation in
Sunnyvale, California to assist in the preliminary acceptance tests of the eight
vacuum pump modules which are being purchased by the Thermo Physics Branch,
NASA-GSFC, to support the coatings qualification effort. A report will be pre-
pared detailing the results of these tests.
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Convair 990 Experiment
During the next quarter a suitable design of modifications to the Leiss double
prism monochromator will be made so that safety requirements of the aircraft
may be met. A mount for the Leiss will also be designed so that the monochrom-
ator may be pointed toward the sun. The same techniques will be used to meas-
ure the spectral irradiance of the sun as used for similar measurements of the
vortex arc, pressure arc, etc., described earlier in this report.
Final decisions on the electronics, photodetectors, recorder, and other re-
lated equipment will be made during the next quarter. Also, final decisions will
be made as to the specific measuring technique, e.g., will the sphere of the mono-
chromator be illuminated directly or by mirrors.
Design modifications of the Eppley filter radiometer should be complete by
the end of the next quarter. A choice of filters for the Mark V filter radiometer
will be made during the next quarter.
Finally, engineering mockups of the experimental configurations will be made
to ensure that no major difficulties have been overlooked.
CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing paragraphs have presented a general overview of the work
which the Electro-Magnetic Measurements Group has performed under NASA
Contract No. NAS 5-9244 in support of the solar simulation studies effort. The
relative progress of the various projects covered under this contract was
presented. There have been several significant accomplishments to the overall
effort in the area of solar simulation.
Especially good UV solar spectral match of certain neon-argon mixtures
were obtained with the vortex arc. The possibilities of spectral tailoring with
this arc now appears even more promising.
The pressure arc system has been dismantled and moved to the EMR facility
at College Park. The system is again operational and it is expected that some
very interesting data may be obtained in the near future.
Spectral irradiance measurements have been made on the A1200 solar sim-
ulator during every test run. Modifications to this system are basically com-
I plete and further studies to improve the spectral character of the system to
obtain an even better solar spectral match should be obtained.
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The miscellaneous lamp studies which have been done have proven quite
valuable. It has been determined that when krypton short arc lamps are used
with xenon lamps the spectral match of the A1200 can be improved. Plans are
already underway to utilize this combination of lamps.
The studies of the spectral degradation of the X-25L solar simulator have
shown that care must be exercised even with this highly stable and dependable
sourc e.
The General Electric Ultra High Vacuum system has been an invaluable tool
for coatings studies as well as solar simulation and environmental testing of
satellite experiments. Plans are currently being implemented to recoat the
shroud and clean the entire system.
Lastly, work has begun to study the solar spectrum from the NASA Convair
990 aircraft at an altitude of 40,000 feet. This study offers an exciting opportunity
to obtain a relatively large amount of data at a relatively minimal cost. It also
provides a better basis from which to decide whether a satellite experiment to
study the sun's spectrum is necessary or desirable. Work will certainly continue
on this experiment during the coming months.
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Table 1
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38V, 41.5A, 1.6kw
P-I RUN 25ARGON 1540PSI 38V 41.5A LNO. 1SI
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
255. 1.029 0.091 II.26
265. 1.151 0.209 5.51
275. 1.271 C.20g 6.08
285. 1.376 0.366 3.76
295. 1.409 0.574 2.45
305, 1.492 0.601 2.48
315. 1.540 0.744 2.07
325. 1.593 0.940 1.69
335. 1.612 1.045 1.54
345. 1.659 1.097 1.51
355. 1.685 1.097 1.54
365° 1.669 [.162 1.44
375. 1.617 1.188 1.36
385. 1.574 1.084 1.45
395. 1.556 1.188 1.31
405. 1,524 1.697 0.9¢
415. 1.549 1.802 0.86
425. 1.658 1.710 0.97
435. 1.506 1.684 0.89
445. 1.342 1.972 0.68
455. 1.279 2.037 0.63
465° 1.257 2.024 0.62
475. 1.233 2.011 0.61
485, 1.199 1.919 0.62
495. 1.171 1.919 0.61
505. 1.157 1.828 0.63
515. 1.121 1.802 0.62
525. 1.115 1.815 0.61
535. 1.061 1.854 0.57
545. 0.994 1.841 0.54
555. 0.957 1.815 0.53
565. 0.955 1.776 0.54
575. 0.951 1.802 0.53
585, 0.944 1.776 0.53
595. 0.944 1.763 0.54
605. 0,939 1.684 0.56
615. 0.895 1.645 0.54
625. 0.831 1,619 0.51
635. 0,790 1.580 0.50
645. 0.795 1,554 0,51
655. 0,790 1.528 0.52
665. 0.785 1.515 0.52
675. 0.795 1.475 0.54
685. 0.804 1.436 0.56
695. 0.990 1.397 0.71
705. 1,302 1.410 0,92
715. 1.117 1.345 0.83
725. 0.912 1.332 0.68
735. 1.293 1.306 0.99
745. 1,572 1.266 1.24
755. 2.087 1.266 1.65
765. 2.452 1.216 2.02
775. 2.356 1.175 2.01
785. 1.772 1.162 1.53
795. 1.236 1.136 1.09
805. 2.037 I.II0 1.84
815. 3.020 1.084 2.79
825. 2.703 /.071 2.52
TAPEX344C,TD2890
RATIO TESTLAMPISOLAR
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Table 1 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38V, 41.5A, 1.6kw
835. 1.886 1.031 1.83
845. 2.170 1.005 2.15
855. 2.335 0.979 2.39
865. 1.887 0.953 1.98
875. 0.876 0.940 0.93
885. 0.707 0.927 0.76
895. 0.607 0.901 0.67
905. 0.546 0.862 0.63
915. 0.862 0.849 1,02
925. 1.313 0.836 1.57
935. 0.879 0.823 1.07
945. 0.731 0.796 0.92
955. 0.490 0.770 0.64
965. 0.541 0.757 0.71
975. 0.675 0.757 0.89
985. 0.663 0.718 0.92
995. 0.536 0.705 0.76
1005. 0.485 0.679 0.71
1015. 0.422 0.666 0.63
1025. 0.404 0.653 0.62
1035. 0.404 0.640 0.63
1045. 0.404 0.627 0.65
1055. 0.438 0.614 0.71
1065. 0.438 0.601 0.73
1075, 0.437 0.588 0.74
1085. 0.437 0.574 0.76
1090. -0.000 -0.000 -0o00
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Table 2
Pressure Arc, Argon 1000psig, 133.5V, 107.6A, 3.6kw
P 3ARGON IO00PSI 33,5V 107o6A LNO. I $1
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RATIO TESTLAMP/SOLAR
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
255. 0,845 0.091 9.24
265. 0.941 0.209 4.50
275, 1.026 0.20g 4.91
285. 1,108 0.366 3.03
295. 1.130 0,574 1.97
305. 1.198 0.601 1,99
315, 1.245 0,744 1,67
325, I,290 0.940 1.37
335. 1o328 1.045 1.27
345, 1.350 1.097 1.23
355. I.385 I°097 1.26
365° 1o367 1,162 1.18
375. I,342 1.188 1,13
385° I,318 1.084 1.22
395. 1.310 1.188 i.I0
405. 1.302 1.697 0.77
415. 1.345 1.802 0.75
425. 1.410 1.710 0.82
435. 1.279 1.684 0.76
445. I,188 1.972 0.60
455. 1.173 2.037 0.58
465. 1.145 2.024 0.57
475. 1.116 2.011 0,56
485. 1.086 1.919 0.57
495° 1.076 1.919 0.56
505. 1.069 1.828 Q,58
515. 1.074 1.802 0.60
525. 1.082 1.815 0.60
535. 1.085 1.854 0.59
545. 1.071 1,841 0.58
555, 1,043 1.815 0.57
565. 1.036 1.776 0.58
575, 1.038 1.802 0.58
585° 1.041 1.776 0.59
595° I,041 io763 0.59
605. 1.029 1.684 0.61
615. 1.006 1.645 0.61
625. 0.W66 1.619 0.60
635, 0.956 1.580 0.61
645. 0,952 L.554 0.61
655° 0.952 1.528 0,62
665° 0°952 1.515 0.63
675. 0,957 1.47_ 0,65
685. 0°975 1.436 0.68
695. 1.167 i.397 0.84
705. 1.427 1.410 1.01
715. 1.301 1.345 0.97
725. 1.191 1.332 0.89
735. 1°421 1.306 1.09
745. 1.68_ 1.266 1.33
755. 2,I03 1.266 1°66
765, 2.172 1.214 1.79
775. 2.286 1.175 1,95
785. 1.823 1.162 1.57
795° 1.572 L.136 1.39
805, 1.845 1.110 1,66
815. 2.612 1.084 2.41
825. 2.478 1.071 2.31
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Pressure Arc,
Table 2 (Continued)
Argon 1000psig, 133.5V, 107.6A, 3.6kw
835.
845.
855.
865.
875.
885.
895.
905.
915.
925.
935.
945.
955.
965.
975.
985.
995.
1005.
1015.
1025.
!035.
1045.
1055.
1065.
1075.
1085.
1090.
1.982
1.897
2.053
I. 763
1.033
1.033
0.812
0.796
0.912
1.173
1.086
0.999
0.732
0.713
0.819
0.737
0.711
0.711
0.711
0.711
0.711
0.633
0.620
0.650
0.650
0.644
-0.000
1.031
1.005
0.979
0.953
O. 940
0.927
0.901
0. 862
0.849
0.836
0.823
0.796
0.770
0.757
0.757
0.718
0.705
0.679
0.666
0.653
0.640
0.627
0.614
0.601
0.588
O. 574
-0.000
1.92
1.89
2.10
1.85
1.10
I.II
0.90
0.92
1.07
1.40
1.32
1.25
0.95
0.94
1.08
1.03
1.01
1.05
1.07
1.09
l.ll
1.01
1.01
1.08
I.II
1.12
-0.00
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Table 3
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.6V, ll5A, 4.4kw
I0.0C.00._0o79.80.00.I0,1J.IC.I0.I0
WAVELENGTH TEST tAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RATIO
253. 0°453 0.031 14.70
258. 0.479 C.060 7.98
263. 0.497 0.089 5.56
268. 0°507 C.I04 4.88
273. 0.527 O°I02 5.17
278. 0.540 G.I18 4.57
283. 0.569 _.158 3°60
288. 0.564 C.210 2.69
293. 0.586 0.264 2.22
298. 0.550 0°292 1.8g
303° 0.590 0°296 i°9q
308. 0.62! C.312 l.gg
313. 0.605 0.349 1.74
318. 0.628 0°3_5 1.5g
323. 0.633 0.445 1.42
328. 0°647 0.484 1.34
333. 0.659 0.510 1.28
338. 0.653 0.528 1.24
343. 0.658 G.541 1.22
348° 0.679 0.546 1.24
353. 9.683 0.545 1.25
358. 0.673 0.552 [.22
363. 0.672 C.570 1.18
368. 0.658 0.585 1.13
373. _.644 C.592 1.09
378. 0°634 C.577 I.IC
383. _.632 0.549 1.15
388. 0.625 _.538 1.16
393. 0.618 _.563 I.IC
398. 0.625 C.651 0.ge
403. C.613 (].784 0°7_
408. 0o611 0.872 _.70
413. 0.613 C.896 0.6_
418. 0.656 0.889 0.74
423. 0°644 0.804 0.73
428. 0.631 9.83_ _.75
433. 9.611 C.831 0.74
438° 0.573 C.869 0.66
443. 0°55_ 0.945 0.59
&48. 9.546 _.996 9.55
453. 0.541 i°01! C.5_
458. 0.533 1.013 0.53
463. 0.532 1.00_ 0.53
468. C.53[ I.C06 _.5_
473. 0.517 i..]04 0.52
478. 0.514 C.98g 0.52
483. 0.515 0.965 C.53
W88. 9.503 .3.954 _.53
493. 00499 C0955 0°52
498° 0°505 C.944 ].54
503. 0.515 [,._2t 0.56
508. 0.524 C.997 C.58
513. 0.535 0.897 0.6_
518. _°557 0.89& 0.62
523. 0.565 0.8_9 0.63
528. 0.587 C.908 3.6_
533. 0.603 C.91_ 0.6e
538. 0.607 0.922 0.6_
543. 0.629 O.g18 ).6_
TEST LAMP/SOLAR
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Table 3 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.6V, 115A, 4.4kw
548. 0.621 C.913 0.68
553. 0.609 0.906 0.67
558. 0.601 0.897 0.67
563. 0.590 0.886 0.67
568. 0.588 0.885 0.66
573. 0.600 0.893 0.67
578. 0.594 0.894 0.66
583. 0.575 0.887 0.65
588. 0.592 G.882 0.67
593. 0.586 0.880 0.67
598. 0.588 0.868 0.68
603, 0.580 0.847 0.68
608. 0.580 0.831 0.70
613. 0.573 0.822 0.7¢
618, 0.559 0.815 0.69
623. 0.560 0.808 0.6g
628. 0.536 C.800 0.67
633. 0.529 0.790 0.67
638. 0.530 0.782 0.68
643. 0.527 Co776 0.68
648. 0.522 0,769 0.68
653. 0.516 0.763 0.68
658. 0,510 0.758 0.67
663. 0.509 0.755 0.67
668° 0o515 0.749 0,69
673. 0.523 0.739 0.71
678. 0.528 0.729 0.72
683. 9.539 0.719 0.75
688. 0.540 0.708 0.76
693. 0.636 0.698 0.91
698. 0.721 0.696 I._3
703. 0.764 C,701 1.09
708, 0.740 0.694 1.07
713. 0.644 0.677 0.95
718. 0.582 0.666 0.87
723. 0.576 G.663 0.87
728. 0.621 0.660 0.94
733. 0.696 0.653 1.07
738. 0.802 9.644 1.25
743. 0.891 0.634 1.41
748. 0.964 G.630 1.53
753. 1o043 0.630 1.65
758, 1.116 C.624 1.79
763. 1.174 C.611 1.92
768. 1.202 0.598 2.01
773. 1.137 0.588 1.93
778. 0.959 0.582 1.63
783. 0.739 0.579 1.28
788. 0.666 0.575 1.16
793, 0,764 0.568 1.34
798. _.959 0.562 1.71
803. 1,123 0.555 2.02
808. 1.243 0.548 2.27
813. 1.262 0.542 2.33
818. 1.189 0.537 2.20
823. 1.039 0.534 1,94
828. 0.926 0.528 1.75
833. 0.891 0.518 1.72
838. 9.954 C.509 1.87
843, 1.027 0.503 2.04
848, 1.035 0.497 2.08
853. 0.921 0.490 1.88
858, 0.789 C.483 1.63
863. 0.655 C.477 1.37
868, 0.562 0.472 1.19
873. 0.496 0.469 1.06
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Table 3 (Continued}
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.6V, l15A, 4.4kw
878. 0.454 C=466 0.97
883. 0.421 C.463 0.91
888. 0.400 G.458 0.87
893. 0.392 0.452 0.87
898. 0.393 0.443 o.8g
903. 0.422 0.433 0.97
908, 0.50l 0,626 1.17
913. 0.593 0.423 1.4C
918. 0.638 0.420 1.52
923. 0.623 0.417 1.49
928. 0.557 0.414 1.34
933. 0.484 0.411 1.18
938. 0.422 0.406 1.04
943. 0.384 0.400 0.96
948. 0.362 0.393 0.92
953. 0.367 0,386 0.95
958. 0.388 0.381 1.02
963, 0.414 0.378 1.10
968. 0.426 0.377 1.13
973. 0.414 0.377 I.I0
978. 0.386 0,372 1,04
983, 0.377 0.362 1.02
988. 0.348 0.355 0.98
993, 0.329 C.352 0,93
998. 0.322 0.347 0.93
I050. 0.301 0.308 0.98
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Table 4
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig,
l_.?E_. O0 ._'3.79.80.C0.10,, 10.10.10.1_?
wAVELENGTh TEST LaMP ENERGY SOLAg ENERGY
253. ti_67 0.C31
258. C_397 _.C6_
263. _:ii42! C.08g
268. _43q e.l_4
273. C_457 C.IC2
278, _482 C.1i8
283. C_493 _.158
288. C_506 _.21_
293. C_516 C.264
298. G_497 0.292
3_3. (1543 £.296
3_8. 01564 C.312
313. _552 (.34q
318. 2_56g C.395
323. r_566 _.465
328. _,_586 0.484
333. C_58g _.51C
338. Ci5g4 _.528
343. ¢_594 _.541
348. ¢_613 {_.546
353. rg617 _.545
358. _623 _.552
363. C_60g 0.57C
368. 0_604 r.585
373. _g3 0.592
378. C_59! L.577
383. C_579 (.54g
388. C_57g C.538
393. C;578 _.563
398. _158_ C.651
4_3. C1574 ¢.784
408. 0157C 0.872
413. _1567 0.896
418. C_64f 6.889
423. _628 0.864
428. _i60C 0.83g
433. ,_574 _.831
438. 6_546 _.86g
463. _£515 0.945
448. _1511 O.gg6
453. C_51Q 1.GI1
458. 0_501 1.313
46b. 0_593 1._Cg
468. (_494 1.006
473. _149_ 1.0£4
478, _1483 0.989
683. C1484 0.965
488. _1487 0.954
493. C_482 0.955
498. C1486 0.964
503. C1498 o.qae
5_8. C_505 _.903
513. 0_53_ (.897
518. _ _546 U.896
523. _1567 0.89g
528. 0_591 0.908
533. _607 0.9_8
538. _i61q 9.922
563. q_643 0.918
548. _1616 0.913
553. 01596 0.9_6
37.6V, 79.6A, 3kw
RATIC TEST
ll.9C
6.61
4.71
4.22
4.4q
4.08
3.12
2.41
1.96
1.71
1.84
1.8C
1.58
1.44
1.27
1.21
1.16
1.12
1.1_
1.12
1.13
1.13
1.07
1.03
I.C_
1.02
1.06
1.C7
1.03
0.8g
0.73
C.65
_.63
0.72
C.73
0.71
0.6g
q.63
_.55
0.51
0.5C
0.4_
C.5C
0.4q
_.4g
0.4g
0.5C
Q.51
0.5=
C.51
0.54
_.56
C.Sq
G.61
C.63
@.65
C.66
0.67
0.7C
0.67
_.66
LAMP/SOLAR
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Table 4 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 37.6V, 79.6A, 31_v
558. C;$96 0.897 0.66
563. C_588 0.886 0.66
568. _587 _.885 0.66
573. _585 _.893 _.66
578. _584 C.894 _.65
583. O_E81 _.887 C.66
588. C_59_ Go882 Co67
593. _;581 C.880 0.66
598. CL_66 C.868 C.65
603. C_574 C,o847 G.6E
6_8. C_581 _.831 _.7C
613. C_56C _.822 0.68
618. C_543 0.815 C.67
623. 0_53_ _.8Ce 0.66
628. C;522 ';.8CC C.65
633. (_516 _o79C 0.65
638. 0_515 C,.782 0.66
643. C_507 _.776 0.65
648. 0;509 0.76_ C.66
653. C_498 C.763 _.65
658. C_498 _,.758 C.66
663. C_494 C.755 C.65
668. _48q _qo74g C.65
673. _489 _.73q _.66
678. C_l_: (.72_ C.7C
683. C_12 r.Tlq C.75
688. L_533 9.7C_ _.75
693. _624 _'.6_8 C.8_
698. CL763 C_.696 1.07
7n3. C_783 C.701 1.12
7U8. _754 "_.694 1.G_
713. _ _641 _.677 0.95
7_8. C_565 C.666 _.85
7Z3. C_6_ C.663 0.85
728. C;605 _.66C 0.92
733. CL706 r.653 1.08
738. C_854 C.644 1.33
743. 0_q51 r.634 1.5_
748. 1_37 _,.63_ 1.65
753. I_64 _.63C 1.85
758. 1_236 _.624 1.9_
763. _30,; P.611 2.13
768. I_375 _.598 2.3_
773. 1_305 C.588 2.22
778. 11C3_ C.582 1.78
783. C_793 _ .57q 1.37
788. 0_69_ (.575 1.2q
793. G_796 f.568 1.4_
798. ILqS1 L.562 1.87
803. 1_295 _.555 2.33
8_8. 1_434 U.548 2.62
813. 1L523 (l-542 2.8[
818. 1_396 C.537 2.6C
823. 1_182 C.554 2.21
828. i_007 C.528 1.91
833. OLg85 f.518 1.90
838. 1_08C 0.5_q 2.12
843. 1;19e 0.5C3 2.38
848. 1_222 C._97 2.46
853. 1_(_62 0.49C 2.17
858. _863 0.483 l. Tq
863. C_695 C.477 1.66
868. C_574 _.472 1.22
873. 0_695 0.66g 1.06
878, _466 0.466 0.96
8E3. C_402 _._63 _.87
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Table 4 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 37.6V, 79.6A, 3kw
888. _38_ 0.458 g.83
893. G_366 Uo452 0.81
898. C_362 C,463 0.82
903. 0_402 0.433 C.93
908. 0_504 G.426 1.18
913. _62G 0.623 1.46
918. 0_696 0.42_ 1.65
923. 0_6T3 fJ.417 1.61
928. C_59! n.416 1.63
933. _690 0.411 1.19
938. C_415 0.4_6 1.02
943. fi_373 r_.40C G.93
948. C_365 0.393 C.SE
953. 0_351 _.386 0.91
958. 0_381 0.381 1.C_
963. _408 0.378 1.08
968. _626 _.377 1.13
973. 9_415 0.377 l.I_
978. 0_382 _.372 1.03
983. _359 C.362 _.9q
988. 0_33_ f_.355 _.93
993. 0_303 C.352 _.86
998. 0_295 _.347 0.85
1050. q_290 0.308 _.96
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Table 5
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.7V, 51.6A, 2kw
waVELEkGTI-
253.
258,
263.
273.
278 •
283.
288 •
203.
29_.
3,3.
3A_.
328 •
323.
328.
333.
33_.
243.
348.
_53.
358.
363 •
368.
373.
378.
333 •
388.
3g_.
398.
4,8.
413.
4i8.
4i3.
428.
433.
45d.
443.
445.
455.
458.
463.
46_,
473.
478.
483.
488.
493,
498.
53.
58.
515 •
5'-8.
5L3 •
5L8.
533 •
538.
543.
.,J.......7g.6_:.".£ .I .!L.l ....i
TEST LaMP ENERGY
.34_
.396
.3S3
.41_
.423
.448
.465
.47_
.4_E
._q7
.E2
.5_4
•54:
.547
._5_
.567
.57,
.EBL
•_6S
•EtZ
.544
._4_
._4
.546
._46
.53S
._4
.534
.clS
._,}
.48_
._e4
.484
.476
.475
._6_
.464
.457
.458
.462
._65
.._73
.511
,_34
.557
• • _7Z
._87
,.595
._15
SOLAR ENERGY
._.Eq
_,. L. 4
.I:Z
.'SE
.2Z
.264
.Zq2
.2Q6
._i2
.34S
.3G5
.445
.4P4
.5:
.52F
.541
.546
.545
.55_
.57.
.5_5
._q2
.577
.54S
• .538
.56_
.651
.784
.872
.8S_
" .ESS
.864
.a3S
.83i
_ ._45
.Sq6
I. I!
i. i3
I • _<_
".,_ 4
• .$6_
, ,965
( ._54
._55
.92
_,.8S7
.Eq_
.9.8
.SIE
.q22
,.Sl_
RATIC
II.2E
6.34
4.4
J._7
4.15
3.7S
Z.94
2.2 =
!.e2
1.5S
1.69
!.67
1.4_
1.3, _
I.I_
1.12
l.'t
_.:4
I.:=
_.q_
:" • q Z
,:.SS
. .c_7
_.84
..6S
':.62
.6t
_.52
C .4_
.47
:.47
¢,.47
,.46
..4?
_:.47
.4_
,.5i
_.55
,i.57
" .62
<.6J
.64
, .65
",67
TFST LAMPISCL_R
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Table 5 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.7V, 51.6A, 2kw
DD_.
558.
563.
558.
57B.
578.
563.
588.
593.
598.
6?3.
68•
613.
6i8,
023,
6_8.
633.
038•
643.
648.
653.
658.
663.
66@.
673.
676.
683.
688•
693.
698•
7_3.
7J6 •
7i3,
7i8,
7Z3.
726,
733.
738.
743.
746,
753.
758.
76_.
766.
773.
778.
783.
788,
793.
798,
8-53.
8,,8.
813.
618,
823.
828.
853.
838.
843.
848,
953.
858.
60B.
868.
87_.
Q9o
59,_
.55_
.577
.556
• ,562
o-g6
I' .565
' • -=57
,273
,_56
,557
.554
,544
,53. _
..515
,5C
:.497
.495
.,.5 :i
,487
.477
,z, 76
.46_
.47_
, .4_z,
--752
,79_
.777
._5Z
,..59
.555
• "_1 _.
'_,-_86
.g92
1.'_93
_.238
1._.37
1.431
i,51_
1.431
I.iI _
• , @I,.
• ._81
;.E29
1,114
l._9e
l._6g
1,779
!,634
i,_34
/,l'i
_..2;d
1,4U7
1,428
I. _%
_:,923
;.71_
- .58._
.487
_.gLe
,.897
.885
.993
_._94
'._87
.862
.EE_
.868
!.847
".83!
.822
.8i5
-,79%
.78Z
.77t
.76_
.76_
.758
.755
.749
.739
.72g
:.7i9
,;.7t'_
_.6_8
_.696
.7_;i
:.e_4
".677
,'.60_"
.653
'_.644
_.634
.63 _
:.63,,
_.598
*.588
.582
.57_
.575
.56_
.562
.555
.5q8
.542
.537
.53_
.528
,: .518
•: . 5t 9
: .5": 3
r,.497
?.49r'
.,483
.477
,.472
L.46_
F.64
'.62
_.65
',.o]
: ,6_
.63
Y.64
: .63
_.65
t.64
< .66
£.6"_
t .66
_s.65
.64
.i.67
.6_
.64
.65
.64
.63
.62
_.6_
.64
.68
_ .7(
.87
!.,._ 8
I.I_
1,12
_,.g6
':.84
_[o8'
!.3£
i.5_
1.74
1.96
2.14
2.34
2.54
2.4_
1,9!
1,4.
l,l_
1,46
1,92
2.52
3.,:4
3.2_
3,_!q
2,5'i
2,_
2,_.I
2.37
2.8:
2.87
2,4_
1,9!
1,5i
1.23
i,'_4
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Table 5 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon 1540psig, 38.7V, 51.6A, 2kw
883.
888.
693.
89e.
9.3.
928.
913.
9Z_.
933.
94].
94_.
953.
9;g,
)6].
956 •
978.
9_o
96e.
')93.
_98.
,38
,!5_
,!ge
,54
,66_
,762
,7!7
._82
.76
._1 _
._28
._6_
,_7_
._2_
.27Z
,463
,45_
,45Z
,443
,432
,426
,42_
,42
,4i7
,4!4
._8[
._78
,577
.277
,37;
,]62
,35_
.352
• .84
C.7_
"_•7(:
-_.77
!.27
i.56
i..7]
i.7:
',_
.,_
1.ST
1.6
1,13
L .c.2
• %z.
.8:,
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Table 6
Pressure Arc, . 94 Argon, .06 Hydrogen, 300psig, 29.2V, 86A, 2.5kw
TABLE 6 ARGON 1AI"M 14V 100A WATTS
_.hV:LEkCTN T-_ST L_:P F-r,FRCy ,<cl._,i-_ _r,_E!-',GY R_IICTFSTLA_,i-'/SC'LAp
P2F 2:,2,_ _'' hA_3L:_NOTP iNTCPVAL
3C_, _.q7G C._17 l.sq
3!_. 1,C56 _,'"7_4 2.38
32_ I :'q C. r'-=
335. I.Cg_ 1.C75 i.02
........ 1.46
3e_, !.237 I,?S? I,C?
37_ 1.2_ !.22C 3.99
3_, 1.IS! [.1!3 i.C7
35_. !.!_7 1.22C 0.95
4C_ L.24_ i_v43 C,7P
425. I a_ 1.7_ _ 5_
4_u. ',_E .73S t.92
4_5_ I,}5( Z.C24 ?_07
465, !.257 Z.97E _,oC
675, 1,2_C _.C_5 2,59
4_5. I.I_2 !,971 3._9
ml_, I.IC_ 1,85C G.63
5_5. " "'
=_:" 1.277 ],_C_ _,_9
571i. 1.7_? I._5 _.73
5_. I._!' !._23 2.77
sgS. i.F_? I.PI _ 2.65
6C3, 1,722 .72q i,tC
6!5. 1.6:! [.cSq J.98
625. 1._,,i 1.6c _ C.90
635. 1_442 i,c22 _1;._9
e_5. 1.4_3 I.?G5 J.gn
65f. 1.4_2 !.:eq 0,92
6£5. L._26 _.53 = u.98
675. i,_44 , ¢,r 1 _"
6_F. [._44 [.A7q 1.05
6q_. 2.iC! 1.439 i,&6
7CC. ",124 1,44P !.47
7!5. 2,2q = !.26! !.52
725. 2.CC7 1.3C7 1.90
7_5. 2,_C° 1.741 2.94
745. 2.3!_ i.3SC 1.7P
77_. 2.!9C !.3&C 1.67
16_. ,_,_=g_ ! , ?47 i.76
775. 1,232 !.?L7 1.02
7_5. 1.25C I.IS? 1.2q
7q5, 1_422 1.!66 1.23
8,25. I._22 !.14C 1.2_
815. <_._g2 !.1i3 O._q
_2E. 3.727 !.rg_ C.66
87_. r.dC: I.C59 _._7
845. ].a4g l.:P]2 ].53
8E _., , .511 i. _''_ . 0.51
_65, 0.36E ('.qTq 2.37
e75. C.!67 C.565 ,].17
8_7. '3.167 C.972 O.IR
895. " 21(_ C._25 0°2 a
II-99
Pressure Arc,
Table 6 (Continued)
• 94 Argon, . 06 Hydrogen,
29.2V, 86A, 2.5kw
300psig,
qCS. c_.237 C._:
935. 0.233 C.=_5
S45. (.347. C.PI _
gLS. ".8C6 :.77E
q@5. l._-_a_ r.717
Sq . 1°14_ L.724
ICC5. i,,:32 'T.f_;7
ICI_o I.C3"I < ,_.E_.
I_:5. I.C3Z C.67 _
_C_5. I.b56 C.c57
IS45. 2.492 :._z,4
I0=.5. 2.797 C.c3C
IC65. "_o5'G_ C,617
iC7.'. -C.C<.e -C.CC2
;.CF "_. - .'?C" _:..r L,C
tCS]. -C.CLC -C.CCC
.>'6
".2A
.27
.iS
",6 ?
._J7
.ii
,.72
..5!
,D4
L°57
_.87
_. _3
-3,CC
II-lO0
Table 7
Pressure Arc, . 94 Argon, . 06 Hydrogen, 1500psig, 50V, 50A, 2.5kw
H DOPED ARGON 300psig 29.2V 86A
1._.:',, .c_." .79.8C.0 .L .li.l .Li.l
WAVELENGTF
263,
268.
275,
Z78,
2E3,
288,
293,
Z98.
3 _3.
3_8.
3i3.
3.8.
3Z3.
328.
333.
338.
343.
348.
353.
358,
363,
368.
373.
378,
393,
388,
393.
398.
4i3.
4_8.
413,
418.
4Z3.
428.
4_3.
458.
443.
448.
453.
458.
463.
468.
473.
473.
483.
488.
49_.
498.
5_5.
58.
5_3,
518.
523.
5_8.
5_.
5_6.
543.
54u.
553,
55_.
TEST L_MP ENERGY
.197
._14
.484
:._94
._46
.i62
._26
.428
.45_
.466
.49Z
.513
,._
'°,545
,_7.
.59!
._77
._:_
_._i_
._23
._27
• ._]7
.64!
.645
.e4S
.647
,795
,75"
.742
.7_
.674
.584
._87
._73
,57 _
.972
.586
._3_
.768
._54
.732
._2 "
.56_
._4
._3
._5
.4q3
,_g_
.434
._v
SOLAR ENERGY
f.:g5
.lll
::.ICS
• .i26
.i6_
,_24
.281
.31!
.31_
_.333
.372
_.474
.516
.54_
.564
.577
,582
.581
.589
,6(_
.624
.631
.61_
,.585
.574
_.6_
..694
.836
.93
.956
' .948
,q22
-,8S5
._8t
.927
!.,qB
1.69
1.7q
1.177
t.:73
i. 7_
t. 55
i.:2S
I.o:!7
I.,19
I._',7
.982
._63
.957
._56
.qSq
.$6_
.$7S
.$84
._
.qTa
.q_7
.$5_
RATIO
2.C6
2.5S
2.8S
3.95
2.3_
1.54
1.2q
l.i4
1.2_
1.28
1.i5
.I.98
_2.98
L.g5
,:. 94
;.g4
q.g4
£.98
1 .C:2
I._;4
I.C_
q.97
_.96
i .LL:
l._:q
I._i6
¢.93
,:• 77
::.84
_,.81
f.83
;.83
.73
(.6!
:: • 55
_,54
_,53
i ,5_
,,53
_.75
J. 84
,].72
6.62
C.5P
'.56
C ,55
C,56
' • 55
C.54
.53
.51
TEST LAMPISOL_R
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Table 7 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, . 94 Argon, .06 Hydrogen, 1500psig, 50V, 50A, 2.5kw
563. .49q
568. .48_
573. .A85
570. .46k
583. .478
5d8. .49
593. .49"
598. "._8_
6 J. .5::_
68. .524
613. ..45C
6Z3. .47a
628. ,A5L
655. .475
6]6. .473
042. .521
048. _.65
655. I. 67
658. :._t
6o2. 1.6_:
668. .$4 v
075. ,..6 L
678. ._3_
6_8. .52
69_. .58_
698. .7C
7 ,_..74
7 6. ._4L
725. .52
7_8. .56_
733. .e3q
738. ,.E,: 2
743. _ .q3_
7_8. L..5
753. _. 15q
758. !.255
765. k.323
7C8. 1.4 6
773. 1.4_q
778. ..'7_
78_. ..78_
788. .61_
793. .72
798. I. 2q
8:3. :.3i/
8 8. :.64q
819. L._24
8L3. _.3_6
828. I. 4:
835..q3_
8rob. !.lD6
R48. 1.51Z
859. I._64
858. .825
863. .73:
8o9. ._97
873. .523
878. ._76
883. .44_
888..42
•846 :.52
,945 %.4_
.852 o.5!
.$54 C.4_
.84£ ;.51
.q41 :.52
.92c v.5_
•9 4 1.56
._e7 _.58
.877 _..57
.96S ,:.5£
•e62 ':.5 =
._54 _.53
.943 .56
._34 ..57
._27 .6_
._f( .... 7_
._ 1.31
._:q 2.53
._ 2.:S
.Tqq I.IE
.78_ C.76
.777 6.6S
.7e7 .£7
.7b6 ..67
.745 C.7S
.7_7 c._q
.741 I.T
.722 C.8_
,.7L: :.75
.7'.7 _:.74
• 7_ L.8_
.6S7 t.S2
.687 1.17
.676 i.3_
.67P i.5:
.c73 1.7_
.666 _.8E
.652 2. f
.638 2.2
.6_% 2.25
.6,_ 1.18
.Sq_ 1.72
.5q2 2.22
.58_ L.SZ
.57_ 3.32
.57_ _._
._7C 2.45
.563 1.85
• 553 1.6 c
.543 2._
.b36 2.7_
.53 _.85
• 5Z_ _.42
•5, q 1.44
.5 _ 1.17
• 5_ I.¢_
.494 t,ql
.4_q C.Ec
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Table 7 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, . 94 Argon, .06 Hydrogen, 1500psig, 50V, 50A, 2.5kw
89J. ._4 .4E_ _.85
895. .42_ .473 t._i
9C8. .55_ .455 1.23
9i3. .£87 ._53 1.52
918. .61 _ .44_ loSl
913. .78_ ._45 i,7t
9i_. .L .44_ 1.55
933. ._. .4_ 1.35
945. .4.6 .4_6 _.<_5
9_. .42£ .41& I.CZ
953. ,427 .412 i.<4
99E. ,45_ .z_ 6 I.i3
9e_. .4_i .4 3 1.2_
9¢8. ._i .4:::Z 1.27
973. ._14 .4, _ 1.28
978. .4_5 .397 l. Z3
983. .477 .38_ 1.23
988. .434 .37_ 1.I_
993. .42 ._7_ 1.12
99_. .& _ .371 !.:_
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Table 8
Pressure Arc, Argon, 15psig, 14V, 100A, 1.4kw
P-li RUN 33 _AR 15CC PSl 5CV 5CA LNO.! SL
wAVELENGIH TEST L4MP ENERGY SOLAR _NERGY RAIIO
PER IC_,N WAVEIE!_TH INTERVAL
2_5. I.CC2 C,0gl i0,34
26=. I.I_0 C.221 _.kO
275. 1.2GO C.2_I 5._ _
2_5. i._03 C._7 3._
2_5. 1.3()_ C.6Cg 2.i5
3C5. [.353 C.637 2.:2
3!_, 1.364 0.789 z.75
3f5. !.417 (2.996 !.42
5_5. !.4_2 l.iO7 1.30
345. 1.492 1.162 1.2B
B55. 1.527 1.1o2 1.31
3£5. 1.563 !.231 !.22
375. 1.464 I.£59 1.16
_5, 1.4J] 1.148 1.25
_g_. 1.4Z_ 1.259 i.l_
405. l.&15 1.799 0.79
4!5. !.467 l.glO 0.77
425. 1.55_ 1.813 O._t
475. 1.457 1.785 0.82
4z5, !.292 2.0_9 _.o2
_SF. i.224 2.159 0.57
45R. L.267 2.145 0._6
47_. 1.23E _.131 _.58
_5. 1.44] Z.034 0.7i
4q5, [.B_5 2.054 O.u_
_'5. !.17_ ].937 O.QI
515. 1.q77 [.910 0.56
525. I.C4A 1.925 0.54
5_5. u._80 1.965 0.St
545. _.91g 1,951 0.47
55%. u.902 1.92_ 0._7
563: j.9'94 1.88Z 9._8
575. 0.@9C 1.910 0,47
585. L,.B96 1,8_2 0.48
59_. :_.S4_ 1.868 0.49
_ 5. ¢.88b !.765 0._0
615. P.875 1.743 0.50
6_6. L.@_9 _,674 <,54
645. I._6_ 1.647 U.dg
655. 2.4_4 1.519 i.o!
_6_. 2.251 1.6C5 I._3
675. I.I_9 1.564 6.7_
6_5. ].946 1.92Z 0.32
5G5. 1.!56 1.481 3.78
7C_. 1.2_6 !.494 t:.8_
716. 1.0i3 1.425 u.72
7?_. 9.g75 !.411 0._9
7_3. _._dq 1.384 3.9B
7_5. 2.12(_ i.5W2 i._9
7_ <. 2.195 [._42 1.64
7_5. ,?.2_P 1.287 ..7'9
77E, _.ITR 1.2_5 i. 7[
7P.. 1.=53 1.231 I._
73-. 1.6_!_ i.204 [._
TSSTLAMP/SOLAR
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Table 8 (Continued)
Pressure Arc, Argon, 15psig, 14V, 100A, 1.4kw
P 'J ]31b. _._ £. L4_5 Z.t_
_J?5. 2.5i2 1.15 c L.2I
8_5. 1.91_ 1.095 1.75
_45. 2. _7 i.C6_ 2,2 _,
8_!. i. 3'),5 i. OlO i. 38
875. l .Og4 i,.996 . i';]
E_5. C.=LI C.982 0.63
99_. %.F49 O._) m-2 [; t
qC_. <.:.6_% 3.91_ 3. 75
915. I.C74 0.899 L. n
925. i • _ 33 ,$. 886 _. 3']
995. C .gc5 C.972 _.ll
949. 0.75% ::.844 3.o9
9FE. :;.el2 .816 ( .70
965. O.TC! C,503 0,%7
975. _. 77- _. q05 O. 96
98E. _i.6)7 b.76[ {>.<_2
905. C.627 .747 0.8 a
, ...... _ 0 -O,OC
. utO. -C. CCC _...,,C .
_ L_. -0._2 -U.OGC -'5.00
-_ -O. OOCi -,J. otI,,-_,. -O.CC)
,,9_r ', -O.OC C -0.00¢ -u. O0
.CO_ -C,031040. -C.CLC -C
_050. -5.CCC -C.OO9 -0.09
1060. -t,CGO -C.09$, -O .i;]
1070. -_.CCC -C.O00 -o. Oc
,,q_ _0. -: .r,;- -C.OGO -O.uO
ICgO. - ?. COO -C. OOC' -0.02
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Table 9
Spectral Irradiance Measurements - A1200 Solar Simulator
A-I
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
A-7
A-8
A-9
A-10
A-11
A-12
A-13
A-14
11 Xenon lamps,
17 Xenon lamps,
17 Xenon lamps,
17 Xenon lamps,
17 Xenon lamps,
17 Xenon lamps,
no spectral filters, no uniformity filters, quartz port
5 spectral filters, 2 uniformity filters, quartz port
6 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, no quartz port
7 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, no quartz port
7 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, no quartz port
7 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, quartz port
17 Xenon lamps, 7 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, quartz port
10 Xe lamps, 5 Kr lamps, 7 spectral filters, no uniformity filters,
quartz port
10 Xe lamps, 5 Kr lamps, no spectral filters, no uniformity filters,
quartz port
5 Xe lamps, 5 Kr lamps, no spectral filters, no uniformity filters,
quartz port
5 Xe lamps, 5 Kr lamps, 7 spectral filters, no uniformity filters,
quartz port
5 krypton lamps, 7 spectral filters, no uniformity filters, quartz port
14 lamps, 6 spectral filters, 6 uniformity filters, quartz port
19 lamps, 7 spectral filters, 3 uniformity filters, quartz port
NOTES:
A-1 was the first A1200 spectrum taken after Spectrolab added the lenticular
system
A-2 through A-4 were run to determine the effects of various amounts of filter-
ing in the A1200
A-5 was a repeatability run duplicating the parameters of A-4
A-6 was run during the IMP-D test
A-7 was run during the OGO test
A-8 through A-12 were run to test combinations of xenon and krypton lamps
with and without spectral filters
A-13 was run during the ISIS-A test
A-14 was run during the fifth paint sample test
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Table 10
Spectral Irradiance Measurements - Miscellaneous Light Sources
M-1
M-2
M-3
M-4
M-5
M-6
M-7
M-8*
M-9
M-10
M-11
M-12
M-13
M-14
M-15
M-16
M-17
M-18
M-19
M-20
HgXe, Hanovia #929B-I, 2.5kw - N.G.
HgXe, Hanovia #929B-I, 2.5kw - N.G.
HgXe, Hanovia #929B-1, 2.5kw
HgXe, Hanovia #929B-1, 2.5kw
Krypton, Hanovia #513294, 30 volts, 85 amps, 1 or 2 hours
Krypton, Hanovia #513294, 30 volts, 85 amps, 3 or 4 hours
Krypton, Hanovia #513294, 30 volts, 85 amps, 100 hours
Hydrogen doped xenon, PEK #01000, 40V, 50A, 0.5 hours, 1P28 only (exploded)
Hydrogen doped xenon, PEK #011024, 40V, 50A, 0.25 hours
Hydrogen doped xenon, PEK #011024, 42V, 42A, 3 hours
Argon, PEK #01025, 29V, 82A, 2.3 hours
X-25L solar simulator, dirty optics, no collimator
X-25L solar simulator, cleaned optics, no collimator
Carbon arc
HgXe, Hanovia #646356, 60.4V, 54A
HgXe, GE # T427, 53.3V, 65.5A
HgXe, GE # T971, 61V, 51A
HgXe, GE # T367, 66V, 47.5A
HgXe, GE # T710, 55.7V, 58A
HgXe, Hanovia #512524, 56.2V, 61A
*M-8 never reduced.
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NOTES TO TABLE 10
M-3 and M-4 were spectra of a 2.5kw HgXe lamp
M-5 was doneon a krypton experimental compact arc lamp
M-6 was doneto determine repeatability from M-5
M-7 was doneto determine degradation from M-5
M-8 was doneon ahydrogen dopedxenonexperimental compact arc lamp, lamp
explodedafter 1-1/2 hours operation so that the spectral measurement
could not be completed
M-9 was doneon another Hg dopedXe lamp after the first one exploded
M-10 was doneto check degradation from M-9
M-11 was the only spectrum obtained from an argon experimental compact arc
lamp
M-12 and M-13 were doneto check the spectrum of the X-25L; M-13 was run
to seewhether cleaning the optics would restore the solar spectral
match
M-14 Carbonarc data
M-15 through M-20 were spectra on 6 different 3.5kw HgXelamps supplied by
the Testing and Evaluation Division
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ANODE WATER IN
HEAT EXCHANGER
GAS OUT
CATHODE WATER OUT
0 0
ANODE
ANODE WATER OUT GASIN
CATHODE WATER IN
12"
Figure 1. Vortex Arc Configuration
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[_TANDARD
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I
I SYNCHRONOUSH OSC,L'OSCO_IAMPLIFIER
RECORDERJ
Figure 2. Spectral Irradiance Measuring Instrumentation
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Figure 6. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, Argon, 5kw, 4 Atmospheres,
New Style Electrode
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Figure 12. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, 4kw, 5 Atmospheres,
Gas Flow Rate 1560 cc/min
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V-19 ARGON 5ATM 3KW 1200 CC/MIN LNO.2 $2 370-1UuoNM
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RATIOTESTLAMP/SOLAR
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
345, 1.811 1,198 1,51
355, 1.821 1.198 1.52
365, 1.815 1.269 1.43
375. 1o780 1.297 1.37
385. 1.782 1,183 1.51
395. L.710 1.297 L.32
405. 1.674 1.853 0.90
415, 1.916 1.967 0.9T
425. 1.922 1.868 L.03
435. 1.783 1.839 _.97
445. 1.514 2,153 0,70
455. 1.461 2.224 0.66
465. 1.436 2.210 0.65
475. 1.404 2.196 0.64
485. 1.359 2.096 0.65
495. 1.347 2,096 0.64
505. 1.302 1.996 0.65
515. 1.249 1.967 0.63
525. 1.186 1.982 O. bO
535. 1.172 2,025 0,_8
545. 1.128 2.010 3.56
555. 1.128 1.982 0.57
565. 1.086 1.939 0.56
575, 1.025 1.967 0.52
585. 1.025 1.939 0.53
595. 1.074 1.925 0.56
605. 1.078 1.839 0.59
615. 0.979 1.796 0.55
625, 0.959 1,768 0.54
635. 0.924 1.725 0.54
645. 0.923 1.697 0.54
655. 0.878 1.668 0.53
665. 0.874 1.654 0.53
675. 0.918 1.611 0.57
685, 1.050 1.568 0.67
695, 1.362 1.526 0.89
705. 1.557 1.540 1.01
715. 1.339 1.468 0.91
725, 1.134 1.454 0.78
735, 2.029 1.426 1.42
745, 2.510 1.383 1.81
755, 2.510 1.383 1.81
765, 2.395 1.326 1.81
775, 2.197 1.283 1.71
785. 2.050 1.269 1.62
795, 1.896 1.240 1.53
805, 3.604 1.212 2,97
815. 4.105 1.183 3.47
825. 3.771 1.169 3.23
835. 2.792 1.126 2.48
845, 3.261 1.098 2.97
855_ 2.922 1,069 2.73
865. 1.341 1.041 1.29
875. 0.617 1,027 0.60
885, 0.771 1.012 0.76
895. 0.771 0.984 0.78
905. 1.194 0.941 1.27
915. 1.343 0,927 1.45
925, 1.136 0.912 1.24
q3_, 0.651 0.898 0.72
945. 0.667 0.870 0.77
955. 0.532 0.841 0,63
965_ 0.488 0,827 0.59
975. 0.450 0.827 0.54
985, 0.411 3.784 0.52
995. 0.411 0.770 0.53
1005. 0.411 0.741 0.55
1015. 0.418 0.727 0.57
1025. 0.463 0.713 0.65
I030, -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1040. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1050. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1060. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1070. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1080. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1090. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
Figure 14. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, 3kw, 5 Atmospheres,
Gas Flow Rate 1560 cc/min
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V-20 ARGEN 5ATM 2,5KW 364CCIMIN LNO.2 $I 370-1000NM
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RAIIOTESTLAMP/SOLAR
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
345. 1.773 1.181 1o50
355. 1.795 1.181 1.52
365, 1,803 1o252 1.44
375, 1,769 1.280 L.38
385, 1.807 1.167 1,55
395, 1.756 1.280 1.37
405, 1.652 1.828 0.90
415, 1,845 1,941 0,95
425, 1,936 1,842 1,05
435, 1,745 1,814 0,96
445, 1,415 2.123 0,67
455, [,378 2,194 0,63
465, 1,331 2,180 0,61
475, 1,296 2,166 0,60
485° 1.281 2.067 0.62
495, 1,277 2,067 0,62
505, 1,252 1,969 9,64
515, 1,226 1,941 0.63
525, 1.113 1.955 0.57
535_ 1,074 1,997 0,54
545. 1,033 1,983 0,52
555, 1,047 !,955 0,54
5654 I*082 1.913 0,54
575. 0,932 I,941 0,48
585, 0,941 !°913 0,49
595. 0,983 1,898 0,52
605_ 1,052 1,814 0,58
615, 0,926 1,772 0,52
625, 0,925 1,744 0,53
635. 0,837 1,702 0,49
5450 0,796 1.673 0,48
&55. 0,785 1,645 0,48
665. 0,790 1,631 6,48
675, 0°828 1,589 0,52
685_ 9,886 1,547 0,57
695. 1,199 1.505 0,80
705_ 1,570 1,519 I,03
7!5. 1,422 i°448 0,98
725, 1,069 1,434 0,75
735, 1,677 1,406 1,19
745_ 2,011 1,364 1,47
755, 3o011 I,_64 2,21
T65, 3,143 1,308 2,40
775. 3,249 1,266 2,57
785. 2,114 io252 1,69
795_ 1,838 1,223 1,50
805_ 2,876 1,195 2.41
8!5, 3,708 1,167 3,18
825° 4o464 1.153 3,87
835, 3.551 1,111 5.20
845, 3,015 1.083 2,78
855. 3,183 1.055 3,02
865, 1,561 1.027 1,52
875_ 0.554 1,013 _.55
885_ 0.503 0.998 9.50
895, 0,712 0,970 0.73
905, 0,712 0.928 0.77
915, 1,167 0,914 1,28
925, 1,242 0,900 1,38
935, 0,664 0.886 0,75
945, 0e686 0,858 0,80
955, 0,616 0_830 0,74
965. 0,610 0,816 0,75
975. 0,467 0,816 0,57
985, 0,467 0_773 0,60
995., 0,439 0,759 0,58
1005, 0,423 0.731 3.58
I015, 0.419 C.717 0,58
1025, 0,418 0,703 O,bO
1035, 6,460 0,689 0_67
I045. 0,466 0.&75 0,69
1050. -0.000 -0.000 -8.00
I060, -0.000 -O,GO0 -0.00
1070, -0,000 -C.O00 -0.00
I080. -0.000 -O.CO0 -0.00
1090, -0,000 -0,000 -0,00
Figure 15. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, 2kw, 5 Atmospheres,
Gas Flow Rate 474 cc/min
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V-Z1 ARGON 5ATM 3,6KW VERY HIGH FLOW RATE LNO. 2 51 370-1000NM
WAVELENGTH TEST LAMP ENERGY SOLAR ENERGY RAIIOTESTLAMPISOLAR
PER IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL
345. 1,927 1.181 1.63
355. 1.913 1.181 1.62
365, 1.832 1.252 1.46
375. [.955 1,280 L.53
385. 1.925 1.167 1.65
395, 1.791 1.280 1.40
405. 1.745 1,828 0_95
415, 1.876 Io941 0.97
425. 1.910 1.842 1.04
435. 1.723 1.814 0,95
445, /.442 2,123 0.68
455° 1,396 2.194 0,64
465. 1.37[ 2.180 0,63
475, 1.342 2.166 0.62
485, I°308 2,067 0.63
495, 1,298 2°067 0.63
505, 1.249 1°969 0.63
515, 1.201 1.941 0.b2
525, 1.152 1.955 0.59
535, 1.141 1,997 0.57
545. 1.108 [,983 0,56
555, 1.108 1.955 0.57
565, 1,06g 1.913 0.56
5?5, 1,063 1.941 0.55
585, 1,059 I°913 0.55
595, 1.043 !,898 0.55
605, 1.056 i,81% 0.58
615, 0.980 1,772 0.55
625° 0,979 1,744 0.56
635, 0.925 1.702 0.54
645_ 0.890 1.673 0.53
655. 0,866 1o645 0°53
665, 0,878 I,631 0.54
675, 0,907 1.589 0.57
685, 0.939 1,547 0.61
695° 1.250 1.505 0.83
705. !°587 1.519 1.05
715. 1.343 1,448 0.93
725, 1.139 1.434 0°79
735. 1.895 1.406 1.35
745. 2.00l 1.364 1,47
T55, 2.435 1.364 1.79
765. 3°362 1°308 2°57
775. 2.593 1,266 2.05
785. 2.264 I°252 1.81
795, I,610 1.223 1.32
805, 3.017 1.195 2.52
815. 4,18T 1,167 3.59
825. 3.892 1,153 3,38
835, 2.959 l.lll 2.66
845. 2.777 1.083 2.56
855, 2.884 1.055 2.73
865. 1.286 1.027 1.25
875, 0.527 1.013 0.52
885. 0.520 0.998 0°52
895. 0.725 0.970 0.75
905, 0.725 0,928 0.78
915, 1.119 0,914 1.22
925. 1.172 0.900 1.30
935. 0.745 0.886 0.84
945° 0.638 0.858 0.7_
955. 0,550 0.830 0,66
965, 0.550 0.816 0.67
975° 0,550 0.816 9.67
985. 0.550 0,773 0.71
995, 0,550 0.759 0.7Z
1005. 0.492 0.731 0.67
1015. 0,414 0.717 0.58
1025. 0.414 0.703 0.59
[035. 0.451 0.689 0.65
I045. 0°456 0.675 0.68
1050. -0,000 -0.000 -0,00
1060. -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1070, -0.000 -0.000 -0.00
1080° -0°000 -0.000 -0.00
1090. -0.000 -0°000 -0.00
Figure 16. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, 3.6kw,
5 Atmospheres, Gas Flow Rate 2500 cc/mln
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Figure 18. Vortex Arc Spectral Irradiance, Neon, 16kw, 10 Atmospheres
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Figure 23. Vortex Arc Spectral Jrrad;ance, 50% Argon-50% Neon,
4kw, 7 Atmospheres
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Figure 25. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 11 Lamps, No Filters
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SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE
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Figure 27. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
5 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 28. Ratio - A1200/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
5 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 29. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
6 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 30. Ratio - A12OO/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
6 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 31. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 32. Ratio - A12OO/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 33. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 34. Ratio - A1200/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 35. A1200 Spectral Irradionce, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 36. Ratio - A1200/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 37. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 38. Ratio - A1200/Solar, Xenon, 17 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformi b, Filters
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Figure 39. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, 10 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 40. Ratio - A1200/Solar, 10 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 41. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, 10 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
No Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 42.
No Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 43. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, 5 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
No Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 44. Ratio - A1200/Solar, 5 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
No Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 45. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, 5 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 46. Ratio - A1200/Solar, 5 Xe, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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FILTERS, NO UNIFORMITY FILTERS
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Figure 47. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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Figure 48. Ratio - A1200/Solar, 5 Kr Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, No Uniformity Filters
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F;gure 49. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 14 Lamps,
6 Spectral F;Iters, 6 Un;formity Filters
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LENTICULAR SYSTEM WITH 7 SPECTRAL
FILTERS, 3 UNIFORMITY FILTERS
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Figure 50. A1200 Spectral Irradiance, Xenon, 19 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 51. Ratio - A1200/Solar, Xenon, 19 Lamps,
7 Spectral Filters, 3 Uniformity Filters
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Figure 53. Ratio - Hq Xe 2.5kw Lamp/Solar
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Figure 54. Spectral Irrad|ance, Hq Xe 2.5kw Lamp
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APPENDIX I
TEST REPORT ON THE JARRELL ASH 0.5 METER
EBERT SCANNING SPECTROMETER
In general the Jarrell Ash Model 82000 Ebert grating scanning spectrometer
meets the specifications quoted for it, and the instrument is fairly easy to use
once it is set up and checked out. The instrument manual is complete and un-
derstandable and contains a considerable amount of maintenance information
and sufficient theory for intelligent operation of the equipment.
The wavelength can be read directly in Angstrom units from a digital counter
when an 1180 grooves/mm grating is used, wavelengths for other gratings are
found by simply multiplyingothe counter reading by 2 or 4. The digital counter
reads to an accuracy of +1 A and tenths of Angstroms can be estimated when
an 1180 grooves/mm grating is used.
Theowavelength accuracy over the spectrum is within ±2 A in the 1900
to 9100 A range when the instrument is calibrated for a known spectral line.
This calibration must be repeated whenever the grating is changed. When
gratings for the 3800 A to 1.8/_ r a_nge and for the 7600/_ to 3.6_ range are used
the accuracy is within 4 A and 8 A respectively° (the a_curacy is within +2 units
of the counter with any grating). There is a 2 A to 5 A backlash in the wave-
length drive which affects the accuracy when the scanning direction is reversed.
Best accuracy is obtained by approaching a desired wavelength from a higher
wavelength.
The calibration of the wavelength drive, which must be accomplished after
changing gratings, involves finding a known line, removing the counter, setting
it for the wavelength of that line and replacing it. The error in this setting may
be as much as _=0.5 counter divisions.
The wavelength drive may be manually operated or motor driven. The eight
speeds of the motorized drive showed no deviation from the given values. When
using gratings with other than 1180 grooves/mm, proper adjustments must be
made in scanning speeds because the speeds are given as A/min when in
actuality they are counter units/min.
When the gratings for the longer wavelength ranges are used there may be
some problem with higher order lines if the detector used has a fairly high
response at lower wavelengths than those under study. Orders as high as the
6th are easily picked up and could be mistaken for lines of longer wavelength.
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The resolution obtained in the factory inspection did not reach the optimum
quoted in the instruction manual but was better than that obtained in the labora-
tory here at Geddard, although both the factory test and the one performed here
did meet the basic instrument specifications of 0.2 A in the first order with the
1180 groove/ram grating and 0.4 A in the first order with the 590 groove/mm
grating.
Scattered light is no more than 0.23% of primary radiation at 5800 A for
any of the gratings supplied_
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s'_r,_uP PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FI-MED.'' 321_2
TFST I AMP IKRADIANC F'_CALCJLATIL)'_S
[)IM;NblON A(BO),I_(3C),G(25.':),H(LS.)),C(I)II,D(.,..,."),STI)(65_),
Lp_!(,:5 ),RI(t.:,;,j),{;E(G5.-)), ,]{550},RU(653),GI(65.,,),p(B;3.),R.(55.),
2WL(";,:; ),W(_-) .},:N{45".'),SU_ISAV(IOQ),PER(''.".]),ALiAI323),ABB{3JO),
B,'\BC(3 ",),AFIU(30[:),TITLE{ A-B;)),D_CIAM(12.),MXSAV(.,,3),ABASAV(433"),
q-At_V,SAV (4.DL,,), SUN ( 1"%3)
.. FOR; AF(IPFA..,,k)
# FTI._:_I [ IHI)
G FUZZ,"& 1 (k.q_ : j,,3 )
A F [);_._A I (2 q.F:.."_ 2 )
-t FC3£'_AI (2{7F5,,I))
i_ f [/rK!',k-i ( F t D,., , f [6o 3, F I 6,3,F '- 6_ 2 )
1:FOP,'_AT(7214 WAVELENGTH TLST LAMP
ITdS FL.wMP/S :LAR )
1Z Fll_{,"iAl (4AI4
I _ F:IR'./A; (1')9H TH[ SPE
rile TQT&L FNCRC;Y
].4 FL)R "A I (25 H ;_ORMAL IZA
!5 F(JRHAI (9_H THE
IFLF 'JGTHS nF TH;- IR R
1 _, F!)F<'4AT(IISH THE
1 _XP_-,ESS ED AS A
17 FtJP. J._Ar ( 32H
ENER;Y SdLAR ENCRSY RATIO
P3R IONM WAVELENGTH INTERVAL}
CTqAL r_.irRGY DISTkIBUTI.JN I_I PERCENT
RE'.< GIVEN WAVEL- NGTH INTERVAL)
T I{;',I FACIC'JRS)
WAVELENGTHS LIST=D ARE THE CENTER
CSPECTIV_ BANDS)
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRI_qUTION NORMAL[ZED
RATIrJ R:-_LATIVE TD THE. l-IRST
AFT[_ 5?D NANOMET-RS)
UF
WAV
AND
WAV,:L ENGTH )
iP F'IR,'.-_ATI41H 4R_A tlN[)ER CLI_-_VE AFTER NORMA...IZATIdr, I WAS ,F12;,3)
2'_ FF}R:,A r (5 (F 1 - _,_, F 1"..;-,3 ) )
2_ F-ORqAI (3(F]..,,3,FIJ.,3,FS,._))
2Z FUR:AT(L2A6)
23 FF]R_AI(24F3,_ )
24. FUR"_A r( FISo #)
2'3 FORMAI {2F 1.;_,3)
27 FLIRMAI (68H SPECTRAL ENE_SY DIST, NDRMA_IZEB,R_L_ TO FIRST WAVELEN
AFTER 5C0 )
F(JRNA I-(.3( F I Z® _,.F 10, 3) )
FOP.i4AT (FI 2, ._,.iFlqo 3 )
STAqD,'.,RD AND L£1SS CALI_R&TION,
REA.J(::,9) IGH
STAqO xRD
REAl)( ,21 (A(J),J=t,3_)
REAJ( :.:,3 )( B(J ) ,J=:, 35 )
LEISS
REAI}(_,8) (G(K),K=I,IGH)
R_Ai)( :.,8) (H(K),K=I,IGH)
£EAD(._,_) (SUNSAV(JI,J=I,)9)
ABSORPTIVITY DATA
KT=
JT-- :
READ( ,gINX
DO :19 J=I,NX
JBT=JT+I
JT=J* 2
JOHNSON DATA
IGTh
28
29
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S :C _OP ;-/,.,2
xXTSRq,_L FDRMULA NU,qB_R - SOUR]E STATLME_T - INTERNAL FO
R:! _,J( ,22) (] [TLE(K ) ,K=JBT, JT )
i",r__,I 1( , r-)) M_(_AV ( J )
KS=i<T+I
KT= KT +MXS AV |J }
C A[_S:)R!'TIV ITY
!,_F A:_( ,Z3 )(ABASAV( J.l) , JJ=KS, KT )
C WAy .L NGTH
:_:: :\_( , .5) (A_I'._AV (JJ ),J J=KS, K T )
99 Ci),ITIiU*
C T_-S g LAPP I_,_TA
llZ Rf'_,_( ,ZZ)9.:CNM'_
IFi_EtNAM)I_.',.,'_L'.,II!
l.ll WR I IE(6,_.)
WP.I IF (_,22)b_CNAM
P-! _1_( ,9)L'_,LL2,LL3
L2=I I+I
I _=1_I _I.L?
[ ,:,.= k $_!
M=L :
IF(LL _.._,c(,l_ ) Ivl=L?
P.L \ )(,7) (P(J),R_ (J),R IIJ),OF(J),RO(J),_U(J) ,_{.(J) ,J:I,M)
C Ct)_'_V_:,<TI)S IU WAVCLCNGTH
CALL LAGIN (H,G,P,WL,1,M,IGH)
C INT P,PDLAT: STANDARD TO GIVEN WAVELENGT-I
CALL LAGIN(_, A,wL ,STD, !, M, 35 )
W e.I 1E (_;,9)L.,LEtL3,L_,L5
C R=R:*STIIIRO
D{I .q. J=I,M
_E( J)._(KE (J)-KI (J))*GE (J)
RqllJ)=IRrl(J)-RH{J) )*GI (J)
30" R( J )=._E( J )*STO(J )/_.O( J )
WRI T_ (6,2 ]) (R (J) ,WL (J) ,J =I.,M)
IF(LL_oEO°') uO T[) 113
C N()RMAt IZSTIHN
C FIi_ST [IVERLAP, FIRST SECTIFIN
DO I J=1,L_
"_F= I
5! IF(WLIL2),L__,_LIJI)GO TO 52
52 S:= •
{)() -3 J=NF,LI
5_ S_.=JI+R(J)
SL=I2.0*SI)-R(NFI-R(LI)
NL= <*L2-NF-_.
C FIRST {3VERLx_P, SECOND SECTION
$2= _.
i)11 _+ J=LZ,;qL
54 S2=S2_R(J)
S2=(2,'*S2I-R{L2)-R(NL)
_'ICIV ,. = t Z'-_F
M].= { NI- +L2 )/L
N_.=.,II-NF+ I
L2=L2+'I]
[F(LL,_,_Q. ) L,O TU _.R
C SECtlNI) OVERLAP, SECOND SECTION
I)O _5 J=L2,L3
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S E C,dAP
'XTFR,'IAL F,..IRr4UL& NUFBER
*,IF = J
54 IF(WLIL4I,.,L_,wLIJ)IGCI T[} 56
56 S_,= j
!)il 7 J=XlF,L3
57 S3=L3÷RIJ)
S}=12 . *S_)-RINFI-_IL3)
C S,:C.I,*.Ij OVCPL._P, TttIRU SECT IUN
S-q.= ,
I_I 8 J=L z',_L
5._ $4=$4+['.(J )
$4= [Z ,';'*S4)-_|L4I-F.'INL }
TK]V.:= i 4-NF
_42=(Nt +L4I/Z
'IZ= :'2-_,F+ _.
L4=L4{N2
f_;t] rl} _7
4 _ S _ =.,
.%4= :_
V2=_ 3
47 _R I [_ {6,5 )S_.,SZ, $3, S_-
C NUKY,ALITATIJN FACTDRS
FAL=S ./SI
FA,,: =I *_
FAI_=S !IS&
Wql IE(6,14)
Wk[ rE(6,5IFAt,FAZ,,FA3
C "-ILIk,IALIZE F[#,SI S;cCTlO,4
t)O _3 J=I,V_
67, R(J)=4IJ)*FAI
C NOP..MALIZE S=CUND SFCTItlN
O;) _4 J=L2,'4Z
K=J -NRV]
RIKI=,tIJ)*F,42
6 z_ WL(KI=WL[J)
IF(LL_-,,EQ, O) GO TO 4_
C NORMALIZE THIRD SECTION
DO 05 J:L4,L_
K=J-NCV _-NOV2
RIKI=qIJI*F_3
65 WL(K|=WL(J)
KG= L5-N{IV I-h(JV2
GO TO 45
45 KG=L3-NnVI
GO TO 4_
113 KG=i I
C TOTAL ENERGY UNDER CURVE
45 SUM=D,
00 _3 _ J:I,KG
SOUR.:E STAI_LMENT
SUM=SUM+( R(J )+R(J+I) )* (WL(J+t)-WL| J) l/2,
30t CO ',IT I qUE
WRIIEI6,I8) SUM
C SET R RELATIVE lO FIRST WAVELENGTH AFTE_ 5S3 NM
DO r,7 J=I,KG
RMAX=', I J )
67 IFI_,_LIJ),GEoSC.]o)C, rl TFI 6U
-:,_I.2
] NT_:KNAL I-0
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S EC _IOP C/I,,2
_XTERNAL FORMULA NUMBER - SOUR:E STAIc.MFNT - INTtLiRNAL kO
b8 DO -_g J=l,Kb
5q R (.J)=:_ (J) *'..,_ ,/RMAX
WRITE{_,16|
WR I TE (6,17)
WRI TI|5,_m)|RIJ),WL|J),J=I,K(;)
_)IJT.':-'UI FOR PLDT
LZ:!',G-I
PUNCH 2_2, DECNAP
PUNCH 27
I_UF,ICH g,L2
PUNCH 28, ( :,_( J ) , WL ( J ), J=l,(r, I
WRIIE(6,4)
WR I T_ (5,22 IUECNAM
GENLR'TE I-_r:Sl_,_!U wAVEL::N_,TH TABLE
CALL v,t_GENl-'SJ_,li]So, 1],,_, I,KJI
IF(LL .,EQ,O) L,t] Td 44
C/_LL #AGENI _!v",,ZSi]m",,l :'_)_,W,KJ,KK)
SET R TO INT_.bRATED VALUE FOR INTERVAL
_L. ;,jN=,.G- I
D_] Z? J=!,HN
RI (J)=WLIJ+_,)
7_ R( J)= (RIJ) +R(J+_.) )*|WL (J+l)-WL |J) )/2,0
Wrl IE(5,!3)
SUd=? :"
00 5 J=I,NN
SET R RELATIVL TO TOTAL LNERGY
15" SLIM=StlM,+R (J |
t)n ;.5. J=I,NN
151 R {J )= :_( J ) *'.'._O.jI SUM
WRI r_-(6,21)(F<(J),WL(J),RI(J),J=I,NN)
WRI [F.(6,4)
W_I rF (6,22)DECHAI v
_N IS R ADJUSTED TO FIT W
IF{ LL _,_EQ,." ) KK=KJ
UO 11 J=I,KK
",IF = J
71 IF(W(J),C,T,WL{I))GO TO 72
72 DO 73 J=!,KK
NL = ,I
7_ IFIW(J).GE,,wLINN))GO TO 7_.
74 IFIWIJ+I),,(,T,WLIKGi)GO TO 75
GO I 0 78
75 IF(W(J)-WL(KG))76,7(},??
7(:,NL= "_L-1
GO TO 78
77 NL=NL-2
78 N=i
DO .OQ J=NF,NL
lO0 IF(_L{NI,C,T.,W(J))GO TO I"I
N:N+I
r,o Tn 137
101 IF( WL (NI-W(J+I)) 103, I02, :38
1.02 EN[J}=(WLtN}-wIJ})*R(N-].)/IWLIN)-WLIN-I) )
GO IO l_,g
103 EN(JI=(WL(NI-WIJI)*R(N-I)IIWL(N)-WLIN-I) )
r,l=N+]
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S _-(i '_UP ::_Z1.2
XTERNAL FUkMtJLA _HJ,'4BLR -- SOUR:2 ST&I.VlE,,IT - INiTLP, NAL FO
!06 IF(.-iL(N)-W(J+_.))i..'5,:O_, '37
IC_+ F:,II J ) -_fN( J | +k ( '4- 1 )
',;/J I,1 ] C_
ijq N(JI-:FNIJ)÷R(N-'. )
,N= I+i
')i] Iii I._A
ICT T ,!(J) :FN(J )+ (,_(J÷ i )-WL (N-I) )*R(N-J.) / (WL( N)-WL(N-! ) )
f,l] TJ IC'9
]., P _ ,I(J)-(WIJ+.)-W(J)}.R(",I-_)/(WL(N)-WL(N-].))
li"_ C[_NTI U,L
SUU -:7
O,il ...I J:',IF,.,_L
81 5U'._:StiM+--N ( J )
I_1 ___ ,I=NF, ,_L
U2 _ _(JI:_;',I(JI_*'...]_/SLIM
_'_,1 .,_ J=NI- ,NL
8B ,,,/( J ) = (k( J ) +,,,+( J+ + ) I 12 ,O
W411= (._}, _.3 )
;,.tR1 I;. (5,:.;)
W_ITE ('_,2"'1(:NIJI,NIJI,J=_IF,NL)
W!.' [ I _- { _,," )
wRI1F(_,7_21Uf!CNAPI
C AI_S,JPPTIVITY C _L CLJL;_T I9',IS
C PIC,.. ,.JPTAE+Lr-5
J,_ 1 ::.
tSAV:
KSAV=
DI) ] Z6,11"I= I , h.IX
JT:jF, T÷i
J L_,T= J _*12
WRITE(5,?2) (TII'LF{K),K=JT, JFIT)
_,b'_,t:= , :,
MX=_4XbAV( J!+:l
F),.I_7 J=_,_X
KSAV=i\SAV+ i
97 ABA(J )=ABASAVIKSAV)
Dr) 98 J=I,MA
LSAV=I SAV+i
9B A_i_(J )=ABBSAV(LSAV)
C ADJUST TO FIT W
CALL LAG[ N (Aob, ABA,,_, ABC ,_F, NL ,MX )
C CALCUt. ATE ABSORPTIVITY
OFf 32 '++,J=NF,NL
324- A_,iJ (J)=ABC { J ).EN( J )
DO 2-" J=NF,.4L
325 ABAC=ABAC+ABO( J )
A_ACT =ABACI 1C._..,
WRI rEI6,24)_IACT
JX:JD
326 CON rI',.uc
wi,_ITE (5,4)
_'_I TE (6,22) O":CNAM
C hI_JUST SUN fLl FIT NF AND _L
T(Jr: ,_'3
DL! ")3 J=NF,,_IL
9 m TLIT=TflT+SEJNSAV(J)
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SFCNC)P J;'/J2
EXTERNAL FORMULA NU_'BER - SOUR'.E STATEMENT - INTERNAL FO
O(] '_I J=NF,NL
9! SU_I (J )=SUNSAV( J )*L "_')I TU T
Dr] 4Z J:NF, qL
')2 P-ZF_(J )=EN( J )ISUN( J )
_RI |E (5,11)
_RI rF(_.,}2)
KL:KJ-I
WRITF(_,I]
PLQT C.UT PU
PlJN(,H i I
PUNL, II 12
PU'ICH 9vKJ
)(W(J),dN(J),SUN(J)tPLR(J),J=_FIKL)
T
PUNCH 29,(_(J),EN(J),SI!N(J),PER(J),J=NF,KL)
IF(LL._,EQ, J| GO TU 43
DO ')3 J=KJ,NL
ENIJI=_NIJ)/I_)
93 SUN(J)=SUN(J)/[O,
WRIFEI6,!3)(_(J),EN(J),SU_(J)tPER(JI,J=KJ,HL)
KKC,=NL-KJ÷:.
PUNCH 9_ KKb
PUNCH 29t{W(J)tEN(J)oSUN(JItPER(J)tJ=KJtNL)
k3 WRIIE(6v4)
GO TU 112
[LO STOP
END
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AB
G
H
SUNSAV
SUN
STD
RE
RI
GE
RO
RU
GI
P
R
WL
W
EN
PER
ABA
ABASAV
ABB
ABBSAV
SYMBOLS
Standard lamp energy table
Standard lamp wavelength table, parallel to A
Leiss wavelength table
Leiss drum setting table, parallel to G
Table used to save Johnson's data for repeated use
SUNSAV x 100/TOT
Standard lamp data. This table is parallel to the test lamp data and
corresponding wavelength
Test lamp data (voltage). Also used for corrected test lamp data
(voltage), (RE-R1) GE
At 300, the error voltage corresponding to RE for the device used
to read the voltage. At 70, a table parallel to WL containing the
next WL in each position
The range on the measuring device
Standard lamp data (voltage). Also used for corrected data (voltage),
(RO-RU) Of
Error voltage for RO
Range for RO
The drum settingarray parallel to RE, RI, GE, RO, RU, and GI
At 300, the relative intensityusing (RE x STD)/RO. At 70, the
integrated intensitycalculated from the intensityrelative to the
1st intensityafter 500 nm
The wavelengths calculated from P using H and G. This table
replaces P and will be called given wavelengths
The wavelengths desired for output
The integrated energy calculated from the last R. These tables
are parallel to W
The ratio of the test lamp to Johnson's data, EN/SUN
The absorptivitiesfor various paint samples
Used to save ABA data for repeated use
The wavelengths corresponding to the absorptivities given in ABA
Used to save ABB
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ABC
ABD
TITLE
DECNAM
NX
MX
MXSAV
JT
JBT
.KT
KS
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
LL2
LL3
M
IGH
NF
S1
NL
ABA interpolated to fit the wavelength table W
ABC x EN parallel to W
An array used to save the names of the absorptance samples
The name of the source that generated the data RE
The number of absorptivity tables
The number of items in each table
An array used to save the MX's
Used as end of each absorptivity title in storing them sequentially
Used as beginning of each absorptivity title in storing them sequentially
Used as end of each absorptivity ABA & ABB array in storing them
sequentially
Used as beginning of each absorptivity ABA & ABB array in storing
them sequentially
The number of points in the 1st region
After 111, the beginning of second region, after 54 changes to start:
of 1st overlap
End of second region
Beginning of third region
End of third region
Number of points in second region
Number of points in third region
End of data, set to L3 or L5 for 1 or 2 overlap regions
Number of points in the Leiss calibration tables
At 51, a pointer indicating the start of the 1st overlap region in the
1st section. At 55, the beginning of the 2rid overlap in the 2nd section.
At 72, the 1st wavelength in the desired wavelength table (W) after
1st wavelength in WL
The sum of the intensities (R) for the 1st overlap region of the 1st section
After 53, the end of the 1st overlap region in the 2rid section, after
57, the end of the 2nd overlap region in the 3rd section, after 74,
the 1st wavelength in the desired wavelength table after the last
wavelength in the given table
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$2
NOV 1
M1
N1
$3
$4
NOV2
M2
N2
FAI
FA2
FA3
KG
SUM
RMAX
KK
KSAV
LSAV
ABAC
ABACT
TOT
The sum of the intensities for the 1st overlap in 2nd section
The end points, in the 1st overlap region for both sections
The middle points of the 1st overlap for both sections
The beginning of the ist overlap in the Ist section
Sum of intensitiesfor 2nd overlap in 2nd section
Sum of intensitiesfor 2nd overlap in 3rd section
No. of points in 2nd overlap for both sections
Middle of 2nd overlap
Beginning of 2nd overlap in 2nd section
Normalization for 1st section - $2/SI
Normalization for 2nd section - 1
Normalization for 3rd section - $3/$4
The end of the normalized intensitytable (R) with the overlap region(s)
removed
At 301, ,the area under the curve after normalization. At 81, the
total energy (EN) summed
The first wavelength after 500 nm
The end of the desired wavelengths table (W)
Used to pick up ABA's from ABASAV
Used to pick up ABB's from ABBSAV
NL
_-_ABD j
J=NF
ABAC/100, the energy after the absorptance data is applied to the
lamp data
NL
_ SUNSAVj
J=NF
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SOLAR CELL CALIBRATION EVALUATION
William G. Gdula
ABSTRACT
During this quarterly report period from Septemberthrough November
1966, all activities of the solar cell calibration effort conductedfor the Ther-
mal SystemsBranch GSFCwere relocated at EMR's College Park Laboratory.
In view of the limited experimental portion of the program, a review of all
solar cell measurements developedduring this program is presentedwith a
brief description of the theoretical, experimental and application aspects. In
addition, a series of 1MeV electron radiation experiments were performed to
define the radiation damagecharacteristics of silicon solar cells fabricated
from 1ohm-cm and 10ohm-cm resistivities with thicknesses of 8mils to 16mils.
Preliminary results of the angular dependencestudies of the electron dam-
age rate in silicon solar cells indicate a higher damagecoefficient as the inci-
dent angle of the electron flux is increased. Experimental results have not been
corrected for a cosine projection factor which would further increase the ap-
parent damage. Proton damageis presently being investigated.
Electron damagecharacteristics of lithium doped silicon solar cells, fabri-
cated from 20 ohm-cm float-zone material, indicate 300°K annealing only par-
tially effective in short-circuit current recovery. Degradation of the voltage
characteristics, remained after 15 days of annealing.
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INTRODUCTION
The primary function of the solar cell calibration effort is to provide the
Thermo Physics Branch with a comprehensive calibration and evaluation of
present day solar cells. Because of the necessary support activities - solar
simulation research and development - conducted by the Branch, the efforts of
precise evaluation of solar cell characteristics is readily achieved. Included
in this report period is a complete calibration and electron radiation evaluation
experiment of one ohm-cm and ten ohm-cm silicon cells contained in Section i.
A summary of the measurement procedures developed during this program is
presented in Sections 2 and 3.
i.0 SOLAR CELL CALIBRATION AND RADIATION EVALUATION
An evaluation study was performed by request of the Space Power Technol-
ogy Branch in order to define the radiation damage characteristics of silicon
solar cells fabricated from one and ten ohm-cm material with 8 mil and 16 mil
thicknesses. Four lots of ten samples each were subsequently exposed to 1 MeV
electrons with incremental flux dosages of 1013 , 10 I_ , 1015 and a final accumu-
lated flux level of 1016 e/cm 2. The EMR standard electron radiation procedure
was followed as outlined in Report No. 766-7142 with the exception of the
4 x 1015 flux increment which was added to more accurately define the degrada-
tion rates near the 1016 e/cm 2 level. The complete radiation schedule is in-
cluded in Table 1.
Current Voltage (I-V) characteristics of the cells were measured immedi-
ately after each incremental flux dosage with the X-25 L solar simulator adjusted
to one solar constant. Typical I-V characteristics of representative samples
are included in Figures 1 and 2. Seventy-four spectral response and quantum
yield measurements were also made as time permitted during the radiation pro-
cedure. Experimental data including the current, voltage and conversion effi-
ciency parameters is included in Table 2.
1.1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Typical results of the comparative study are summarized in Figure 3 which
is a plot of the energy conversion efficiency vs accumulated 1 MeV electron
flux. It was not to be expected that the 8 rail 1 ohm-cm cells would maintain a
higher conversion efficiency than the 16 rail 1 ohm-cm cells after an initial flux
of about 5 x 1013 e/cm2 Considering all factors the probable explanation is
that the initial properties of the bulk 16 mil material differed from the 8 mil
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with a possible higher oxygenconcentration. The cross-over of the open-circuit
voltage shownin Figure 4 would substantiate this conjectural argument. Among
solar cell manufacturers, there is an understanding that higher resistivity ma-
terial inherently has intrinsically superior radiation resistent characteristics.
This is quite true if the sole interest were in the current collection efficiency
at short circuit conditions, short circuit degradation is included in Figure 5.
Because of longer bulk lifetime and diffusion length due to the lesser number of
impurity atoms in the bulk, current-densities of solar cells fabricated from
10-25 ohm-cm material normally are about 10% higher than the lower resistivity
cells, considering other fabrication factors and surface reflectance properties
equal. Impurity concentration vs resistivity data for both N and P type material
shown in Figure 6 indicates the magnitude of change, 1 ohm-cm P type con-
taining 1.5 x 1016 impurity atoms/cm 3 vs. 10 ohm-cm material which contains
1.3 x 10 Is . However, the additional decade of impurity atoms results in a
greater open circuit voltage which, as a direct result of Fermi level considera-
tions, is a well defined function of temperature and majority donor and acceptor
concentrations. A comparison of the diode characteristic in Figure 7 for 1 ohm-
cm and 10 ohm-cm cells with equal efficiency shows the dependence of the
10 ohm-cm cells upon the higher current density to maintain conversion efficien-
cy comparable to the 1 ohm-cm cells. The lower resistivity 1 ohm-cm cells,
have a Voc of 0. 575 volts at 300K compared to 0. 545 for the 10 ohm-cm cells,
but the increased number of impurity atoms has decreased the bulk minority
carrier lifetime and a subsequent decrease in the collected minority carriers °
With all factors considered it has always been apparent for other than aca-
demic reasons to evaluate cell radiation characteristics by selecting _eff, the
energy conversion efficiency as the comparative parameter. It is this unifying
complex parameter which relates the individual characteristics, including the
total voltage across the junction, space charge region and current flow through
the junction. The data in Figure 3 support the conclusion that the 1 ohm-cm
cells, with the initially higher conversion efficiency, maintain superior perfor-
mance over the 10 ohm-cm cells when exposed to accumulated 1 MeV flux levels
of 8 x 1015 electrons-cm 2, results which are subjected to the limitations of any
atypical conditions of the one ohm-cm and 10 ohm-cm material utilized.
1.2 EFFECTS OF SOLAR CELL THICKNESS
The intrinsic optical absorption properties of silicon, are such that approxi-
mately 200 microns (8 mils) of material is required to absorb over 95% of the
solar energy. This makes it feasible to optimize the amount of base material
required to collect the generated free carriers.
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By combining the optical absorption function with photon density distribu-
tion of air mass zero and assuming a unity quantum yield a spatial current den-
sity can be derived. This normalized relationship shown in Figure 8 for the
current density to a depth of 50 microns indicates that once this function is ob-
tained, detailed considerations can be given to performance requirements not
only for conversion properties, but also to radiation damage characteristics.
Using this criteria, there has been a general trend by the cell manufactur-
ers to reduce silicon Solar cell thickness from 16mils to 8mils or less, in
order to achieve both material economy and a higher watts/lb performance fig-
ure. (A developmental 12.5KW deployable array over greater than 1200 ft is
presently being developed by the Boeing Aero Space Division. }
Quantum yield measurements of cells with varying thickness fabricated from
the same boule indicates as shown in Figure 9, very little difference between
4000/_ to 7000 A (the slight differences are due in part to a variance in the SiO
coating). From 7000A to 12000/_ the Q.Y. of the 8mil cells decrease at a
higher rate than the 16 mils samples as a direct result of the lesser amount of
base material.
Four mil samples were measured but unfortunately, all data was returned
to the manufacturer and copies have not been returned to date. The average
loss in short-circuit current density in making cells 8 mils rather than 16 mils
is approximately 8.3% for cells fabricated from 10 ohm-cm material and 5.8%
for cells made from 1 ohm-cm material. The comparative results of Voc, Isc,
and _eff are given in Table 2 for all samples measured.
It is of considerable interest to determine if there are any adverse effects
upon the cell diode properties as a result of the back surface recombination
characteristics. Cells of similar diode properties but different thicknesses,
were exposed to 1 MeV electrons with I-V measurements made after each flux
increment, the purpose of the electron flux being to remove the current contri-
bution from the bulk of the thick cells. This procedure then allowed I-V mea-
surement at the cells with current output essentially being equal and still
maintaining the same incident photon flux. Typical results given in Figure 10
indicate that after about 1 x 1015 1 MeV electrons, the current densities for the
8 mil and 16 mil cells are approximately equal and importantly, there is no dis-
tinguishable difference in the I-V characteristics. There are several interesting
conclusions that may be advanced from these conditions. It is obvious that the
degradation rates are logarithmic functions of integrated flux. If the 8 mil 1 ohm-
cm cells with no shielding were pre-irradiated to a flux level of 1015 1 MeV
electrons, the conversion efficiency would still be 8.1% and would only have de-
graded 8% if exposed to another increment of 1 x 1015 e/cm 2. Initial degradation
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of cells which were not pre-irradiated would be approximately 18% in conversion
efficiency, a result which complicates the panel design considerations because
of the greater variations in power output. Rather than add more shielding to
maintain higher conversion efficiencies after specified flux exposures, it might
then be possible to maintain a superior watts/lb factor by the addition of pre-
irradiated cells with reduced shielding and still maintain similar performance
characteristics without the variations in conversion efficiency produced by the
radiation damage.
i. 3 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF DAMAGE RATES
Preliminary results in the determination of angular dependence in the change
of solar cell characteristics during electron radiation indicates an increase in
damage as the flux angle of incidence is increased from the normal. Data in
Figure 11 indicates an increase in damage as the samples are rotated from 0 ° ,
30 ° , 45 ° , to 60 ° . Because of the ionization properties of the electron beam in
air and subsequent spatial variation of the incident flux the samples essentially
are exposed to varying conditions of flux. It is extremely difficult to assess the
possible magnitude of deviation. If the angular dependence is a real function for
the 1 MeV electrons, damage rates incurred during proton irradiation would be
expected to be highly significant.
2.0 CONSIDERATIONS IN THE MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION OF
SOLAR CELL PROPERTIES
Prerequisite to the accurate measurement and definition of solar cell
energy conversion characteristics is the tacit assumption that the pertinent in-
formation describing the energy source (solar simulator} namely the energy dis-
tribution as a function of wave length and total incident energy is reasonably
well described. It is sufficient to state that in the majority of experimental pro-
cedures, this is not the circumstance. The radiometric procedure and spectro-
photometric instrumentation is indeed formidable and only a few groups have
cultivated the proper disciplines required for what could be called measurements
is germane to the complete understanding of the validity in applying solar cell
data on an absolute basis.
A great deal of confusion arises when the parameters of cells with dissimi-
lar spectral responses are calibrated under varying conditions of solar simula-
tion. A typical measurement of the energy distribution of the solar simulation
source used by EMR for solar cell calibration, shown in Figure 12, indicates
an excellent match to the known solar energy distribution at the air-mass-zero
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environment. To further substantiate the degree of accuracy achieved in lab-
oratory measurements, extensive interchange of solar cells calibrated at alti-
tudes of 47,000 and 78,000 feet have resulted in comparative accuracies which
are compiled in Table 3. For cells with similar spectral responses, EMR's
calibrations agree within less than 270 of the short-circuit currents of the
NASA-Lewis flight calibrated cells; extreme deviations in spectral responses
produce a correlation figure of 2.85%. In consideration of the limitation of
known absolute standards and the uncertainties of the NRL data, a 270 correla-
tion figure is totally acceptable. EMR's standard radiometric procedure in-
volves use of silicon cells calibrated with the JPL standards and a primary
working standard Angstrom Pyrheliometer, which is shown in Figure 13.
3.0 BASIC SOLAR CELL MEASUREMENTS
Most of the present day solar cell measurements are oriented towards the
overt features of the energy conversion process, i.e., a photon flux incident on
the cell surface is measured and an energy conversion efficiency parameter is
derived from the current-voltage characteristic generated by the cell under
varying load conditions.
Because the conventionally fabricated silicon cell is a P/N junction device,
it has all of the expected attributes including among others a space charge
region, electrostatic potential and an effective junction capacitance, each of
which is highly dependent upon unique fabrication processes and the intrinsic
properties of the parent material.
An awareness of all of the characteristics of the solar cell is needed when
measuring any single parameter and because of the interrelated functions a
brief, but in no sense complete, summary of each measurement is presented in
order to add significance and possibly clarify just what properties are being
measured and how this measured physical property relates to the entire energy
conversion process.
3.1 CURRENT-VOLTAGE (I-V) MEASUREMENT
Fortunately, the most common and widely used of all solar cell measure-
ments, the I-V characteristic from which the energy conversion efficiency is
obtained, can be measured with comparative ease and requires a nominal invest-
ment in instrumentation.
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Normal procedure in measuring the current-voltage relationship requires
use of a precision variable load across the cell with solar energy incident on
the cell surface: The short-circuit current, Isc, open circuit voltage Voc, and
the conversion efficiency _eff, derived from knowledge of the maximum power
point are obtained from the generated diode property. When photon energy is
being absorbed within the cell, the intrinsic optical absorption process creates
free minority carriers, and as a result of the tendency to maintain dynamic
equilibrium the solar cell junction becomes biased in the forward direction in a
compensation effort to neutralize the generated carriers. The simple charac-
teristic diode property of large area solar cells in actuality has parameters
which have extremely complicated physical inter-relationships. An elementary
verbal picture in further defining the current voltage relationship can be des-
cribed as follows:
When in thermal equilibrium, the net concentrations of electrons and holes
in the highly diffused surface region and base portion of the solar cell are kept
in balance by means of a potential barrier developed at the solar cell junction
region; the magnitude of this barrier electrostatic potential, corresponds to the
difference in Fermi levels in the N-type and P-type material, the Fermi level
being an explicit function of temperature and density of the electron and hole
concentrations.
During the process of ie./and carrier creation by the absorption of photon
energy, minority carriers, electrons in the P-region, eventually diffuse to the
vicinity of the junction and as a result of the aiding field in this region are re-
turned to a potential of lower state in the N-region; a similar argument applies
for the holes in the N-region. The P-type material becomes positively charged
and the N-type, negatively charged, a voltage being developed which now biases
the P/N junction of the solar cell in the forward direction. This voltage pro-
duces a forward current composed of majority carriers which counteracts the
flow of charge in the reverse direction due to normal injection of holes from the
P-region and electrons from the N-region are related by the ideal diode equation
stated in the generalized form by:
I = Io(e qv ) (i)
where
KT = Thermal Energy
I o = Thermally generated reverse saturation current
q = Electronic charge
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The current due to the optical injection during normal photon flux density
conditions is not affected so that the total current, I, of the solar cell can be
reasonably approximated by:
I = I o (e qv -1) -q G(L + Lp) (2)N
where
G = minority carrier generation rate
L n, Lp = diffusion lengths of the carriers
With open circuit conditions I = 0 and the open-circuit voltage is:
KT [l+q G(L n + Lp)]
Vo - in (3)
q Io
Vo is proportional to G at low injection levels. When the photon flux ab-
sorbed is high then the voltage generated will increase until it removes the
barrier and no further increase will ensue. The maximum photo-voltage which
can be generated is equal to that obtained from the difference in Fermi levels
of the N-type and P-type sections of the cell and for silicon cells this is approxi-
mately equal to the voltage corresponding to the energy gap, (Eg} of 1.11 volts.
With an appropriate curve shaping factor added in the exponential term
qv/Akt to compensate for deviations from the idealized conditions, the I-V
function can be readily synthesized for most silicon solar cells.
3.1.1 Experimental Data
Typical current-voltage characteristics illustrated in Figure 14 for one
ohm-cm and ten ohm-cm silicon solar cells demonstrate the more obvious fea-
tures of differences in material properties even though the conversion efficien-
cies are equal.
Because of the effect of the additional impurities in reducing the parent
material minority carrier lifetime, the one ohm-cm cells have current densities
of 3 to 4ma/cm 2 less than the ten ohm-cm cells. However, the increased num-
ber of boron atoms in the bulk enhance the voltage factor for the lower resis-
tivity material so that the maximum power derived is about the same.
From the power supply design viewpoint, ten ohm-cm cells have lower
voltage at maximum power, a slightly smaller temperature dependence and gen-
erally exhibit a higher electron radiation resistance than lower resistivity cells.
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3.1.2 EMR Instrumentation Procedure
For measurements in which only the general form of the I-V function is
required and the simulation source can be adjusted to achieve the proper current
density, exact match to air-mass-zero is of less significance. EMR, however,
has realized the difficulty in correlating measurements taken of solar cells such
as GaAs and CdS under less precise solar simulation conditions, (e. g., 2800 °
K tungsten energy filtered with water) and has adopted the procedure of only
using a solar simulator which has a known energy distribution matched to the
air-mass-zero solar radiance. The variable electronic load used in generating
the I-V function is uniquely designed for this specific measurement and has in-
ternal standards with measurement error of less than 0.05%. An external digi-
tal voltmeter monitors the open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current and
an X-Y plotter records the complete diode function along with the product of the
current and voltage. The solar cell temperature is controlled by cooling the
sample holder with a re-circulating heat exchanger and measurements are
normally taken at 27°C.
3.2 SOLAR CELL QUANTUM YIELD MEASUREMENTS
Fundamental to the characterization of the current-voltage properties of
solar cells is the determination of the physical parameters and inter-related
functions which control the collected current density. This essential information
is derived from the solar cell quantum yield measurement which in the practical
definition relates the ability of the P/N junction and the parent bulk material to
collect the minority carriers created by the material absorption of photon energy,
each photon being loosely described as possessing a discrete quantum of energy.
The wavelength dependent ratio of the collected current density to the photon
density incident on the cell surface is the quantum yield QY (4) "
where Isc (4)
QY (4) = (q) No (},) (4)
and Isc (4)
q
No (4)
= collected current density
= electronic charge
= photon density
In material investigations of a fundamental nature it is often pertinent to
deal with the absolute quantum yield. In this measurement energy reflected
from the surface is considered and the current density qualified as originating
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from the incident photondensity being absorbed in the material. The absolute
quantumyield QYabis
Isc (_)
QYab q (1-R_) N O (_) (5)
and
R(_) = surface reflectance
3.2.1 Instrumentation
The wave-length dependence of solar cell characteristics requires use of
an optical dispersion instrument equipped with the necessary detectors and
light source.
A grating monochrometer with comparatively high efficiency and constant
bandwidth was selected in order to have the maximum amount of monochromatic
energy on the sample surface and to eliminate any variations of response near
the band edge as a result of large variations in bandwidth, typical of prism
monochrometers. The complete instrumentation set-up (illustrated in Figure
15) is primarily composed of the 1 meter Zerny Turner grating monochrometer,
high intensity light source, beam-splitting transfer optics and rationing elec-
tronics with the output recorded on an X-Y-Y l plotter. A function generator has
been designed which allows the concurrent plotting of the cell output in both
equal energy and equal photon density modes which are the spectral response
and quantum yield measurements. Typical experimental data of production type
silicon solar cells is included in Figure 16. With prior knowledge of the optical
absorption characteristics of the material various physical parameters can be
derived from the QY measurement, including the bulk diffusion length, surface
recombination characteristics, and an approximation of the function depth. A
computer program has been prepared which enables the experimental data to be
compared with generated functions of varying solar cell parameters.
3.3 SOLAR CELL SURFACE REFLECTANCE AND ANTI-REFLECTION
C OATINGS
Although the EMR Aerospace Sciences Division presently does not have the
in-house facilities for optical coatings and other thin-film deposition activities,
its awareness of the importance of anti-reflection SiO coatings and the more
complex multi-layer dielectric films in establishing ultimate current densities
and thermal properties of solar cells has fostered the cultivation of mutual
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cooperative programs between members of the EMR staff and the Thermal Sys-
tem Branch GSFC Coatings Laboratory which has the necessary fabrication
capabilities.
The surface reflectance properties of thirteen varieties of solar cell
coatings received from ten manufacturers were measured. Subsequent calcula-
tion of the surface effects in changing the current densities, showed extreme
variations among manufacturers. It was, therefore, decided to objectively de-
termine what parameters need be more precisely defined in order to establish
what constituted a "good" anti-reflection coating for silicon solar cells and to
clarify some of the proprietary mystery of the overall coatings process. Initial
efforts have been conducted with the excellent cooperation of the GSFC Thermal
Systems Branch Coatings Laboratory to define the necessary parameters to
achieve maximum performance with a single layer SiO coating.
3.3.1 Performance Requirements and Physical Considerations
A typical cross section of a finished solar cell structure shown in Figure
17 demonstrates that there are, in reality, two optical coatings applied in the
final cell structure:
. A unique multi-layer dielectric film, whose typical reflectance, pro-
perties are shown in Figure 18 where in this instance, no SiO coating
has been applied to the solar cell; the primary purpose of this multi-
layer coating is to protect the adhesive which bonds the radiation cover
slip to the cell proper. It is hoped that this expensive addition may be
eliminated by future improvements in applying integral quartz cover
slips by sputtering techniques. In addition to the protection offered to
the adhesive, the unique "window cutoff offered by the multi-layer pro-
perties effectively eliminates the absorption of infrared energy which
normally is dissipated in the cell base.
. The conventional SiO coating which decreases the cell surface reflec-
tance in its region of response, which is 3750 A to 12000 A for silicon
solar cells.
In dealing only with the SiO coating which is applied directly to the solar
cell, it has been found that in order to reduce the reflected energy from the
heavily doped N-type surface layer to a minimum, an intermediate layer is re-
quired to form an interference type optical coating with such an index of refrac-
tion n 1 , that:
nl =  ncnr (6)
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where
n c = refractive index of silicon = 3.5 to 4.0
= refractive index of the bonding resin = 1 to 1.5
n r
For practical considerations solar cells are invariably used with radiation
quartz cover slips and this requires using the refractive properties of the
bonding resin which covers the cell. Simple calculations indicate that the inter-
mediate material should have a refractive index of approximately 2.0, a re-
quirement reasonably satisfied by SiO which has the values, dependent upon
deposition parameters, between 1.7 and 1.9.
In addition to the proper index of refraction the optical thickness, which is
defined as the physical thickness multiplied by n, should be a 1/4 wavelength in
the solar cell response region near 6000A where minimum reflectivitYoiS de-
sired. Although the maximum energy in the solar spectrum is at 4800A, the
nature of the conversion process, i.e., electron-hole pair creation as a func-
tion of photon density distribution which peaks at 6000 _ more significant than
the total energy values. Increasing the thickness to achieve minimum reflec-
tivity at the 6000 A wavelength region must be optimized, however, since the
reflective properties begin to increase at the shorter wavelengths.
3.3.2 Establishment of Deposition Parameters
With the general physical requirement for maximum cell performance taken
into consideration SiOx in layer thicknesses of 3/16 _ to 1/2 _ were deposited
on 2 x 2 cm N/P chem-etched uncoated silicon cells selected from the produc-
tion variety used in the Nimbus Program. Short-circuit current measurements
taken before and after the evaporation process to document the changes in solar
cell performance as a result of the applied coatings are compiled in Table 4.
Applications of the SiO x coating were performed in a 72" evaporator at rates of
approximately 200 A/min with the samples being positioned 30" from the SiO
source; vacuum conditions were maintained at 10 -_ Torr with small amounts of
oxygen bled into the system o
3.3.3 Experimental Results
Typical results of the achieved reflectance values shown in Figure 19 indi-
cate very obvious trends in the requirements for establishing an optimum single
layer SiO coating. ° It is readily apparent that an optimum layer slightly greater
than 1/4_, (llOOA, results in a respectable reflectance value of approximately
6% from 4750 A to 6000 A;) the 3/16 _ layer indicates a decrease at all wave-
lengths measured but still has a high reflectance value of approximately 25%.
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As the thickness of the SiO layer increases to a 1/2 ;_ the minimum reflectivity
is shifted to longer wavelengths which results in a considerable loss in the solar
cell quantum yield from 4000A to 6000A.
It is apparent that an overall optimization process must be considered,
which includes the photon density function, quantum yield characteristics of the
solar cell, and the surface reflectance in order to achieve maximum solar cell
current density.
The difficulties in achieving low reflectance values at the shorter wave-
lengths are presently being overcome by the addition of magnesium flouride
coatings; this addition plus the optimized SiO layer tends to give the cells su-
perior current outputs and also radiation resistance characteristics.
3.4 BASIC SOLAR CELL MEASUREMENTS APPLIED TO THERMAL
ANALYSIS
The fact that solar cells perform as energy converters and a portion of the
absorbed photon energy is directly removed from the cell proper in the form of
electrical energy to be utilized by the spacecraft leads to the logical conclusion
that knowledge of the power conversion process can certainly be extended to aid
in determining the net energy absorbed.
With the additional knowledge of the thermal radiative properties princi-
pally defined by the total hemispherical emittance characteristics of the cell
structure a more precise analytical determination canbe made in the calcula-
tion of operational temperatures of solar cell arrays.
Measurements of the required physical parameters are presently being
made in the EMR Thermal Systems Group but here-to-fore have not been applied
to this precise analysis.
It would be difficult to over emphasize the importance in the precise mea-
surement of these basic solar cell properties and their immediate application
in achieving maximum power performance by optimizing, wherever possible,
relationships between the variables which determine the power-temperature
function.
3.4.1 Solar Cell Absorptance Characteristics
A pertinent function which should be considered when measuring the optical
absorptance, a (_), of solar cells where
a (_) = 1-R (_) (7)
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and R(_) = surface reflectance
is the process of energy conversion within the cells; the fact that a part of the
absorbed energy is removed from the cell needs to be considered when total
absorptance properties are to be defined.
Because of the nature of the energy transformation - a photon absorption
process which creates free electron - hole pairs - only a discrete portion of the
absorbed energy is capable of being transferred to the created free carriers.
Intrinsic properties of the band structure of silicon material results in a 1. lleV
indirect transition; this means that the excess energy of photons possessing
energies above this level is normally dissipated within the silicon lattice struc-
ture. It is this excess energy plus a portion of the transformed electrical
energy which is not delivered to the load which help determine the thermal
characteristics of the cells.
By considering the photon density in the solar spectrum as a function of eV
energy where:
hc
eV = -- (8)
h = Planck's Constant
c = Velocity of Light
= Wavelength
and weighting this function which is given in Figure 20 by the energy which is
absorbed within the material and importantly, the fraction of converted energy
which is transferred to an external load, a more precise value of energy ab-
,
sorptance can be obtained. Presented in a very general form the total energy
absorbed, Qt, is
_= 2.5
= 0 -_ N°(_)d£ (9)
where
No (4) = photon density incident on surface
For silicon solar cells the net amount of energy absorbed within the cell
can be more clearly expressed by dividing the photon density of the solar spec-
trum into three wavelength regions.
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The extremely shallow absorption coefficient of a below 3750 A results
in no current collectipn; letting the function K(L ) = l-R(L) hc/L, the
UV energy absorbed is
= O. 3750_z
Q1 = f K(L) d
L = 0 (i0)
From O. 3750 to 1.12 microns the thermal energy created is deter-
mined by the current collection efficiency and excess energy function
above 1.11 eV.
The current collection efficiency is the parameter indicative of the
ability to collect the free carriers generated by the photon absorption
and is experimentally determined by the quantum yield measurement.
The photon energy above the band gap value of 1.11 which is absorbed
and converted to heat in this region of cell response is given by:
L = 1.12_
k = 0.375 (11)
there is also a finite amount of energy Q3, retained in this region of
cell response as indicated by QY values, less than unity which can be
expressed by:
L = i.12_
Q3:f
L = 0.375/_
dL
(12)
Finally the photon energy Q _, beyond the band gap of 1.11 eV can be
considered completely absorbed and dissipated by thermal means
where:
k = 2.5/_
Q _ = J K(L) d
= i. 12/_ (13)
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The summation of the simply energy integrals of Equation 10 to Equation 13 is
a straight forward process and since an existing program contains the necessary
weighting functions, calculations of effective 5 values can be readily accom-
plished. Typical measurements of the quantum yield and surface reflectance
for a Texas Instrument N/P solar cell is illustrated in Figure 21.
In a recent survey absorptance values for a variety of cells received from
10 manufacturers indicated a wide range of absorptance 5 values from 0.72 to
0.87.
Because of EMR's early awareness of the advantages gained in measuring
absolute quantum yield characteristics of solar cells this information can now
be readily applied in the complete analysis of the thermal characteristics of
individual cells and solar cell arrays.
3.5 DIFFUSION LENGTH MEASUREMENTS
The fundamental parameter of the bulk silicon material which determines
the current collection efficiency of a P/N junction-type solar cell is'the minor-
ity carrier diffusion length, L, which, in a general sense, can be construed at
the dimunition of the minority carrier density by a factor of e -1 in each interval
of L. For the simplified case in which minority carriers are uniformily gener-
ated in the base material at a rate go, carriers per cm 3 per second, the collec-
ted current density, I sc, assuming that each created excess minority carrier
is collected, it is given by:
I sc = qgoL (14)
where
q = the electronic charge
g = generation rate
The diffusion length is related to the steady state minority carrier lifetime
by:
(Dr) _ (15)
where
DT= diffusion coefficient
= minority carrier lifetime
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The diffusion length, as stated in section 3.2 can be derived from the quan-
tum yield measurement but the difficulty in measuring the surface reflectance,
the accuracy of available optical absorption data, and the fact that the absorp-
tion function is rapidly changingin the near infra-red region creates a compli-
cated condition conductive to large experimental errors.
3.5.1 Experimental Procedure
Techniques using penetrating electron radiation have been adopted by EMR
which effectively eliminates the reliance on optical absorption data and the re-
quired reflectance measurements. The original details of the experimental
procedure developed by Rosenzweig of BTL involves the concurrent measure-
ment of the electron intensity and solar cell ionization current in a double aper-
ture vacuum Faraday cup. With the proper selection of an absorber thickness
covering the cell it is possible to achieve a uniform generation function and with
prior knowledge of a spatial ionization function, i.e., the number of electron-
hole pairs created per micron per electron particle at a discrete energy level,
the effective averaged diffusion length can readily be calculated. It has been
argued and always with a considerable degree of justification that L is a unique
function of spatial position created by the minority carrier recombination
characteristics of the bulk material.
However, the typically high quality of the bulk material used in making
silicon solar cells which reduces the recombination effects results in minority
carrier lifetimes in the range of 10-25 microseconds; a vast amount of experi-
mental data which supports the bulk diffusion length concept have given sufficient
credulence in utilizing the average bulk diffusion length as a comparative pa-
rameter for both collection efficiency evaluation and radiation damage studies.
3.5.2 EMR Experimental Results and Applications
Typical experimental data shown in Figure 22 indicates that linearity of
cell response can be established over three decades of injection levels while
establishing the diffusion length at the same time. Use of the dynamic range
capabilities of a Van deGraaff accelerator can resolve any doubts about line-
arity considerations when extrapolating for example, cell properties measured
under low level monochromatic energies to AMO conditions. Figure 23 pre-
sents another application of the diffusion length measurement where it is used
to derive the K parameter from the relationship
1 1 + K_
L--2 = Lo 2 (16)
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where
L o = initial diffusion length
L = final diffusion length
= particle flux
Here the rate of degradation under 0.5 MeV electrons is shown for silicon
solar cells fabricated from wafers cut in the <111 >, <110 >, and <100 > planes.
The linear rate of degradation gives added credulence to the evaluative K para-
meter in this situation.
All experimental hardware has been fabricated, experimental procedure
established and the measurements are ready to be performed by EMR upon
proper scheduling of accelerator facilities.
3.6 SOLAR CELL P/N JUNCTION CHARACTERISTICS
One of the less defined areas in the field of basic solar cell measurements
and in which EMR is now actively involved is the definition of the electrical
properties of the P/N junction. This investigation has been relegated to one of
no apparent significance for reasons engendered, partly because the information
at first appearance is not directly applicable to the solar cell performance.
And yet, it must be stated that this measurement can yield more detailed in-
formation than any made concerning the characteristic cell structure and fur-
ther, it is quite possible to derive valid performance characteristics without
the use of any solar simulation source providing knowledge of the surface re-
flection properties is known.
3.6.1 Theoretical and Experimental Considerations
EMR's conventional analysis of the P/N junction properties of solar cells
involves use of the Schottky relationship for an abrupt impurity transition re-
gion and because of the inter-relationship of the physical parameters a capaci-
tance function evolves where C is given by:
and
C-2- 8TrV
eq N x (17)
C = junction capacitance -cm-2
N x = impurity concentration of base region
= dielectric constant
q = electronic charge
V = total voltage across the junction
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The voltage total is the sum of the internal electrostatic potential and any
externally applied dc bias voltage. Effects of a reverse bias voltage changes
the equilibrium conditions in the junction region and for an increasing reverse
bias condition, the space charge region (depletion width) broadens into regions
of higher resistivity which is the base region for solar cells. The change in the
volume of the space charge region is determined by the dielectric constant of
the material, impurity concentrations and profiles on either side of the junction
region and magnitude of the total potential across the junction. The relation-
ship of the space charge region, W, to the capacitance is readily derived and
becomes:
C (18)
where
A = total junction area
= 11.8
_o = 8.85 x 10-1_farad/cm 2
For convenience in quickly establishing the magnitude of W in certain types
of silicon solar cells this function is plotted in Figure 24.
From Equation 17 it is apparent that the slope of the curve is determined
primarily by the impurity concentration in the bulk region, the magnitude of
which can readily be calculated. Large area solar cells with shallow junction
formations of one micron or less ordinarily have impurity profiles of the com-
plementary error function form shown in Figure 25, the exaot nature of the
impurity profile being governed by the diffusion coefficient, the time of diffusion,
initial concentrations and the boundary conditions. Since the diffusion coeffi-
cient generally has an exponential temperature dependence, precise control of
the impurity profile requires accurate control of the diffusion temperature. It
is found that the experimental data for the silicon solar cells up to junction
breakdown voltage is in reasonably good agreement with the Schottky abrupt-
transition model. Typical experimental data and the comparison of the calcu-
lated impurity concentrations with figures given by the manufacturer are shown
in Figure 26 for silicon solar cells.
It has been found that measurements of the junction properties of GaAs
single crystal solar cells using similar experimental methods does not follow
the abrupt transition scheme but more appropriately is applicable to a graded
junction model. Experimental data of the V vs C-3 relationship derived from
the graded junction theory is plotted in Figure 27 and indicates agreement with
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this concept. Also of obvious interest is the value of the extrapolated diffusion
voltage of 1.38 volts which is exactly the band gap of GaAs.
3.6.2 Experimental Details
Present EMR methods of analysis involve measuring the complex imped-
ance of the solar cells by standard bridge techniques in the experimental setup
shown in Figure 28 and outlined diagrammatically in Figure 29. The samples
are in dark conditions on a temperature-control holder assembly with applied
external bias conditions. The capacitance relationship as a function of applied
voltage is then calculated from knowledge of the complex impedance at 1536 cps
and is then related to the physical characteristics of the junction by the Schottky
theory for both abrupt and graded junctions.
Physical constants of the solar cell P/N junction including the depletion
width, impurity concentration in the base, and the extrapolated diffusion poten-
tial, can then be used in defining the parameters which lead to better cell per-
formance. It is the lack of such precise data which has hindered the efforts in
improving present performance of solar cells and it is unlikely that any major
gain from present day silicon solar cell conversion efficiency values of 10 to 11%
can be envisioned without an increased understanding of the fabrication param-
eters which influence the junction properties
I
Measurements of the junction properties of solar cells are currently being
performed at EMR to correlate the junction properties of cells which demon-
strate higher efficiency values.
4.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
This section is not applicable in the main efforts of the existing program.
5.0 PROGRAM FOR NEXT REPORT PERIOD
In accordance with the conclusion of the present form of effort and the
conductance of this effort on initiated job orders as outlined by the Technical
Monitor the following efforts will be completed as specifically outlined in Job
Order 713-861-51-75-01.
Prepare type HI Report in accordance with Specification NASA TIB-5-
100 on the McPherson spectral measurement system. Include data on
absolute accuracy of instrument; comparisons between flight calibrated
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cells and other instrumentation measurements with McPherson meas-
urements; and, advantages of system over other measurement systems
and techniques.
Design System to obtain "in situ" spectral reflectances of 15/16 inch
samples using the ULTEK vacuum system and the Perkin-Elmer
spectrophotometer. Consider particle and ultraviolet irradiation of
samples.
Obtain V-14 curves for 25 solar cells.
Obtain quantum yields for 25 solar cells.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The total progress in consideration of the nominal amount of engineering
hours allocated has been very encouraging. Detailed considerations have been
given to the fundamental properties of the solar cell structure. Most measure-
ments can be conducted on a routine basis. In addition to the calibration radia-
tion damage evaluation capabilities have been firmly established and experiments
are now conducted on a routine basis.
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Date
11/1/66
11/2/66
11/2/66
11/3/66
11/4/66
Table 1
1 MeV Electron Radiation SChedule
(Solar cell bulk resistivity and thickness)
Run Radiation
Time
1 :7:20
2 0:36:40
3 1:43:49
4 5:51:54
5 12:57:45
Cup-Cell factor 850
Flux
Density Flux
Increment
e/era2-Sec. e/cra2
2.3 x 10 1o
1 x 1013
6.17 x10_i 9 x lOla
1.8 x10_2
9 x 1014
1.8 x 10 12
3 x i01s
2.1 x 1012
6 x 101s
.Y_b
Integrated Flux
e/era 2
1 X 1013
1 x 101 4
1 x 10 is
4 X 10 is
I X 1016
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I-V CHARACTERISTIC
CELL NO.: 8-1-9
MFG .: HELIOTEK TYPE:
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TEMP.: 25°C
DATE: 11/4/66
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Figure 1. 8 mil, 1 ohm-cm I-V Characteristic
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Figure 2. 8 mil, 10 ohm-cm I-VCharacteristlc
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IRWIN DATA
1014•
- TYPE
N - TYPE
IMPURITY CONCENTRATION, Ni, IMPURITIESZ'.cmS
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